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FOREWORD 

Indian census has a tradition of involving academics in the 
analytical appraisal of the social structure in the light of which the 
vast corpus of census data can be properly interpreted and the adequacy 
or inadequacy of the statistical tools adopted during each census can 
be evaluated. It is in conformity with this tradition that my colleague, 
Dr. B. K. Roy Burman, invited Dr. S. M. Dubey~ head of the department 
of ,sociology in the Dibrugarh university~ to prepare a monograph 
on modernisation and the role of elites in Arunachal Pradesh. I am 
indebted to Dr. Dubey for preparing this useful monograph. I thank 
my colleague Sri J. K. Barthakur, Director of Census Operations, 
Arunachal Pradesh, for pursuing this project at various stages. I am 
grateful to the Arunachal Pradesh authorities for affording the necessary 
facilities to Dr. Dubey during his field trips. 

NEW DELHI 

14 November 1975. 
R. B. CHARI 

Registrar General India 





TECHNICAL APPRAISAL 

buring one of my visits to Dibrugarh, I was asked by Dr. S. M. Dubey 
to give a talk in the Dibrugarh university on the social situation in North
East India. I pointed out that till the middle ages when modern transport 
and communication had not developed, most of the submontane regions 
on international borders were nature's highway as it were. They more 
or less functioned as bridges involving nation-states on a continental scale. 
Sometimes they functioned as a buffer as well. Their· comparative isolation 
during the last few centuries was the outcome of a process which was 
more external in origin, but which affected the intf';rnal social structure. 
For instance with the development of modem shipping, ancient routes 
through Assam to Burma or to Yunnan in South China practically 10&1 
importance. The main concern of the British was that the region should 
be secured against possible ambitions of the contending colonial powers 
in East and South-east Asia. 

In recent decades the comparative isolation of ~he hills of North-east 
India is again breaking down, partly because of geo-political factors and 
partly because of internal developments. One implication of my broad 
appraisal of the situation in North-east India ~s that it debunks the myth 
of isolation. The second implication is that the hillmen of North-east 
India have not been just the external proletariat (in the sense in which the 
great histonan, Toynbee, has used the term) of the literate cultures of 
Asia. They have built up their own life-styles through adaptation to 
their physical and social environments. At the same time, by simultane
ously keeping apart and joining countries and civilisations, they have 
through their presence contributed to the growth of th~ unique cultural 
mosaic of Asi:a. It is natural that a number of social and political institu
tions came into existence as an adaptive mechanism. Their implications 
are to be studied at two levels. They should be studied with reference 
to the way the population concerned looks upon itself. Secondly, a com
parison should he made with analogous institutions in diverse historical 
contexts. 

In the post-independence period, these areas have been exposed to a 
number of factors of accelerating change. For instance, effective ad
ministratiun has been established in all parts of Arunachal Pradesh. A 
number of urban nuclei have come into existence. The communications 
network har. reached the most outlying areas. An infra-structure for the 
introduction of advanced technology and intensive utilisation of economic 
resources has been created. Social services have been provided on an 
impressive scale and organs for participation in ihe political process at 
various levels have been established. It is a matter of great interest to 
know h.ow the hillmen of North-east India have responded to all these. 

There are several ways of approaching the problem. One is to study 
the social composition of the elite and the role of the elite in the context 
of modernisation. I suggested to Sri J. N. Das, Vice-Chancellor of Dibru
garh ul1lversity, that Dr. Dubey might take up a study on these lines with 
the modest support that Indian census organisation would be !lappy to 
provide. 

iii 
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I was happy that he responded to my suggestion favourably and that 
Dr. Dubey himself wa& very enthusiastic about my proposal. 

Dr. Dubey's study gives us a wide range of empirical data, so indis
pensable for a systematic appreciation of the social process in Arunachal 
Pradesh. I would like to highlight some of the more important aspects, 
supplement the same with my own observations and also bring out some 
t.heoretical implications. 

Dr. Dubey has made a comprehensive review of the various concepts 
of modernisation. He has also referred to one my earlier writings in 
this matter. I however feel that in the paper !.mc!er reference, my 
treatment pf the problem was inadequa,te. I had only examined the 
specific proces;; of modernisation in a specific context: I did not present 
any general perspective of modernisation. 

As suggested by Yogendra Singh, the problem of modernisation is 
first to be considered from the historical and normative perspectives. In 
this connection, there is a virtual unanimity among all contemporary social 
philosophers. For instance though Gandhism, anarcho-syndicalism and 
Marxism differ about the methods, all of them envi~age a classless, self
regulated society for the modern man. I would take a cue from this and 
say that all that contributes to the emergence of such a society is modern 
and all that stands in the way is counter-modern. The rest are amorpholls 
non-modern. 

One. could argue that, with my orientation, the primitive societies are 
the most modern, as there is hardly any class differentiation among them 
and also as there is considerable autonomy in their political process. But 
there is a crucial element missing. The primitive societies are not self
regulated. They are virtual captives of the forces ot nature and of their 
ignorance of the laws of nature. Also, in the absence of comparative 
knowledge of the functioning of societies in diverse contexts, they do not 
have an Qrganised consciousness of social laws. 

SI!1f-regulated classless societies are neither social isolates, nor techno
logical laggards. They share with the rest of man-kind the common know
ledge about the intricacies and potentials of nature, the common concern 
about the unity of the world's resources, the common respect for the 
dignity of individuals and the common quest for organised freedom. This 
package as a whole represents the essential precondition for modernisation. 
It is to bl! achieved through phases. The elite phenomenon pecomes rel;!
Vl.1.nt in the context of this task. 

The concept of an elite has several implications. Bot~omore has 
made a comprehensive review of the same inlElites Grid societ)! (Boitomore, 
T.B. 1970) I shall freely draw upon the same. 

The concept of an elite was first advanced by Pareto to denote those 
who had the highest ability in their respective branch of activity. Mosca 
was the first to make a systematic distinction bewecn the elites and the 
masses.. By elite, he refers to the rul~ng cla~s whic~, .however, is con
nected with the larger group, the new mIddle class of ClV1I servants, mana
gers, white-collar workers, scientists and engineers, schola.rs and llltelle~
tuals. These categories of individuals constitute the sub-eIttes. :rhe. stab!
lity of any political organisation depends on the leve~ of morahty, mtell!
gence and activity that this second stratum has attamed. The compOSI
tion of the elite however undergoes a change through the emergence of 
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social forces which represent new technological or economic interests in 
the Society. Pareto however explains the circulation of the elite through 
psychological degeneration of the established elite over a length of time. 

As .pojnt~d out by Dr. Dubey, the concepts of political elite represented 
by Mosca and Pareto formed part. of a political doct:riIl,.e which was oppo
.eel to and critical of modern socialism. Karl Mannheim however feels 
that though the- actual shaping of policy is in the hands of the elites, this 
tioes not mean ,that the society is not democratic. Democracy can be 
treat~d as a type of society in which the elites-economic, cultural as 
weil as pojirica~-are 'open' in principles and in fact are recruited from 
different sociai strata on the basis of individual merit. Underlying this 
concept is the assumption that there cannot be in any real sense govern
ment hy the people. But Yugoslavia's experience of the "greatest possible 
-iecentralisation of political authority by transfer of political responsibility 
for decisions tu local and regional councils and to volunt;try organisations 
nnd ~xtension of self-government to the economic field by creation of 
appropriate new institutions such as workers councils" seems to indicate 
that such a pessimistic view is unwarranted. Self-government 'by the 
people' does not rule out the role of the exceptional men. But such men, 
with their associates or followers, do not ordinarily form a 50cial elite. Their 
contribution to the society is of an individual kind and not dependent 
upon the formation of a distinctive social group. The te.rm 'creatin 
minority' has been used by Toynbee, seemingly to refer, not to an elite 
group, but to a simple plurality of such individuals. 

Against this background of some important aspects of the theory of 
the elite, :he specific problems of analysis in the context of Arunachal 
Pradesh can be enumerated. Many of them find mention in the present 
monograph in different places. I propose to bring them together, supple
ment the same by the questions raised by elite theorists themselves and 
by my own osbervations, to facilitate easy comprehension. But before 

. that it would be necessary to have a quick glance at the historical and 
social situation in Arunachal Pradesh. 

Fefore independenc, the different parts of Arunachal Pradesh con
stituted distinct administrati:ve and political units, interacting with the 
colonial rulers in different ways. Though the Adi group of tribes of 
DatIas or Mishmis combined at times to resist colonial encroachments, 
there was no political institution to co-ordinate their internal or external 
relations on a permanent basis. Besides there wa'> hardly any occasion 
when all the social groups from Tirap to Kameng came together for 
common political action or even military action. They were not homo
genous in traditiop. of origin, racial stock, language or political organisa
tion. In the pre-British period, they entered into diverse political and 
trade arrangement with the Ahom kingdom and vassal regimes. In 
matters of trade and religious policy, they interacted with others as ~ell. 
For instance, the tribes of Kameng interacted with Bhutan and TIbet. 
Some of those of Tirap and Lohit divisions interacted with Burma. If a 
c(,n1mon orientation was in the proce&s of formation among them,. it was 
provided by the common problem of interaction with the Ahom kmgdom 
in diverse roles. After independence, a crystallisation of the incipient 

..common orientation is rapidly taking place. One c~n ?ear the e~ucat.ed 
young men of Arunachal Pradesh speaking about the socro-cultural IdentIty 
,of Arunachal Pradesh as a whole, within the framework of India's welfare 
<democracy. 
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It is al~o lleces~ary for us t~ .take note of the diversities of technology, 
productIon relatIons and pohbco-cultural institutions as the local level 
Agricultur.e is the. dominant sector ?f the ec<;>nomy. Collection of jungl~ 
products IS also Important though ItS place 111 the total economy varies 
from region to region. Animal husbandry is of some significance in the 
llorth-eastern belt. Tribes like Mishmi, Miri and sections among the Adi 
group, Sherdukpen and Monpa are involved in trade to a considerable 
extent. In agriculture the most prevalent practice is that of shifting culti· 
vation. But the Apatani of Subansiri are famous {or therr terrace cultiva
tion. To a certain extent the Monpa and Sherdukpen of Kameng district 
and the Khampti of Lohit district are also settled agriculturist. 

The p~oduction rela~ions cover a wide spectrum, Among the Nocte, 
the chIefs of NamsaI and Badurang exercised consid.erable prerogative in 
the management and control of the If!nd, traditionally under the jurisdic
tion of the tri~. When the forests of the area were taken over hy the 
Arunachal Pradesh administration for economic development, the special 
position of 1he chief was recognised. Among the Khamptis and Singpho3 
also, the chief had special prerogatives in the control and manag.ement of 
land. Among most of the other tribes, such chi~fs towering over the 
tribe did not exist. But private ownership of land was recognised even 
among the communities practising shifting cultiva_tion. Among the Adi 
group of tribes, the plots to be cleared by a household by rotation in jhum
cycle are permanently assigned to them. Some of the tribes had recog
nised social classes. Among ~he Sherdukpens there were the Thongs, the 
landowning class, and the Chhaos, the Serfs. Besides, there were slaves 
among almost all tribes. 

One basic fact of the economy deserves mention. Low technology, 
diversity of terrain, differences in proximity from the more or less stable 
hod producing region of the plains of Assam in the south and the fairly 
sophisticated handicraft producj.ng centres of Tibet and Bhutan, in the 
north and the west, created conditions were reciprocity was an imperative 
need for survival. It was symbolised in two forms ceremonial friendship 
and circulation of sacred bells or any sacred plates, made of brass, which 
did not have any use value. The bells and the plates were transferred 
from family to family as bride wealth. Again these were returned to the 
family concerned, through the institution of marriage of father's sister's 
daughter. These were also bartered for mithun and other valuables. .~he 
possession of these conferred status on the househol?, as a r~co~mtIon 
[or the service rendered to the community by upholdmg the pnnciple of 
circulation. Occasionally however, the principle of .circ~lation broke d~wn 
in the past, leading to extortion and feuds. ReCiprocity was from. t~me 
to time supplanted by market relations; but the same could not be stabilised 
in the geo-political context of the region. 

Along with diversities of economic pursuits, there we:;:e diversities of 
political process. Itl the present state of. research, it would be. '\~ronp, to 
sav that ~here were always direct correlations. Broadly the polItIcal pro
cesses were subsumed under two forms of political organisation, namely, 
autocratic and republican. Like the crests and dCl?ressions of waves, 
their distribution shows that they tend to alternate With one all'Jher. The 
autocratic type or leadership of the Wanchos and ~~e Noctes ?f t~e extreme 
east is followed by the republican type ?f polittcal org~msatJon of the 
Tangsas. The Singhphos and the Khamphs have autocratic leaders. The 
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political o~'ganisation o~ th~ Adi group is republican; !hat of the Dafla 
group, which follows, IS highly volatile. The Aka and Miji are again 
~utooratic. The .politic-al qrganisation of the Sherdukpens and the Monpa~ 
(S ::l subdued oligarchy under the thrall of the lamaistic monastery of 
Tawang. 

[n the post-independence period, significant developments have taken 
placc in the political, administrative and techno-economic fields the details 
of which have been furnished by Dr. Dubey. They are briefly summariscd 
h~l~ and ~upplemented in a few minor details. 

Even i.;efore independence, the Assam Regulation of 1945 made pro
vision for the constitution of gram panchayats in the Frontier Agency. 
The North East Frontier Agency Panchayati Raj Regulation 1967 pro
vided for the constitution of Anchal Samiti. Zila Parishad and Agency 
Council. A further step towards the democratisation was the North 
Ea~tern Areas (Reorganisation) Act, 1971, by which the North East Fron
ticr Agency was converted into the Union Territory of Arunachal Pradesh. 
This was 5uppIemented by the Arunachal Pradesh Gram Panchayat (Cons
titution) Rules of 1972 and the North East Frontier Agency (Administra
tion) Supplementary Regulation of 1971 which provided for the creation 
of Pndesh Council and five councillors for consultation by the Chief 
Commissioner. In January 1975, a fun-fledged legislative assembly with a 
cabine! system of government was introduced. The post of Chief Com
missioner has been converted into that of Governor. The capital has been 
shifted ~o Itanagar within Arunachal Pradesh from Shillong in Meghalaya. 

On the administrative side, the Inner Line Regulation, restricting the 
entry of outf>iders, still continues. But the agency areas have been COQ

vcrted into administrative districts under thc charge of Deputy Commis
sioners Welfare and development activities have been undertaken on a:.1 
impressive scale. A network of roads has been ccnstructed; medical and 
educational facilities have been provided; attempts have been made to 
int!oducc improved technology in agriculture; to res:Iscitate the traditional 
crafts and help their marketing. As a sequel to all these measures, four 
towns (one class V and three class VI) have come into existence during 
1961-71. Besides, a number of urban nuclei are in the process of 
formation. 

In th~ context of all these developments, some of the major questions 
to whicil W~ are to address ourselves are :-

(a) Was there in the pre-independence period an elite in the sense 
of a ruling class, among or across the various tribes at various 
levels of technology and with different types of social 
organisation ? 

(b) fs it possible that some tribes did not have a distinct ruling class, 
but only men of excellence or elite in the :!irst sense of the term 
as used by Pareto? 

(c) Is an elite or ruling class emerging in the post-independence period 
cutting across various socio-economic groups? 

( ,=) In that case, 
(i) Is it a stable phenomenon? Or is it a transitional phase to· 

wards the growing stratification of the society? 
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(ii) What are the fields of life that contribute to the formation of 
the elites? -

(jii) Is there a societal unity of the elites coming up from the 
different fields of life? 

(e) Is a. unified elite cutting across territorial cmd ~thnic segments 
commg up? 

(i) In that case, what is the process of formation of the unified 
elite? 

(ii) What are its role and orientation in respect of the various 
socio-political issues? . . 

(f) What is the relation between the traditional and modern elites? 

{g) What is the process of circulation or replacement of elite? 

Elite in the pre-independence period 
It appears from available literature that there was ft definite rulino 
c~as" among the ~ancho and Nocte of Tirap, Khampti, Sherdukpen and 
Smghph::J of LohIt and Monpa of Kameng district. In the case of the 
Wancho, the need of co-ordination in inter-tribal feuds could be a factor 
for the emergence of a ruling class. In case of the Nocte, the need of 
regulation of external relations with the Ahom kingdom and the penetra
tion of a market economy without transformation of the indigenous 
technology seem to be contributory factors. The Khampti ruling class also 
seems' to have been bolstered up considerably during the colonial rule as 
the British wanted to create a buffer com:nunity between the plains of 
Assam and the Singphos and their agnates in and beyond Assam. The 
Monpa ape! Sherdukpen ruling class seem to hav.e crystallised through the 
roles that the communities were pJaying in the circulation of commodities 
between the plains of Assam on the one hand and Tibet and Bhutan Ory 

the othe,r. 

Ruling g:-oups also came into existence from time to time, as in the 
case Qf Thagi Raja, the Aka chief of the last century, during a prolonged 
confrontation with the powers in the plains. But !hey did not appear 
to hJvt; the material conditions of life at their disposal to stabilise a 
ruling class. 

The inh'(;duction of the posa system during Ahom rule and its con
tinuation during the Br~tish period is very likely to have created general 
conditions conducive to the creation of a ruling class. This aspect of the 
question requires a detailed ethnosociological probe. 

As I'ointyd out by Dr. Dubey, another category of persons came up 
as ~ rulmg group among the tribes of A~unachal Pradesh during the 
British period. They were the dubashis or mterpreters. They had some 
judiCIal and police powers and, as an appendix of the colonial rule, were 
differentIated from the masses. 

Taking an over-all view, it appears that during Ahom rule, an incip~ent 
or more clystallised ruliiii(' class prev~iled . particularly among those tn~es 
who were having direct confrontatIon m one form or another With 
organised' state powe;s. D~ring th.e Bd!ish period,. clubashis tended to f~rm 
paraHel elites. Their relattons WIth the older ehtes, where . such elttes 
-existed from before, do not appear to have conformed to a smgle pattern. 
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The! e W~I e c:as~s where they reinforced the position ot the former elites 
aI?-d the~e was mutual accommodl!tion. The sOl.:iological basis for this 
differentIal pattern cannot be examined in depth in this rapid survey. 

Elite in the post~jndependence period 
In the post-independence period, the process of elite formation does 
n?t appear to ha~e t~keI?- place in the same manner among the different 
tnbes. The social sIgnificance of the elites also does not appear to be 
identical. 

The ~elfare and development measures introduced by the state have 
crea~ed opP?rtunities for a large number of individuals to play the role 
of pIOneers m the onward move of the tribes. These individuals belong to 
various walks of life. The most significant among them are the persons 
who have received secondary or higher education. Then come the 
teachers and other government servants. A number of persons have 
taken to modtlrn trade and commerce; an increasing number are contrac
tors under the public works department. 
Among th!:? emerging societies of Arunachal Pradesh, the individuals 
of the foregoing categories constitute till now exceptional persons or elites 
in the first sense of Pareto. The moot question i~ whether they continue 
to be regarded as elite in the same sense in the foreseable future? 
It is very likely that there will be shifts in the elite fields among many 
tribes in the not distant future. For instance the 1971 census shows 
that there has been a comparatively wider spread of higher education 
among the Gallong or the Khamptis and it can be assumed that among 
them higher education upto a certain level will not confer the status of 
"exceptional minority" after some time. On the other hand, among tribes 
like Sulung or Aka, even completion of higher secondary education would 
by itself be an indicator of individual excellence for quite some time. But 
then, one can ask whether higher educated persons among the Oallongs, 
even though not considered to be exceptional individuals, constitute or 
would continue to constitute a ruling elite. Before turning to this ques
tion, it is necessary to examine tpe question of shifts in the elite field 
in some more detail. 
In the 'fifties and early' sixties, the primary school teachers alongwith 
the higher educated persons were considered to be the elites or pioneers 
of modernisation among many tribes. In ,the 'sixties' the shift seems 
to have been towards the indigeno\ls elements in the mid-level of 
the administrative bureaucracy. There wall at that time no indigenous 
tribal at the top level of the admmistrative bureaucracy; hence even the 
mid-level local bureaucrates were considered to have a pioneer role. Cur
rently the trend is towards the emergence of a politicaL elite at the top. 
Succe~sful contractors and traders are also holding their ground as an 
exceptional minority today. Another category of elite, even though it 
has yet to make its matk, is bound to come up sooner or later. This 
category would consist of creative writers and thinkers. We may now 
examine the social relations among the diverse elites and also whether 
they constitute a ruling group. 
By and large the educated elite, ?urea~l(::ratic elite, business elite and 
the political elite have the same SOCIal ongm. They more frequently belong 
to the same kin groups, if not families. In fact they are often the same 
individuals. There are cases where highly educated young men first to,?k 
up mid-rank jobs, later on resigned them· to become contractors and shll 
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later moved into the political field. There are again interesting exceptions 
In. :;t nUI_nber of cases, individ~als living near the newly established ad~ 
mllllstratrye centres were first. pI.c~ed up for higher education or for gov
ernment Jobs. Wh~re such llldlVl~uals be.longed to the more prestigious 
or resourceful sectIOns of the tnbal societies, they could stabilise the 
advantage of an early start. In other cases, they frequently failed to retain 
the ~dvantage. A co~parison of the 1961 and 1971 census data on the 
relatIve progres~. of JIteracy among the different tribes points the same 
way. The famihes that used to play traditional leadership roles in the 
past have tended to overtake the early starters by the accident of 
geography. 

Why. has it h:;tppened? Vfe cannot be sure whether this development 
was mherent III the situatIon. We must remember that in the sixties 
Arunachal Pradesh had to bear the direct brunt of a war. It is for th~ 
future ~~cial historian. to analrs~ whether war brought about any shift in 
the polrhcal strategy rn the SIXtIes, Ieadmg to mutual accommodation of 
the old .and new elites, as has been noted by Dr. Dubey also. In other 
words, It appears that in spite of the tremendous changes in the formal 
aspects of social life in Arunachal Pradesh, there has not been much 
significant circulation of elite. 

Coming over to the question of a ruling group, a limitation is to be 
recognised so far as the state power is concerned. Till the constitution 
of Anchal, Zila and Pradesh Councils alld the introduction of Executive 
Councillors and ,later on of a full-fledged assembly and cabinet system, an 
indigenous ruling elite cannot be said to have existed. There were however 
pressure groups at various levels. It seems that the educated, bureaucratic 
and business ~lites, as well as the nascent political elements, constitute the 
dominant pressure group in individual tribes, as well as in Arunachal 
Prade.sh as ,a whole. In the new context they are tending to function as 
the unified tuling class. But then the question remains as to whether this 
is a stable Iphenomenon or a passiqg phase. Dr. Dubey's study helps 
considerably to find an answer. It is obvious from the data provided by 
him that the sub-sections of the elites differ considerably in their socio
economic background and attitude-orientation towards various public 
issues. With the increasing opportunity of exercising state power, such 
differences are likely to be accentuated, leading to the formation of poli
tical parties. The penetration of all-India political parties is also likely 
to be further strengthened. Undoubtedly this development will contribute 
to the growth. of the democratic process as visualised by Mannheim. 

Simultaneously another development will take place. With the coming 
up of an indigeno~s higher bureaucracy and com.mercial and indu~trial 
elites, the society will be further stratified; tl?-ere ~ill also be !11~re honzon
tal mobility among. the population. A socIologISt would be lOterested. to 
know whether this will slow down or accelerate the circulation of the elite. 
Much will depend on the political and social process in the rest of India. 
But the endogenous process will be equally important. The continued 
division of the population into a large number of tribes with diverse tradi
tions will undoubtedly impede the circulation of the elite. But one c!"l 
See that there are conscious moves on the part of the educated eltte 
particularly to build up symbols of an all-Arunachal identity on the one 
and to reduce the cultural distance between the elite and the muses on 
the other. In a semiur held in the India Infemational Ce!1tre, Delhi, on 
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19 August 1973, three educated young men of Arunachal Pradesh spoke 
of their perception of the society ~nd culture in their part of the country. 
A report of ,the transaction as published in Man in India (Vol. 54, No.4, 
pp. 303, 1974) includes the following "For Arunachal, the discussion was 
opened by Talam Gao, the first son of the area to have -completed his 
master's degree in anthropology. 'The sun gives light and heat to the 
world : the sum is the supreme god' he gave a glimpse of the theology in 
the making. With reference to the practice of ordeal he explained that 
the supernatural is born in the womb of the social process. When the normal 
social-control mechanism faiJs, the supernatural takes over. Talom Gao 
and his colleagues seem to be more concerned with projecting a rational 
image of Arunachal-perhaps more to their own people than to the 
outsiders'. For them the problem of Arunachal is the problem of identity 
formation, of discovery of the personality of Arunachal. . The composite 
national identity of India is neither a threat nor a frame in the present 
stage of their identity formation. The nation state of India however 
constitutes a very important resource structure. The problems of identity 
dilemma that they have related to their internal relationships rather than 
external relationships. At this moment the political administrative boun
dary of Arunachal forms the boundary of their perceived identity. They 
do not look beyond Arunachal, because for the satisfaction of their eco
nomic goals, Arunachal provides a viable pressure group in India's politics. 
In this cOlltext cultu_re serves as the instrument of their immediate political 
and, through politics, economic goals". 

The economic goals of the educated elife and of the society at large 
may not however always coincide ,though, in the long run, they tend to 
harmonise in a society wedded to the ethos of a welfare democracy. 
Dr. Dubey's report seems to suggest !hat the problem of harmonisation of 
the interests of the elites and of the masses is being attended to through 
multi-level planning. In this matter, apart from the general orientaticn 
of the policy-making process, the insight of the social sciences is of crucial 
importance. Owing to their proximity to Arunachal~ the various social 
sciences departments of Dibrugarh university can play a very important 
role. I hope that Dr. Dubey's pioneer work marks a beginning to be 
followed by many more, by many others. 

NEW DELHI B. K. Roy BURMAN 

14 November 1975 





INTRODUCTION 
Dr. S. M. Dubey has given credit to the Census Organisation of 
Arul!achal Pradesh for help in carrying out this study. I feel that such 
c~edit shoul~ really go to. the 1'-runachal Pradesh Administration, espe
CIally to Shn K. A. A. R~Ja, ChIef Commissioner, Arunachal Pradesh for 
all the facilities provided to Dr. Dubey by the local authorities. The Ce~sus 
Organisation is also grateful to Shri J. N. Da~ of the Indian Administrative 
Service, Vice-Chancellor of. Dibrugarh University, for permitting 
Dr. Dubey to take up the proJect. 
The ','c:u;l1e contains D~·. S. M. Dubey's own views and these have nothinJ 
to do with the Arunachal Pradesh Administration, the Census Organi'= 
sation or the Dibrugarh University. '. .-
The reader may, for instance, find that Dr. Dubey differs from some 
of my views which find place in various publications of Census of India. 
1.971. These differences, however, make the project report more stimula
tmg. Dr. Dubey concluded, though contrary historical evidence was 
examined by him earlier, that the changes that had come to Arunachal 
Pradesh originated from the post-British period. I have tried to say that 
the British policy of isolation of Arunachal Pradesh intervened with the 
endogenous changes that the tribes of Arunachal Pradesh were going 
through in the pre-British and even in the pre-Ahom periods of history. 
Secondly, I have tried to say that the primary role of the change agents 
of Arunachal Pradesh has been that of setting in motion the process of 
finding of a new identity that the changes have stimulated at the stage 
that Dr. B. K. Roy Burman defines as infra-nationalism, through the 
emergence of a series of ethnic or putative relationships among the tribes. 
Neither economic development nor the products of infra-nationalism can 
be said to have preceded the one or the other : they have developed simul
taneously and inter-locked with one another. This view has not apparently 
been accepted by Dr. S. M. Dubey. 
Another difference of Dr. Dubey's approach with that of Dr. B. K. 
Roy Burman's may be mentioned. It relates to the 1961 census public~
tion "Demographic and Socio-Economic Profiles at the Hill Areas of 
North-East-India." Dr. Roy Burman holds that 'isolation' of the tribes 
of North-East-India 'is a function of modernism'. While Dr. Dubey 
admits that the 'process of moderni.sation may diff~~ froJIl area to area' and 
notes that some elites have consohdated the tradltIonal values, he goes to 
formulate unidirectional models of modernisation.· We, on the other 
hand observe that the values that remained 'isolated' at a certain point of 
time 'appears to have emerged as 'modern' values with functional variations; 
for Arunachal Pradesh any way. 
I draw attention to these differences in view points and analyses with 
the intention of underlining and illustrating the intellectual freedom that 
is traditionally associated with census monographs. They need be. und~r
stood as such. Personally, I am grateful to Dr. S. M. Dubey, who, In spIte 
of his heavy schedule, has brought out this study at our request. 

2-276 R. G. IndiafNDf81 

J. K. BARTHAKUR 

of the Indian Frontier Administrative 
Service, Director of Census Operations, 

Arunachal Pradesh 
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PREFACE 
Arunachal Pradesh is a Upion Territory located at the North Eastern 
border of our country. A number of tribal groups liv~ in Arunachal 
Pradesh. Until 1947, this vast territory was insignificantly influenced bY, 
the modern administration, outside world and forces of change. The' 
expansion of administrative machinery and the development programmeS! 
initiated i!1 the post-independence period have brought cOllsiderable change 
in the traditional and tribal structure of this area. 

The present work is primarily concerned with the process of modernisa
tion. and elite formation taking place in Arunachal Pradesh. This study 
was' sponsored by the Census Organisation of India, and field work, 
within the Union Territory, was conducted only in Siang and Subansiri 
districts. But political, Administrative elites and Students', who have been 
studied, belong to aU districts of Arunachal Pradesh. Only business 
elites have been selected from the districts of Siang and Subansiri. This 
work may easily be divided into two parts. In writing first five chapters, 
I mainly depend on field observation and secondary data (documents, books, 
reports and articles). The latter five chapters are based on the analysis 
and interpretation of Primary data collected from the elites through Inter
view Schedule. The data were collected and fieJd work was conducted in 
the latter five months of 1973. 

I am thankful to Dr. B. K. Roy Burman, Deputy Registrar General (Social 
Studies) Census Organisation of India and Shri J. K. Barthakur, Director 
of Census Operation, Arunachal Pradesh for sponsoring this study. 
Mr. Kar, Deputy Director of Census Operation and otber persons belonging 
to the Arunachal Census Operation took keen interest in this study and 
my thanks are due to them also. I must acknowledge my thanks to the 
Arunachal Administration and Officials who were extremely helpful at 
the time of my field visit. It is difficult to describe my gratefulness to 
Political, Administrative, Business elites, Students and general public 
without whose cooperation, ,the preparation of this monograph was out 
of question. At the time of field work and tabulation, I was very fruitfully 
assisted by Shri C. K. Gogoi, M.A. the Research Assistant and Sbri 
Goswami the Research Investigator in the Census Operation of Arunachal 
Pradesh. I must admit that if there is any thing worth while in this 
report, for this credit goes to my respondents and others who helped me. 
I am aware of the shortcomings of this report and for this entirely the 
author is responsible. The views expressed in this report are either of 
the respondents or of different authors or my own. In no way, this report 
represents the views of the Government, or of the Census Organisation. 
I am thankful to Shri T. Bhuyan for typing the manuscript. 

De,partiiient of Sociology aiul the Centre 
for Sociological Study of the Frontier 
Region, Dibrugarh University, 
Dibrugarh (As~). 
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S. M. DUBAY, 
10th June, 1975 
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CHAPTER I 

BETWEEN THE THREE RIVERS 

The month of April, in the North East India, generally remains pleasant. 
In the Upper Assam, April brings' gaiety and gala of dance and music 
along with Bihu festival. In the first part of April 1972, I received a 
communication from Dr. B. K. Roy Burman-the Deputy Registrar 
General (Social Studies), of the Census Organisation of India, that while 
coming back from his tour of Arunachal Pradesh, he would like to visit 
the Department of Sociology and be interested in the exchange of views 
on the matters of common academic interests. At the time of Bihu, like 
Holi, this is a custom in Assam, th:t people visit each ether's hous_es to 
greC!t and eat. At ~uch a time the visit of a friend and empirical sQfhil 
,scientist like Dr. Roy Burman was a happy occasion. Under the auspices 
of the Department of Sociology, a talk was arranged and Dr. Roy Burman 
spoke. He was accompanied by Shri J. K. Barthakur, Director of Census 
Operations of Arunachal Pradesh. In the course of the discussion, Dr. Roy 
Burman discussed the plan of the Census Organisation for tEe prep~ration 
of special monographs and he asked me to undertake the task of preparing 
a monograph on 'Elites and Modernisation in Arunachal Pradesh'. I could 
not commit on this issue abruptly but we agreed to write to each other on 
this matter in future .. 

I joined the department of Sociology at the University of Dibrugarh in 
1968 and since then, I had developed interest in the study of change and 
development undergoing within the tribal social structure of this region. 
At the time of the preparation of the report on Modernisation Atnong the 
Khasis and tbe Mikirs in 1969, I could understand in some depth the 
fascinating and gradual process through which the traditional tribal struc
ture has been undergoing transformation owing to the impact of the diffe
rent factor~'. The erstwhile North East Frontier Agency, now known as 
Arunachal Pradesh has been one of such areas exciting my thinking since 
my student days when I was studying Sociology and Anthropology for my 
B. A. Course at the University of Lucknow. The events of 1962, during 
and after the Chinese aggressions, made the place names of Longu, 
Tawang, Sela, Bomdila, Walong, etc. household names of Indians having 
even the minimum interests in contemporary events. In a scientific study 
like this, personal considerations and sentiments are not expected to in
fluence our choic~ and judgement, but as a citizen, of this republic how 
can I forget the night of 21st October 1962, when I myself and my elder 
brother, could not check our tears for the major part of the night while 
listening to the radio news on the Chinese aggression in the different parts 
of NEFA and Laddakh. It was the deep bond of national identity and 
the sense of 'belongingness' with the land and the people of the NEF A 
that touched and moved the conscience of the naHon and our personal 
psyche. The same bond again forced my sociological sense of curiosity 
to undertake this assignment, in spite of my heavy preoccupations in the 
University and hazards of field work and study in Arunachal Pradesh. 
From all parts of Dibrugarh town, the hills of Arunachal are visible. 
From the bank of the river, the sleepy blueish hills, shrouded with clouds 
and mist have always attracted my imagination. A few M.A. dissertations 
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on the people and social structure of the different groups of this Frontier 
area were prepared during the last four or five years which had given me, 
though preliminary, yet first hand idea regarding the tribal social structure 
and the change undergoing within it in Arunachal Pradesh. Shri J. K. 
Barthakur, when formally asked me to undertake the writing of the mono
graph, I could not resist my temptation of accepting it, provided my 
University did not have any objection. Shri Barthakur communicated the 
decision of the Census Organisation of India to our Vice-Chancellor Shd. 
J. N. Das, I.A.S. and requested him to allow me for conducHng the field 
work. The Vice-Chancellor readily agreed and we started planning the 
different aspects of my study, such as areas to be visited, size of the 
sample, groups of respondents to be selected. At first, the plan was to 
visit all districts of Arunachal Pradesh and to study College and University 
students, Political Elites (Members of the Pradesh Council, President of 
Zila Pariashads and Anchal Samitis, Secretaries of the Town Committees) 
Administrative Elites (Govt. Officials belonging to the different tribal 
groups of Arunachal Pradesh), Business elites and the Working of the 
Voluntary Organisations inside the Union Territory. But, keeping in view 
the restrictive effects of heavy monsoon which was expected to continue 
till October, leading to severe breaches of roads and landslides, hazards 
of transportation and communication, shortage of time and resources and 
the vas_t isolated areas of the union territory, ultimately, it was decided 
that T should visit only the different parts of the district of Siang which 
is relatively more developed, and Daporijo Sub-division of Subansiri dis
trict which was till recently a part of the Siang district. It might provide 
me an opportunity to see the areas near the foot hills, the places in the 
middle range:; and I might have some idea of Socio-economic and Political 
change in an area which is inhabited by Adis Hill Miri and Tagins a tribe 
settled upto the international border. While glancing at the map, I found 
that this area is between the three rivers i.e., the Br~hmaputra, the Siang 
and the Subansirf. 

After working out the details of field visit, it was found that the main 
centres of my visit and field work will be Pasighat, Likabali, Basar, Along, 
Dapori.io and Dampadjo insrde the Arunachal Pradesh and Dibrugarh, 
Jorhat, Gauhati and Shillong, out of the Union Territory. At first, in con
sultation with Shri Barthakur, my field visit to Arunachal was planned in 
July 1973, but because of rains, landslides and floods it could not be 
materialised. Ultimately, a field visit programme was finalised, and I 
vi&ited Pashighat, Basar. Along the Daporizo in the month of Septemher 
and November, 1973. The sequence of events are noted in my diary as 
follows: 

September 9, 1973 (Sunday) : Shila Pathar, Forest Beat House 
In the mQrning, I was busy in making preparation for my visit to Aruna
chal. I reached the Fery Ghat near Dibrugarh at 1-00 p.m. The small 
steamer was dancing on the waves of the river. Still, the Brahmaputra 
was flooded and the current was swift. Passengers-representing the dress
patterns of the hills and the plains as well as of other parts of India were 
rushing on the steamer to go to the north bank of Brahmaputra. Shri 
Chandra Kanta Gogoi, Research Assistant for this Project was also 
accompanying me. After one hour sailing, the steamer crossed the mighty 
Brahmaputra. We hired a jeep and 'reached Silapathar. Another person, 
an employee in Arunachal Pradesh was also travelling in the same Jeep. 
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This diary is being written in the Forest Beat Hou8e of Silapathar. I am 
feeling a bit tired because of a mild attack of cold. For the first time, I 
have crossed the Brahmaputra by steamer and have come to this area. This 
is my first visit to Arunachal. I do not know to what extent my intellec
tual curiosity will be satisfied by this vi8it. 

The railway line from Rangapara to Morkongselek to the North Bank of 
Brahmaputra was constructed after the Chinese aggression in 1962. Sila
pathar, a small market place has been developing rapidly. It is ten miles 
from the ferry Ghat and five miles from Likabali, the first check post 
near the foothills, on the way to Along. Silapathar is a good market though 
there is no electricity. The train journey takes two hours from Silapathar 
to Morkongselek. The trarn came at seven and we reached Morkongselek 
at 9-30 p.m. This is' the terminal railway station and Pasighat is around 
37 Kms from here. As per my tour programme, a Jeep was expected to 
receive us at the station. Since no vehicle came, we spent the night in 
the fir5.t class compartment of the train. 

September 10, 1973 (Morning 6-00 a.m.) : Morkongselek Railway Station 

The Sun has come out. The bright morning of September mixed with 
clounds is visible on the hills. From the station that angle is clearly 
visible where the hills are taking a southward turn. All around the 
station, during the last few years it appears, the severe procesf>' of defore
station has taken place. A considerable portion of population consists of 
Miris and Nepalese. 

We started our journey to Pasighat on a small semi-broken Bus. Our inner
line permits were checked after about one mile. On both sides of the 
road, paddy fields were spread and this scene continued_for ahout six-seven 
miles. The scene of paddy fields was replaced by wild plants, gra~s and' 
forests in the last part of this journey. The tribal population in this 
area consists of Adis (Pasis, Minoyongs, Padam and Miris), The houses 
are constructed on platform. On way to Pasighat, SELE is a small place 
where roads go to three directions. From the Bus I could read the 
boards of Schools, health units etc. The School going boys and girls were 
also travelling with us in the same Bus. In this journey, we experienced 
the co-existence of old and new, the tradition and modernity. Some of the 
school going boys were looking sophisticated -and their hair style was 
quite modern, while the hairs of most of the male and female belonging 
to the old generation, were f>haved in a round shape. The men were 
wearing a Jacket on the upper part of the body which was generally green 
in colour. All men were carrying Dao (sword) and ladies were carrying 
their children on their back. In the bus the passengers were equally using 
the tribal dialect, Assamese and Bhojpuri. We reached Pasighat around 
9-30 a.m. and from the bus station we went to Circuit House. Pasighat 
is s,ituated near the foothills. As shown in the statistrcal Hand Book of 
Pasighat Sub-Division (1972-73) the total area of this sub-division is 2870 
square miles. There are seven administrative centres, and 129 villages. 
As per 1971 census, the population is 49005. Four placer,1 in ~he sub
division are electrified. There are 7 Post Offices. There is one generaf 
hospital, besides one sanitation and 11 health units. There are 176, 
hospital beds and 21 doctors. As regardsl educatton, there are 82 Primary 
schools, one Nursery school, 7 Middle schools, 2 High schools and 1 
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'College. There are two Craft Centres, 11 co-operative societies, 5 Anchal 
Samitis and 64 Gram Panchayats in the sub-division. There are 1010 
Government employees, Qut of which 315 are tribals. 

The total population of Pasighat town is 5115 (1971). Some of the houseS' 
are one the small hillocks. The Adis during the British period were 
known as ABORS (disorderly 011 uncontrollable). The Gallongs, the Mini
youngs, the Padams, and the Pasis are the four major groups of the Adrs. 

Inter-clan marriages among the Adis are prohibited. There are minor 
differences in the dialects of the different groups of the Adis l~ut they can 
communicate with each other. Actually, there is not much difference 
between the people of the Siang and Subansiri and the Mishings living 
in the Brahmaputra valley. There is the custom of youth dormitories 
among the Adis. Near the foothills, dormitories are called MOSHUP 
(for boys) and RASHEM (for girls), whereas, in the upper Miniyoung and 
Gallong areas, their name is DERE. The institution of RASHEM is 
declining. The young boys sleep in the MOSHUP or DERE during the 
night. But now-a-days, in the urban centres, there are no MOSHUPS or 
DERES. Soon after puberty, girls are allowed to became the~ inmate~ of 
RASHEM. Except girls, no-body else is allowed to enter RASHEM but 
the inmates of RASHEM were allowed to visit MOSHUPS at any time. 
Traditionally, there ha"l not been much restriction on pre-marital sex 
relations among the Adi boys and girls. 

To-day, the weather is very pleasant and it has been raining since the 
morning. We were received by Shri Bora, the Extra Assist. Commissioner 
and Shri Sharma, the Statistical Inspector. In consultation with the Addi
tional Deputy Commi~sioner, we decided at first to go to the Jawaharlal 
Nehru College. We had a fruitful discussion with Dr. Gupta, the Principal 
of the College and the members of the Teachmg staff. I explained .tbe 
purpose and the procedure of my study to Principal anq teachers, and 
·decided to meet the group of Students in the College Hostel which was 
arranged by my friend Shri Saran, Lecturer in En~lish. The students 
made searching inquirie~ and after full discussion, they agreed to co
operate wholeheartedly. 

September 11, 1973 : Pasigbat Circuit House 
In the morning, Prof. Saran came to see me. We had a long discussion 
on the culture and social structure of tribal groups living in the surround
ings of Pasighat. We visited the houses of public leaders along with 
Prcf. Saran. The response was encouraging. At 9-15 m the morning we 
went to the College. The students of the Pre-University first year ancI 
second ye~r (Science) were interviewed. The co-operation of the students 
was very encouraging. I explained the purpose of study to the students, of 
degree classes and they will be interviewed tomorrow. At 2-30 P.M. I 
went to see Shri M. M. Lal the Additional Deputy Commissroner. We had 
a long and fruitful discussion on the achievements in the field of Com
munity Development, Agriculture, P.anchayati Raj, Forest, and the working 
of Zila Parishad. In the evening, we attended a drnner party organised 
by Shri Kebang Borang the members of the Pradesh Council. I got an 
opportunity to meet most of the officials posted at Pasighat. 

September 12, 1973 : Pasigbat 
In the morning, we visited the house of Shri Kutick Miyong, one of 
'lhe most respected public figure of Pasrghat and prepared his case study. 
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Further, we contacted a member of other public leaders also. On way to' 
the College, there is a small stream which remains flooded . during the 
rainy season. Otherwise the jeeps and motor cycle can pass through 
it. There is a hanging bridge for convenience of the people walking on 
foot. The name of the stream is Siva-Karang. The meaning at the 
'Karang' is stream 'Siva' is a Hindu God. With the first wave of the 
British administration, some Nepalese and Hindi speaking ,people. con
structed a small Siva temple near the confluence of Siang and Karang and, 
therefore, the stream is called Siva-Karang. 

We completed the work of interviewing the students of B. A. Final. The 
College authorities organised my talk which was attended by students and' 
teachers. The main theme of my talk was that inspite of apparent diffe
rences, there is inherent basic unity in India. I discussed at length the 
meaning of main-stream of national life. The different regions and 
states of India have equally contributed in the growth of a composite 
Indian culture. In the present context, when we speak in terms of the 
main streams of national life, it is symbolised and represented by our 
constitutlOll. We are united by certain common values and goals. These 
values are the democratic way of life, secularism and the goal is to 
achieve prosperity and to build a society which is based on the principle 
of equality. I was' glad to note that my talk removed many misunder
standings which were existing in the mind of the students. They were 
pleased with my perspective of 'the main stream of national life'. Our field 
study programme in the college has been very satisfactory. We completed 
the study of almost all students of the college and we interviewed a number 
of public leaders and administrative elites also. My experience of Pasighat 
shows that almost all people can speak Assamese and Hindi. Educated 
people can express themselves in English. The common medium of 
conversation between the local and the outsiders is Assamese. The average 
man appears to oe happy and satisfied with the welfare programmes of the 
Government 

September 13, 1973 (Morning): Pasigbat Circuit House 
Shri Talom-Rugbo, Special Officer for Culture and Publicity came to see 
me along with his filled up Interview Schedule. During the course of our 
discussion, he threw light on the Adi festivals' and beliefs regarding the 
creation of the world. SOLUNG is the main festival of Adis which is 
generally celebrated in the last part of September, at the time of paddy 
sowing. In the upper reaches of Minyong area, it is celebrated in the 
month of June also. The tribal priests are known as 'Mid' or 'Myibu' 
and they start prayer by chanting KEYUM (Origin or beginning, like 'Om' 
as practised by Hindus). As explained by Shri Rugbo the order of the 
beginning of creation is as follows: 

Keyum (Origin) 

2 Kasi (Light) 

3 Siang (Water) 

4 Abo (Fog) 

5 Bomuk (Thick cloud) 

6 Mokseng (Solid objects) 

7 Sedi Melo (First living being) 
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Who is regarded to be the creator of the earth, sky and the world. 
8 Diling 
9 Litung 

10 Tuyeng 
11 Yepe 

(A god) 
(A god) 

12 Pedong (Goddess) 

I'edong: is regarded as the mother of all living being the children of 
SEDI.-Melo are--(i) YIDUM; (ii) DOYING BOTE; (iii) KONG-KI
KOMANG (Male, Female both); (iv) KINE NANE (Goddess). 

Along with Rugbo, I visited BALEK village located on the hillocks at a 
distance of three miles from Pasighat. Balek is the name of six habita
tions. The thatched houses in the village are constructed on platforms. 
In first of the most of the houses, horns of Mithuns and Buftallows were 
hanging. I did not find, any systematic plan in the construction of the 
houses, but in the middle of the village, there is a building of MOSHUP 
(Youth dermitory) which is, nowadays, used for ,the meetingS' of the 
Kebang (Tribal village Council). Several girls of the age group of thirteen, 
fourteen years were playing in the hall of the Masup. They were charming 
and shy and their hair style was modern. Children playing on the way 
side in the village were not wearing any clothe, Cows, Buffalos, Pigs, 
Cocks and Hens are main live-stocks. We visited the house of a villager 
who was the owner of two elephants. Out of the house, on the bamboo 
platform attached to the main door of the house, morhas (Bamboo stools) 
were put to receive guests. Inside the house, there was a big hall, in which 
kitchen occupied the central place. In one side, there was the arrangement 
for sleeping. On the upper side, household requirements were kept. Tn 
on part of the hall, domestic utensils were arranged and the other side, 
near the door was preserved for preparing APONG (Rice bear). There 
were three young men in the family. Their bodies were well built and 
they were wearing green jackets (Galek) and half-pants. While going to 
and coming from the vi11age, it was raining. We came back to Pasighat 
town within three hours and contacted a number of Officials', I contacted 
a number of persons in the evening and took their interviews. The attitude 
of a tribal contractor was critical regarding the development programmes. 

September 14, 1973 (Morning) : Pasigbat 
I went to the court side where the Siang flows majestically. I met ShrI 
Oshang Erring, the Circle Officer who has written considerably_ on the 
different aspects of the Adi-way of life. We discussed the Adi image 
of a desirable life and the Adi dances. The hard working nature is the 
most important quality for a woman. Further, she should be able to 
receive guests and should be faithful. She should be good looking but 
it is not an important consideration. NYANYI METE is regarded to be 
the most beautiful women according to the Adi legends. Girls are general1y 
compared with green leaves, the moon and the dove. Though, the position 
of women is inferior as compared to the men in the Adi social system, 
yet they are real work partners. They are not allowed to participate in 
the meetings of the KEBANG but they can appear as witness. There is 
a custom of paying the bride price. The marriage can be dissolved, but, 
in case. tbe initiative for the dissolution of marriage comes from the side 
of the wife, their parents will have to return the bride price paid to them' 
at tbe time of marriage. There has been the practice of polygamy among 
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the Adis. The families are generally joint and patriarchal. I met a few 
respondents during the course of my field work, whose families consisted 
of hundred members. The number of families in which thirty to forty 
members live together is quite common. After the death of the father, 
the elder brother inherits the property and will become the head of the 
family. In managing the affairs of the household, the position of the 
mother is very significant. At the time of partition in the family, the major 
share of property goes to the elder brother and then a minor share to 
the younger brother. If some thing is left, that will go to the middle one 
but some arrangement will be made for his livelihood. 

Ponung is a dance, in which, generally only girls participate at the 
time of SOLUNG festival. Sometimes, boys and girls both may participate 
in it. The Adis are mainly the singing and dancing people and in the 
villages', evenings' are generally spent amidst entertainment. DELONG is 
mainly the male dance which is observed in May-June at the time of Ahu 
(Paddy) sowing. Ther? is a lot of jumping in this dance, therefore, girls 
generally do not partk~ipate. 

The upper male nress is called as Galek (Short) and Galing (Long) and 
the lower one is Ugon. The female upper dress is Galek and the lower 
one Gale (A type of lungi skirted around the waist). The digni:fied people 
used to wear GAUNG which generally used to be costlie~. 

September 15, 1973: :FOI'est Inspection Bunglow, LikabaJi 
The heavy showers have continued in th~ surrounding of Pasighat for the 
last thirty six hours. I could manage to get ready hurriedly at five in the 
:norning. The jeep was ready to take us to the Morkong Selek Station. 
Water was overflowing every where on the road. It took around an hour 
in reaching the station. The station master Shri Singh who hails from 
U. P. arranged cup of tea. We reached Silapathar around 11-00 A.M. 
and hired a taxi to go to Ukabali, which is' a checkpost on the way to 
Along and Daporizo. It is 3-45 P.M. and near the southern horizon, 
Dibrugarh lies at a distance of about twenty miles across the river. Out 
of the window, the road going to Silapathar, looks like a straight snake. 
LikabaH is one of the circles of BASAR sub-division. The circle consists 
of seventeen villages and 2137 persons. Likabali is having a Bazar com
mittee, two Dak-Bunglows, a number of wayside hotels and shops, Circle 
office, forest office, medical unit and military establishment. The propor
tion of tribal population moving on the road and living in the Bazar area 
is smaller than the other communities. 

We met the Circle Officer and inquired regarding our travel arrangements. 
It appears !hat because of the landslides and heavy rains the jeep, wbich 
was' expect~d to come from Along, could not reach LikabaIi. We con
tacted the Military Checkpost and a wireless message was sent to Along. 

September 16, 1973: Likabali 
Early in the morning myself and Shd Chandra Kanta Gogoi, the Research 
assistant visited Malinithan along with Shri Hazarika the Crrcle Officer. 
Malinithan is a place of immense cultural significance at a distance of 
one Km from Likabali. After the excavation, wh:ch was started by the: 
Department of Historical Research of Arunachal Pradesh iri 1968, a temple 
with it number of images has been discovered. I was deeply impressed 
by the images of Sun-God, Nandi, Ganesh, KarHikeya and two Dyanudri 
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two images of women. All around, hundreds of images and the materials 
of historical impo.rtance are scattered. It is' surprising to see that all images 
belong to the family of Lord Siva, on the basis of which it can be sprmised 
that the temple of Malinithan must have been constructed before tl1e rise 
of neo-vaisnavism in the Brahmaputra valley. Malinithan is ~ cultural 
treasure which needs scientific excavation and appropriate protection. 
After coming back from Malinithan, for some time we_awaited the arrival 
of the jeep, but ultimately, since the road communication to Along was 
disrupted, we decided to go back to Dibrugarh. 

The field work at Pasighat has been very satisfactory. The students, tea
chers, officials, public leaders and businessmen, all cooperated exceedingly 
well. Within a short period, around 90 respondents were ~tudied. Apart 
from interviewing the respondents we contacted around three hundred 
persons belonging to th'e different walks of life, either in officers, or meet
ings or public places. We visited about fifty houses took tea in an infor
mal manner and held discussions on the different issues pertaining to the 
socia-economic development in Arunachal Pradesh. My general impres
sion may be summarised as follows : 

(i) In post Independence period, on the basis of my personal obser
vation, as well as, on the views expressed by the respondents and 
other people, it can easily be said that phenomenal progr~s_s has 
been achieved in the field of education, communJ,cation, agricul
ture and democratic decentralization of the power structure and 
several of the persons who were intervrewed expressed their 
gratefulness to the government and administration for their 
contributions in the field of development. The speed of develop
ment is' more visible near the administrative centres. As reported 
by the public leaders and the students, the i:nterior areas have 
remained relatively backward and isolated; 

(ii) Pasighat is the only centre for college education in Arunachal 
Pradesh. It is the meeting place of the tribal and the non
tribal ways of life. Students, drawn from all parts of the union 
territory come to the college. They are the new emerging 
educated elites of the union territory. 

(iii) The expansion of modern education, the administrative develop
ment, the democratic decentralization and the different develop
ment programmes have led to the emergence of educated, 
administrative, political and business elites. These elites are 
playing important role in the life of Arunachal Pradesh. 

(iv) I met a number of tribal officials belonging to the different dis
tricts of Arunachal Pradesh and for the time being posted at 
P~sighat. Of them, the Khamptis appeared to be comparatively 
more advanced and sophisticated. The Adis are supposed to be 
politically more conscious. 

(v) The tribal way of life is confronted with certain new Challenges. 
One of such significant problems is the search for identity. A 
small section of the Adi population is attracted towards 
Christianity. Some of the leading administrative, political and 
business elites have embraced the cult of SAYI-BABA. But a 
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strong trend has of late emerged in the form of the revival of the 
tribal way of life and new interpretation of the tribal forms of 
worship and mythology. 

From Selltember 17 to October 9, 1973 
Shri Chandra Kanta Gogoi, the Research Assistant interviewed the students 
of Arunachal Pradesh studying in the University, Medical college and the 
various colleges of Dibrugarh. More than fourteen announcers hailing from 
Arunachal work as announcers' on the Dibrugarh Radio Station. They 
were also interviewed during this period. 

October 9, 1973 : SbiHong 
I met the Director of Census Operation, Arunachal Pradesh and discussed 
the plan of my study. Along with an Investigator from the Department of 
Census Operations, I went to the Secretariat and met Jikom Riba, Deputy 
Director of Social and Cultural Affairs of Arunachal Administration. 
Mr. Riba was of the opinion that the tribal way of life in Arunachal Pra
desh should be pr~served but it should not come in the way of modernisa
tion and development. Many officers remarked that the modern education 
was creating the problem of alienation among the tribal youths, because 
many of them did not Ifke to go to their villages and to work oh the family 
land. Their indifference was manifest towards the tribal way of life and 
to the older generation also. Keeping in view of these problems, the 
Department of Social and Cultural Affairs had set up thirty six Cultural 
Societies in Arunachal Pradesh in 1971-72. The main objectiv0 of these 
cultural societies was to inculcate awareness and the sense of pride among 
the youth for the tribal cultural life and to infuse among them the sense 
of participation in the plans and programmes of development. Some of 
ifhese SoCietie~ had been working very well. The Pasighat Adi Cultural 
and Literary Society started publishing a magazine 'Nyrgo' which means 
'Morning dews'. The language of the magazine is Adi and the script is 
Roman. Recently, a book entitled as 'Binyat' dealing with the mythology 
of the Adi was published. 

During the course of conversation, I could gather from the talks of the 
different people that the majority of the youths supported the development 
programme started by the Administration. Many of the members of the 
Pradesh Council have joined New Congress, but another trend of thinking 
in Arunachal was that whenever in future a Legislative Assembly would 
come in to being, a party with more local considerations should be started. 
Now-a-days marriages and social interaction with the people across the 
border are not in practice. 

October 11, 1973: ShilIong, Amnachal Pradesh Secretariat 
I contacted a number of persons, Chief among them were the Executive 
Counsellors from Tirap and Lohit districts. Both of them may be regard
ed as the representatives of modern trends In Arunachal Pradesh, because 
of their education, youthful energy and insights. Mr. Wongpha Lowang, 
is the Counsellor for Education and Panchayati Raj. He hails from the 
district of Tirap and is a Nock The Noctes, the Wanchos, the Tangasas 
and the SiGgphos are the main tribal communities of Tirap district. The 

, latter three tribes are mainly Buddhist. More than halt of the Noctes 
are Vaisnavites. There are Namghars in some villages. The Noctes 
believe in the existence of spirits. 'JOUBAN' is the spirit which causes 
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disease and looks after harvest. Rang can incur both goods as well as 
bad. At the time of drink, Rang-Tam is offered to Rang. There is a 
custom of ancestor workship among the Noctes and there is a belief that 
after the death the spirit goes upward and keeps a watch on the affairs 
of the family. The upper made dress is called 'CHHUM-CHHAG' and the 
lower one 'KHARIR'. The upper dres~ of female is called KHA T -CHAM 
and the lower one is called KHAT-THOK. Mr. Lowang feels that Tirap 
is hU"ing a better network of communication as compared to qther districts. 
Traditionally, people were jhum cultivators, but gradually they are adopt
ing wet rree cultivation. He was particular!), sore at the rapid rate of 
deforestation. 

ARUNACHAL VISIT : SECOND PHASE 
November 11, 1973 
As finalised at the time of my Shillong visit in the October, the jeep of 
the Director of the Census Operations of Arunachal Pradesh, along with 
one investigator of the same department, was sent to Dihrugarh to facili
tate my visit to the different parts of Arunachal Pradesh. Hurriedly, I 
had to make arrangement for my domestic requirements. [Trip!i was feeling 
a bit shaky and since she will have to stay alone for sometimes, she could 
not control her tears while wishing me well for the visit.] Today, again, 
we tried to measure the force of the flow of the Brahmaputra by steamer. 
Last time, I crossed the river on September 9, 1973. This time, I plan, 
to move in the middle ranges of Arunachal Pradesh. The steamer journey 
took one hour in cros!'.ing the river and we reached Sonarighat, the North 
Bank of the river at 2-30 P.M. This time the river was thinner, the 
force of ftow had considerably receded and the more and more sandy isles 
were visible in the midst of water. After taking a cup of hot tea on the 
way side hotel of Shila Pathar, we reached Likabali at 4-30 P.M. This 
time, my team consisted of Shri C. K. Gogoi, the Project Research Assis- _ 
tant, Shri Goswami, Investigator in the Census Operations of Arunachal 
Pradesh and the driver of the jeep. We met the Circle Officer and he 
arranged necessary papers and the jeep started ascending on the blue hills. 
At 5-20, when we left Likabali, the bright moon was already shining in 
the clear sky. The moon light looked like a big cover on the sleepy hills. 
We stopped for some time near the Ego-Camp, refreshed ourselves with a 
cup of tea and the jeep again started moving upward. We reached RIMI 
around 8-30, and Basar which is located at the height of 3000 feet, at 
ten in the night. The electric lights of Basar were visible from a distance. 
Basar is the headquarters of the sub-division, the townsl;tip is electrified 
and spread in an area of around two kilometres. There is the official of 
the Extra Assistant Commissioner, a camp of S.S.B., a good market and 
a small but good circuit house. The climate of Basar is pleasant and many 
people favoured the idea to make it the capital of Ar_unachal Pradesh. 
Basar sub-division consists of three circles i.e., Ukabali, Gensi and Basar. 
In the Basar circle, there are 53 villages inhabited by 10179' persons. In 
Geusi, there are 30 villages with 3 population of 2324. The rooms for 
us were reserved in the Circuit heuse. This time, my visit starts from the 
bank of Brahmaputra and I shall have to cover the areas located on the 
banks of Siyom and Subansiri. 
November 12, 1973 (Morning): Basar 
Early in the morning after the breakfast, we contacted Shri Tadak Dasar, 
member of the Rajya Sabha in his village. The name of the village is 
NYIGAM which is adjacent to Basar. The houses in the village were 
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constructed on the platform and pigs, the main livestock of the Adis were 
moving in and around the village. In the market, we met the Secretary 
of the Bazar Committee. The response in Basar was quite encouraging. 
After finishmg our lunch at the Circuit House, we left for Along located 
at a distance of 50 Kms. At a distance of 5 Km. from Basar near Bame 
which is a model village the road bifurcates for Daporijo (115· Kms.) and 
Along. After one and half hour driving we reached Along. '~e town
ship of Along is located in a valley on the bank of SIYOM. From t~e 
top of the hills the township looks attractive. . During the course of thrs 
journey starting from Likabali, I was deeply impressed by t~ personnel of 
the military checkpost. Wherever our papers were checke<! we were insist
ed on taking either tea or meal. 

The district statistical officer and the district research officer have been 
deputed by the local administration to help us in contacting people and 
in conducting interviews. We were thankful to their cooperation, but to 
remove the misunderstanding which was expected to crop up in t~e.1l!ind of 
our respondents that probably this study was sponsored by the officers, as 
far as possible, we tried to work independently. Within a few minutes of 
our arrival, a team of the Khadi Gramodyog Board also reached. We ex
changed our experiences regarding the development of village industries in 
Arunachal Pradesh. In the after noon, I met the Deputy Commissioner. 

November 13, 1973: (Along) 
Like Pasighat, Along also is a small (Population 4818) but beautiful 
administrative township where the headquarters of the Siang district are 
located. In this area, Gallongs are the dominant tribal group, who are 
regarded to be· articulate and intelligent. For the administrativ~ purposes, 
the district of Siang is under the administration of Additional Deputy 
Commissioner who stays at Pasighat and the Deputy Commissioner whose 
headquarters are located at Along. The population of Along area, exclu
sive of the Pasighat Sub-division and including all other Sub-division, is 
59,242 according to 1971 census. There are 4 higher secondary schools, 
12 middle English schools, 76 primary schools and 3 vocational institutions. 
At the beginning of the first plan, there were only 9 primary schools. 
There are 1,734 radio licences'. At the beginning of the first plan, there 
was one hospital with the provision of one doctor and 8 beds. 1n the 
March 1973, there were 15 hospitals/health units with a provision of 17 
doctors and 142 beds. Along, Basar, Tuting and Mechuka are electrified. 
From the windows of the room in the circuit house, the river Siyom and 
the widespread hills around offer a majestic view. Recently a magnificient 
Doyni-polo Dere (the temple of the Sun and Moon god) has been cons'
tructed. It is the first modem building of its own style in Arunachal 
Pradesh. Around a thousand persons can easily be accommodated in the 
mam hall of the Dere. We found a few paintings, dep~~ting the different 
aspects of the Adi mythological beliefs, kept in the Dere. 

Opposite to the Dere, there is the building of the craft centre. The craft 
centres in Arunachal Prades'h are an effective method to bring about 
modernisation and to introduce new techniques of production to replace 
the primitive technology. In this centre, there are provisions for the 
training of Carpentary, Metal work, Weaving and Basketry. I saw the 
emporium of the craft centre and was impressed by the output and designs. 
According to the district tndustries officer, the monthly sale proceeds of thl) 
centre are around Rs. 2,000 and the monthly expenditure on the running 
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of the craft centre, including the stipends of the trainees, is about Rs. 5,000, 
it, the centre may be made self sufficient. 

The administration has started a district research museum which is run 
under the supervision of the district research officer. There are good 
collections of books, papers and magazines in the reading room section. 
The museum section needs improvement. Along is an important centre 
of voluntary organisations operating in Arunachal Pradesh. The prominent 
among them are the Ram Krishna Mission, the Shankar Mission, the 
Tarun Shanti Sena and the Adi Social and Cultural Society. The Ram
krishna Mission was allowed by the administration to start a public 
school in 1967 and since then, the school's reputation has spread in all 
parts of the union territory. Keeping in view the good work done by 
this institution at Along, on the request of the public of Deomali in the 
district of Tirap, the Mission plans to start its second school there. Even 
the money is being arranged for the school at Deomali by the local tribal 
chief. At Along, there are 200 students in the school which provides 
hostel facilities also. The Swamiji who looks after the school is an enligh
tened person and is highly respected in the official and non-officktl circles. 
I had a long discussion with Swamiji on the problems of national integra
tion attitude of the local population towards the Mission and the school 
and the medium of instruction for Arunachal Pradesh. In spite of our 
disagreements on some issues and approaches, it was a plear,ant expe
rience to see the missionary zeal, with which the people, engaged in the 
venture of running this school, are spreading the light of modern educa
tion among the local pelople. 

The Shankar Mission, which takes inspirations from Shri Shankar Dev
the great Saint and social reformer of Assam, who was born in the 15th 
century, has been running a centre and a hospital to serve the lepors. At 
the time of my visit, there were forty lepors living in the premises 
of the centre. There is a small dispensary attached to the lepor-centre, 
Dr. Hazarika is a young and enthusiastic medical doctor who looks after 
the working of the Shankar Mission and the lepor centre at Along. 1 
was impressed by the sense of service of Dr. Hazarika and his centre 
Dr. Hazarika was of the view that if the grants'-in-aid is increased, some 
researches are also possible. 

rThe Taruli Shailti Sena, is another voluntary organisation which is working 
for the welfare of the people of Arunachal Pradesh. Soon after the Chinese 
aggression in 1962, Shri Narain Desai and a few other Sarvodaya workers 
started thie work of Shanti Sena. Their main objective was to organise 
the people of the border, to keep up their morale and at the time of 
future aggression, if unfortunately happens, to organise peaceful resistance 
~gainst the aggression. Apart from the psychological impact of the presence 
of the Sarvodaya workers, they started constructive programmes in the 
areas of their operations. In 1972, it was decided by them t6 organise 
Tarun Shanti Sena and to spread it over the different parts of Arunachal. 
The work at Along is being looked after by Shd Mookerji-who has ob
tained Master-degree in Anthropology and before joining this movement 
was working for his dootoral degree. I got an opportunity to discuss the 
matter in details with Shri Narain Desai as well as Shd Mookerji. Shri 
Narain Desai, informed me that excepting three workers, all. others were 
local youths associated with this movement, whereas, many others inc1ud

. iug Shri Mookerji told me that out of forty workers none was from among 
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the local population. Shri Mookerji was of the view that the Tarun Shanti 
Sena started its work only one year back, and that is the reason why. 
that the local workers have not been attracted as yet. Today, I contacted 
and interviewed a number of officials and public leaders', chief among them 
were Shri Tokeniba member of the Pradesh Council and Shri Bokentte, a 
government servant, and a prominent public figure of the Gallong area. 
While agreeing that much work has been done in the field of development, 
on' some issues the member was critical of the working of the official 
machinery. Shri Boken narrated his experiences in details. I was impres
sed by his practical wisdom and the clever way of expressing opinion. 
Like most of the Gallongs, he likes to talk and instead of giving opinions 
in the explicit manner, his statements were generally suggestive. We parti
cularly discussed regarding the development programmes, the contributions 
made by the R. K. Mission School, his experiences of visiting the different 
parts of India and his meetings with top leaders including Prime Minist~r 
Nehru. 

November 14, 1973 
In the morning, I attended a function organised by the Adi Social and 
Cultural Society. The function was followed by a group photograph. The 
Adi Cultural Society has been working for several years. The society has 
provided a forum to the youths to outlet their creative talents and to 
discuss matters of socio-cultural interest. It was a testimony to our rapport 
establishment capacity, that in the function which was attended by most 
of the youths and adult population of Along including women and girls, 
I was known to the majority of the people. In the avening, a very attrac
tive variety entertainment programme was organised by the society. The 
impact of Hindi film songs and music was obvious on somt< of the songs. 
I was deeply impressed by the corus and the group dances which had 
been standardised in the urban centres. The announcement from the stage 
was in Adi and English languages. In the afternoon, we visited Dorkon 
a model village at a distance of eight kilometres from Along. The village 
is known as J ayanti village, because much improvement was made in the 
physical conditions of the village at the time of the Silver Jubilee celebra
tion of independence. Bame also near Basar is a model J ayanti village. 
A t the outskirt of the village, there is a good building of M. E. School. 
The houses in the village are located on both sides of the village lane 
which is in fairly good condition. Houses are also better and the village 
appears to be more near the clean. All other things are almost like Balek 
the village near Pasighat. We visited the house of the 'Gom' who arranged 
APONG. In spite of my keen spirit of field work, I did not enjoy the 
the spiritual intoxicant offered by the villagers. I was accompanied by 
two research assistants, the district research officer, the district statistical 
officer and one of the political interpreters. The progress of horticulture in 
and around the village was impressive. In the evening, I met the members 
of the team of the Reserve and the State Banks,. They are touring the 
different districts of Arunachal to start some sort of Banking Advisory 
Committees to decide the policy of credit. The first bank in Arunachal 
was opened in 1970 at Pasighat. There are now six banks. The branch 
of the State Bank of India was opened at Along in the last September and 
the total deposits' account for a lakh. In the course of our discussion, t 
was of the view that first of all, there should be an effective campaign 
with definite targets to motivate the people to deposit their newly earned 
money in the banks. For this purpose, there should be a clear assurance 
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that at least for some time, the income tax would not be imposed so that 
people should leave the habits of hoarding money in the tnatched houses 
and the money should be deposited. If the bank will start credrt, I think, 
it would be difficult to get it back in a tribal setting where people are de
pendents on administration for all help. Even a nominal ~ax of Rs. 3 
per household was resented by many respondents. One of the members 
asked me "can we quote you in our report"? "If it is going to serve the 
people of Arunachal and the natron as a whole, I have no objection" I 
replied. They were insisting that I must attend tomorrow's meeting but 
I had to resist my temptation because of my visit. to DAPORlJO. 

Our work at Along and the cooperation of respondents has been good. We 
interviewed more than thirty officials, businessmen and public leaders at 
Along, met around three hundred persons in the different offices and public 
functions and visited the houses of a number of prominent local persons 
in the town as well as in the village. It is a happy experience that in 
Pasigh~ and Along areas, we have found that in almost all villages, at 
least some land has been brought under the permanent cultivation which 
is, popularly known here as the Wet rice cultivation. The ihum or the 
shifting cultivation has been the traditional method and it nas been the 
way of life for the tribal popUlation. The jhum cycle differs from place 
to place. Where population has increased, it is three to five years but I 
came to know that in some areas, it takes ten to twelve years in reculti
vating the abandoned jhum land. Further, between Basar and Along, 
considerable progress has been achieved in the field of horticulture. On 
both sides of the road, the fields of pine apple are visible. I was told 
that Pasighat sub··division was self sufficient in food. The keen desire of 
the elites for the development of Arunachal is impressive. The adminis
tration in the different areas has been successful in enlisting the support 
of the people for the development programmes. 

November 15, 1974: On way to Daporijo 

At nine in the morning, we took leave from the officials and left for 
Daporijo, which is at a distance of 160 Km. We refreshed ourselves with 
a cup of tea at Bame. We reached Tirbin (28 Km. from Bame) at 12 noon. 
There is a high school, and a dispensary at Tirbin. Around Tirbin, a 
number of villages were visible on the hill tops. The headmaster of the 
school, S4rt Pandeya hails from Bihar and the medical officer Dr. Deori 
is from a village adjacent to the Dibrugarh University. We reached 
DOLA at 2-00 P. M. and visited the lower primary sch091 and finished 
our tifin there. The river SIE flows near DOLA and DOLA is at one 
end of DAPORIJO sub-division. Daporijo is at a distance of 70 Km. 
from DOLA. From DAMPORIJO to DAPORIJO, the road moves along 
with the river Subansiri. Hardly twenty villages are located between 
BAME and DAPORIJO by the side of the road. We reached Daporijo 
at five and went to Circuit house constructed at the height of about 200 
feet on a hill top. The town is situated in the valley on the bank of 
the river SEGEN near the confluence of SEGEN and the Subansiri. It 
was pitch dark, when we reached the circuit house. From the veranda of 
the circuit house, the silence of the forests, total darkness and the shining 
starts in the sky and the sound of the flowing water of the Segen were 
creating a strange atmosphere. The diesel power generator of the town
ship was out of order, so, we had to depend on the kerosin lamps. 
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November 16, 1974: Daporijo 

In contrast to our experience of yesterday's evening, the morning of papo
rijo was attractive. The light of november morning sun, entering the room 
from the back windows of the room was soothing and warm. From the 
back veranda of the circuit house at a distance of about 2 Km. the meeting 
place of two rivers is visible. The people were moving on the road of the 
town in their tribal dress carrying Dao. The hills on the other side of 
the river were covered under fog. On telephone, we contacted Shri Dolum 
the, member of the Pradesh Council and he invited us on a cup of tea. 
We reached his residence at 8-30 and Mr. and Mrs. Dolum received us 
warmly and affectionately. After taking his interview on thtL$chedule, we 
discussed a number of problems regarding the social structure, economic 
and political development and people's participation in the national endea
vour and undevelopment programmes. Daporijo is a sub-divisional ad
ounistrative centre at a strategic place and inhabited by Adis (Gallong,,) 
Hill Miris, Nisis and Tagins around it. There are seven circles in the 
sub-division. Taksing and Limeking are at distance of 195 and 137 Km. 
respectively from Daporijo. There is a good road from Daporijci t6 Taliha 
(47 Km.) along with the course of the Subansiri and then anyone wiiI 
have to trek on foot to Nacho, Limeking and Taksing. On the west and 
north, this sub-division touches SANGA CHOLING and MIGYTUN 
areas of Tibet. The area of the sub-division is 5353 square kms. and the 
total population, according to 1971 census is 32014. There are two M. E. 
School and 23 Primary schools and one higher Secondary school in the 
sub-division. There were 140 radio licences in 1972 in Daporijo township. 
There i3 one hospital and 6 dispensaries, with the provision of 10 doctors, 
5 nurses, 7 compounders and 42 beds. The sub-division is connected by 
two roads i.e .. Likabali-Daporijo road (215 Km.) and Ziro-Daporijo road 
(169 Km). Two cooperative buses ply in between Likabali-Daporijo on 
alternate days. The frequency of bus between Ziro and Daporijo is once 
a week and one bus runs daily between Taliha and Daporijo. 

[n the sub-division, there are 203 Togin, 64 Gallong and 19 Hill Miri 
villages. Their population as per 1971 census is 15433, 6J41 respectively. 
The Gallongs of Daporijo sub-division are not so advanced as in Along 
sub-division. The hill Miris, are a quiet people, whereas, in the popular 
assessment, the Tagins are regarded to be hot headed. The Chinese army 
fnvaded many areas of this sub-division and came upto NAGHO. Shri 
DOLUM was of the view that if a road is constructed from Daporijo to 
Lakhimpur along with the bank of the Subansiri, it will reduce the dis
tance and will provide an alternative route also. Further, he suggested 
that the Taliha road should be extended upto NACHO. After interviewrng 
Shri Dolum, I met Shri DOl-the additional Deputy Commissioner in 
his office. At 2-30, I visited the higher secondary school and I met Shri 
Goswami, the headmaster and other teachers. In the evening, I interviewed 
two persons in the circuit house. I have marked that there is some con~ 
fusion regarding the broad tribal groups around DAPORIJO. Some of 
the people preferred to be included in the NISI (Daphala group) as well 
as the Adi groups. This confusion is particularly visible in the case of 
the Tagins and the Hill Miris. One of the persons interviewed in the 
circuit house was posted at TOKSIN at the time of the Chinese aggression 
in 1962. According to his statement, the Chinese army attacked TOKSIN 
on November 19, 1962 and the Indian army had to vacate their posts on 
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November 22, 1962. Again, he was one of the first gove£nm~l1t .emplo
yees who reached Toksin when the Chinese army went bacK after the 
Cease-fire. 

November 17, 1973: Daporijo 
Since the morning the weather has been cloudy and the sun was not visible. 
Early in the morning, two members of the Anchal Samitr ~ame to see me 
at the circuit hou&e. I completed their interviews and they were in a 
position to express themselves in broken Hindi. We reached the Higher 
secondary school at 10-00 A.M. and completed the interview of the stu
dents. We set out to vIsit the meeting place of MEGANA and SUBANSIRI 
where there is supposed to be an old image of Lord Siva in a cave. From 
Daparijo, at a distance of 12 Km there is SIPI camp and the temple is 
at a distance of 4 Km from the SIPI camp. Because of the severe breaches 
of the bridge we had to return back. 
I am writing this diary at 3-30 in the afternoon while sitting in the room 
of the circuit house. The weather is cool. There are clouds and in the 
absence of sunlight, the valley looks deserted. Daporijo is a small town
ship. Most of the houses are thatched. From the back verandah of the 
circuit house the offices of the Additional Deputy Commi~sioner, hospital 
and school buildings are visible. There are about ten good shops in the 
market. Along arid Zero are almost at an equal distance (172 Km) from 
Daporijo. The distance of Likabali via Basar is 197 Kms. My personal 
impression is that almost all people in this area can speak broken Hindi. 
As compared to Pasighat and Along, Assamese is understood and spoken 
by less number of people in this area. While coming to Daporijo, every 
where the villages children used to raise their hands and used to shout 
J AIHIND from their houses constructed on Platforms. Against our expec
tation, the condition of road between BAKE and Daporijo is very good. 
One thing is obvious that as compared to Along and Pasighat area, this 
sub-division is backward. A lot of change is visible in the ideas of the 
people. Almost all members of the Anchal Samities and Zila Parishad 
interviewed by us could write their names. In this area also four new 
groups have emerged. First is the group of educated youths who are 
gradually taking a leading part in public life. The other group consists 
of persons who are having political aspirations and have been elected to 
the Anchal Samitis, Zila Parishad and the Pradesh Council. The third 
group consists of the tribal businessmen and the contractors. The process 
of planning and the administrative development have led to the formation 
of these three elite-groups. Then, there are tribal government employees. 
In and around Daporijo some progress has been achieved in the field of 
horticulture and terrarced cultivation. I was told by one of the members 
of the Anchal Samiti that under the Crash Programme, 90 acres of land 
has been converted into terrarced cultivation in his village. Today, it was 
our last day of stay at Daporijo. Shri Goswami, the headmaster of the 
school invited us for dinner which was very pleasant. 

November 18, 1973 
It has been raining almost for the whole night. In the morning also, 
the sky was cloudy and the hill tops were covered with clouds. We got 
ready in the morning and left for Basar. While coming back also, we 
stopped for a short while at DOLA. We took tea at the lower primary 
school. For DOLA to TOTAl (99 Kms.) the road moves along with the 
river SIB. There is an L. P. School in the village and I came to know 
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that there is a church at TAl. The maximum concentration of villageS 
was visible between TAl and TIRBIN (distance 10 kIns). We stopped at 
TIRBIN for sometime and enjoyed a cup of tea, offered by Shn Ozha, 
headmaster of the H. E. School. We got an opportunity to discuss a num
ber of problems with teachers of the school and the medical offiCer. We 
visited the village and from a distance observed the meeting of the Kebang 
also. We reached Basar at four in the afternoon. We contacted a number 
of persons, completed their interviews and collected the form of Shri Tadak 
Basar M. P. 

November 19, 1973 : Basar and Likhabali 
Early in the morning we left for Likabalr which is at the distance of 77 
Kms from Basar. The maximum height between Basar and Likabali is 
3,200 it and from this point the river Brahmaputra presents a majestic 
view. We reached Likabali around 10-30 and met the circle o1ficer. Our 
journey had come to an end. 

December 2, 1973: Dibrugarh 
Today, in the morning Shri YOBBE-PADI, member of the Pradesh 
Council came to see me. The Apatanis living in the middle of Subansiri 
district have been practising permanent cultivation and irrigation of the 
land since the time immemorial. Abo-Tani is regarded to be their ancestor. 
Actually, Adis, the Nishis, the Tagins, The Apatanis and Miris living in 
the plains of Assam regard Abo-Tani as their first ancestor. Apatanis are 
expert in business. HONG, HARI HIJA, DIBO are the important sub
tribes or villages of the Apatanis. During the course of the discussion Mr. 
Padi pleade-d for the communication network. To develop Supansiri dis
trict, he thought that there should be a national highway from Itanagar to 
Sagali and then to Kherbari. Another road should connect Itanagar to 
Sepa in Kameng district. He was of the view that the people of Arunachal 
Pradesh would like to wait for sometime for a fullfledged state, but the 
legislative assembly like Mizoram should be started without any further 
delay. In many areas people suffer from Chronic deseases. It is therefore, 
essential tha' the h,spitals should be well equipped and specialized doctors 
should be appointed. As there has been the practice of Kebang among 
the Adis, m the same way BULIANG has been playing an important role 
in the power structure of the Apatanis. For the entire Apatani area, there 
is one BULIANG consisting of about 250 members. The heads of the 
clans are members of the BULIANG. In each village generally there are 
4 to 5 clans. 

The progress in Arunachal has deeply impressed me. The most re
markable impression has been the openness of mind of the people whkh 
does not resist new ideas and changes. Last time, I was told in N agaland 
that people in the 'AO' area are not favouring the idea of settled culti
vation, whereas, in Arunachal Pradesh only in less than fiften year&, in 
almost all villages, a part of the shiftmg cultivation land has been cMnged 
into permanent cultivation. The spread of education has been rapid and 

. the group of educated elites has emerged. With the expansion of democratic 
institutions like village panchayat, Anchal Samitr, Zila Parishad and the 
Pradesh Council, the power structure has also undergone rapid change. 
There is scope for intermediate technologv and small scale industry which 
has not yet got entry into Arunachal Pradesh. In the urban centres I 
have marked the change in ocupational structure and good number of per
'Sons have adopted business and contract either as their main or subsidiary 
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¢cupations. I came to know that in and around the administrative urban 
centres, a good number of people have accumulated considerable money. 
They should be motivated to invest their capital in the small industries. 
Undoubtedly, there is physical and mental communication gap which is 
being removed gradually. 

One of the most impressive phenomenon has been the spread of ad"! 
ministration and the growth of a new power structure within a short 
period. The gap of centuries has been bridged in hardly two decades. It 
will be difficult to belfeve today that only to around twenty years back, most 
of the areas in Arunachal had hardly any regular contact with the outside 
world beyond their village and neighbourhood. From the stage of walking 
on foot, the tribal social structure has entered the jet age without disturbing 
the vital aspects of its own way of life. Only within six or seven ~ars, the 
institutions like Gram Panchayat, Anchal Samiti and Zila Parishad and 
Pradesh Council have become the part of life of the peole which indicates, 
towards the rapid process of democratisation. This change in the power' 
structure has led to the growth of new identities. Earlier, a person used to' 
be known through his family, clan or village. Now-a-days, he is conscious, 
about his larger tribal identities, as well as, he knows his Anchal, District,. 
Pradesh and the nation. 

Within such a short period, though the primitive agricultural techno
logy is not fully replaced, yet new modern techniques and implements are 
known to the people even in the interior areas. It was a pl'easant surprise 
for me that several of my respondents were having working command over 
five to six languages i.e., their own mother tongue, As~mese, Hindi" 
English, BengaH and Nepali. Majority of the elites understudy knows first 
four languages. This shows that the age old isolation is gradually breaking 
down. Now, even in the interior areas, there are schools, hospitals or 
medical units, blocks, film units, Tribal boys and girls are reading in the 
educatronal and profes~ional institutions in almost all parts of the country. 
An interesting part of this process of change has been the emergence of 
new educated, administrative, political and business groups which may be 
formed as elites. Only about a decade back, such groups were non
existent. 

The rapidity of change is bound to create new tension and sometimes 
may lead to the breakdown of old norms, traditions and way of life. In 
Arunachal also, with the modern economic activities, a class of new rich 
has emerged. The change in the field of economy and polity has weakened 
the primitive economic organisation and political structure. But this has 
not created a situation of clash. I have been often asked regarding the 
problem of 'generation gap'. Undoubtedly, there is a vast difference in 
the 'world outlook' of a modern educated civil servant and his father or 
grand father living ip the villaF"e. But their areas of function and 
influence are quite different and therefore the question of clash has not 
arrsen. The old man is still respected in his village. The educated son 
who may be an administrative or political elite may use his power and 
authority in the secretariat or in hh' office. The average mart will listen to 
the old man for his customs and tribal affairs and will look upon the 
administrator or the counsellor for development and modernisation. In 
the forthcoming pages, the story of social, economic and political moderni
sation in Arunachal Pradesh is narrated in a systematic manner based on 
scientific study and field data. 



CHAPTER II 

Concepts of modernisation and elites 

I 

In the post Second World War period, such concepts as modernisatiol1 
and development occupy an important place in social sciences. The' 
theoretical problems of traditional and modernity have been studied from 
hi:stQrical, structural, cultural and psychological points of view. The 
historico~tructural studies have created an impression that tradition and 
modernity are polar opposites that modernity will be realized wben 
tradition bas been superseded; that modernity is represented by tbe 
western world and otber nations or societies bave to immitate the western 
way of life and institutions to be modern; tbat the western societieS' are 
early comers in the fieJd of modernity whereas otbers are late comers. 
All these notions and propositions need careful scrutiny and in some cases 
social ~cientists bave made attempt for empirical study and verification 
also. Rudolph and Rudolph1 are of tbe opinion that the notion regarding 
the contradictory nature of tradition and modernity are rooted in falacious 
metbodology of comparative study and the ideal typical concepts in 
empirical investigation. 

In most of the studies emphasis has been laid on the basic objectives cha
racterstics of tradition and modernity and only a few studies attem;Jted to 
define them. Generally traditional structure bas been equated with agri
cultural and preindustrial socia-economic structure. As pointed out by 
Rao-

"It is fairly easy to identify a traditional society but not so easy to 
define it. Tradition means habits, customs, attitudes, ways of life 
which get embodied in institutions and then tend to get frozen, 
because of tbe stability and autonomous existence of these 
institutions. "2 

This is a common practice among the social scientists' in contemporary 
period to characterise tradition by proverty, low-levels of education, lack 
of mass-communication, and predominantly peasant economy, wherea~ 
the main features of modernity are-industrialisation, urbanisation, high 
rate of per-capita jncome and education. In his historical analysis, Marx 
has also equated tradition with the village communities, peasan~ societies 
and non-industrial Asiatic societies. In Marxian analysis modernity and 
tradition are opposed to each other because historically they represent 
two different stages of development, and structurally they represent two 

Rudolph L. 1. & Rudolph S. L 'The Modernity of Tradition'-Politicai Develop
ment in India, University of Chicago Press, 1967, pp. 78. 

2 V. K. R. V. Rao, 'Some Problems Confronting, Traditional Soc'eties' i'1 the Process 
of Development, Seminar Paper, UNESCO, Paris, 1961. 
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different systems. While discussing regarding the present societies, Marx 
points out-

"they are isolated from one another by their mode of production, 
poor communication and poverty. The small holding, because it 
cannot support division of labour or the application of science, lack 
multiplicity of development, diversity of talents and a variety of 
social relationships. They consist of self sufficient peasant families; 
a few score of the5.e make up a village and a few score of villages 
a Department.'·;: 

In Marxian analysis, modernity in the less developed, would amounts to 
the immitation of the countries of the western world. In the preface to 
'DAS CAPITAL' he specially noted-

• "The countries that is more developed industrially only shows to the 
less developed the 'image' of its own future." 

Marx discussed the role of British colonial system in India. He was of the 
opinion that the role of British administration in India on the one hand is 
destructive and on the other hand, it is regenerative. The annihilation of 
the old Asiatic society and the laying of the material foundations of 
western society in Asia.4 As regards the destructive role, the British 
adminrstration will break the isolation of the village communitie!>' and the 
hold of the caste system and will create industrial society based on rule 
of law. In his analysis of the role of colonial system, Marx could not 
foresee that instead of really breaking the hold traditionalism, the colonial 
administration and the indigenous' feudal elements might form an alliance. 
The British admi.nistration in India created a class of 1andlords, and 
protected interests of princes in India; and as pointed by him, tradition 
(presant society) and modernity (industrial system) represent two different 
historical stages but in such an approach this fact is generally forgotten 
that within the same social structure these assumed stages might exist side 
by side 

Max Weber" tried to analyse tradition in the light of a sound theoretical 
framework. To Max Weber sociology is the interpretative understanding 
of &ocial·action which has been divided into Zweck-rational, wer-rational, 
affectual and traditional. Traditional actions are opposite to the rational 
economic actions Traditional societies are dominated by habitual actions, 
traditional societies lack the regularity of work, division of labour and 
rationality. Traditionalism according to him shall refer to the psychic 
attitudes set for the habitual work day and to the belief in the everyday 
routine as inviolable norm of conduct. As regards the-ca5.e of India, 
Weber particularly discussed the relationshIp of Hinduism and the caste 
system with the economic structure. He feels that because of the deep 
rooted irnpact of traditions, the greed for aquisitiveness could not be 
channelised into economic rationality. Natuarally, India remained 
economically poor and industrially backward. Weber also could not 
adequately aporeciate the ability of Hinduism to reform itself. He could 
not go into the depth of the latent forces of Indian socio-philosophical 

3 See Karl Marx, 'The Eighteenth Brumaire of Lauis Napoleon' sele;::ted Works, 
N.D. II, pp. 414-415, Newyork. 

4 Karl Marx, 'The British Rule in India' Selected Works, II, p. 65"2. 
5 Max Weber, The Theory of Social and Economic Organisation. Oxford, 1947, 

pp. 115-116, 'The Social Psychology of World Religions', pp. 290. 
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conditions which allowed the emergence of a materialistic philosophy 
propounded by CHARVAK. Further in spite of deep conservative outlook 
of lainism, the Jain& in India are known for their enterprise. The 
Marwaris are deeply religious minded, but it has not restricted their 
mobility and enterprising capacity in India. Almost the same is the case 
with the Hindus of Punjab, Gujrat and Sindh. In spite of their business 
knack as communities they are thoroughly orthodox. 

Ro~tow6 feels that traditional societies may be characterised by k.inship 
and less developed technology. Their economy mainly depends on 
agriculture which often suffers from fluctuations depending on the natural 
conditions. 

To Parson,7 traditional social structure may be represented by 
homogeneity, static nature, closeness, particularistic outlook, ascriptive 
~tatus and less-differentiated system. Some authors have tried to divide 
traditional societies into folk or peasant society and primitive society. 
The first group is represented by a slightly developed f01'm of sQcial 
organisation, particularly by organised reHgion, institutions of property, 
developed form of language and sometimes a better technique of production 
than the primitive societies. As stated by Bellah-

"Contrary to the modern societies, primitive societies are characteris
ed by dominant oral traditions. . . the tendency is that magic or 
religion permeates all aspects of life. Every moral norm, every 
obligation of behaviour tends to have some secret sanction. Also, 
the society is organised fundamentally by kinship. The organisation 
of primitive society then focusses on two roles-(i) kinship; (ii) ritual; 
both of which tend to be very pervasive."8 

No society has moved from the folk or primitive stage to modernisation 
all of a sudden. The process of transformation is important. In some 
societies the abrupt change may occur in the political structure through 
revolution, but the socio-economic structure will have to pass through a 
transitional phase. This is also a fact that in some societies this process 
of transformation and the phase of transition may be painful and strenous, 
whereas in some others, it may be smooth and peaceful. Change in any 
form whenever will start occuring in the social structure, it is bou to 
generate some tension. If the tension takes a durable shape it may lead 
to social crisis. The process of transition has been well-described by 
ConelP He mentioned the characteristics which will emerge at the stage 
of transition and they are listed below: 

1. Growing introduction of machines for production; 

2. Improved means of communications; 

3. Change in the age-old agricultural implements; " 

4. Gradually larger political units will emerge; 

6 W. W. Rostow, 'Stages of Economic Growth-A Non-Communist Manifesto', Cam
bridge University Press, 1960. 

7 Talcott Parsons, Evolutionary Invulsism in Society', American Journal of Socio
logy. 

8 R. N. Bellah, 'Values and Social Change in Modem Japan,' p. 15. 
9 James 0., 'Conell-A Concept of Modernisation', South Atlantic Quarterly, Vol. 64, 

Autumn, 1965, p. 549. 
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5. The oral communications will traditionally be replaced by 
linguistic and visible communicatIons; 

6. Better medical care and facilities are provided to the citizen; 
7. Social structure will be characterised by growing interdependence; 
8. Population moves from villages to the towns', leading to the 

urban growth; 
9. Bartar system is replaced by the growing circulation of money; 

10. Salaried employment and specialised occupation will start 
spreading; 

11. Clear distinction starts between work and leisure. 

II 

,First of all it is essential to make a di&'iinction between modernity and 
)nodernisation. 

"Modernity has wider connotation than modernisation. The latter 
refer" to civilisation and mainly implied a high level of literacy and 
urbanisation with vertical and geographical mobility, a high per-capita 
income and a sophisticated economy, that has gone beyond the take
off stage. Modernity on the other hand, connotes a certain type of 
culture whose quality is determined by rationality, the liberal spirit 
in its broad sense, plurality of opinions and centres of decision 
makillg, autonomy of the various fields of experience, secular 
ethics and respect for the private world of the indiviaual.10 

.It may be summarised that modernity represents certain intrinsic attribute~ 
· which may be associated with a particular stage of social structure, whereas 
modernisation as a process represents the expansion of these attributes. To 
Lerner, modernisation represents a certain attitudes which includes 
disquaiting posivist spirit, a revolution in communicatIon, .increasing rate 
of literacy and urbani&ation, economic and political participation, social 
mobility, rationality and empathy.ll The conclusions of Lerner are based 
on the study of West Asian countries. As Marx did in the case of India, 

· Lerner also assumes that modernisation in the West Asian countries 151 
· the result of contact with the western values and the system of 
administration. He states-

"From the west came the Stimuli, which undermine51 traditional 
society in the middle east, for the reconstruction of a modem society, 
that will operate efficiency in the world to-day. The west is still a 
useful model, what is west in this sense, the middle easf seeks to 
become."l!! 

In Lerner'&1 characteristics of modernisation where he stresses on cont
. municatibn, literacy, urbanisation, social mobility, empathy and political 
participation, it is assumed that in ideal conditions of modem socrety all 

. these characteristics will be found. But in this context, the problem of 
structural multiplicity associated ~th the developing societies should not 

10 A. B. Shah & C. R. M. Rao (Ed.), 'Tradition and Modernity in India', Manktalas, 
Bombay, 1965, p. 19. 

11 Daniel Lerner, 'The Passing of Traditional Society-Modernising the Mic1dle East, 
The Free Press, 1958, 45-49 • 

. 12 D. Lerner, ibid., p. 47. 
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Tbe over looked. Every po~sibi1ity is there that within the same structure, 
: some areas may be modernised whereas others may remain traditional. 
In the north-east India, among the Mizos, there is relatively high degree 

·of literacy, high rate of political participation, but almost a primitive eco
-nomy, poor communication, low degree of urbanisation and social mobility. 
In Nagaland, the last election has shown the high degree of political 
'participation (82% votes polled), with a poor system of communication, 
low rate of urbanisation, and education, and low degree of geographical 
and occupati:onal mobility. 

The main-concern of EISENSTADT is the starting point of modernisation 
in different societies and a comparative analysis of the 'situation of 
'breaI<:down' and 'sustained growth'. The societies must have capacities 
·of internal change so that they could absorb the effects of modernisation. 
Modernisation leads to the breaI<:down of the traditional structure. 
According to him, the following are the structural characteristics of 
. modernisatibn; 

(a) high level of structural differentiation; 
(0) a high level of social mobilisation; 
(c) a relatively large scale and centralized institutional framework. 

EISENST ADps has comparatively studied the prevailing situation in 
Japan, Western Asian countries, China and India with the emphasis on the 
-following factors; 

(a) the relation between the dominant value system and political 
institutions; 

(b) the place of political system in the stratification system; 
(c) the degree of internal cohesion and social autonomy. 

'To Levy, "a society will be considered more or less modernized to the 
extent that its members use inanimate sources of power and use tools to 
multiple the effects of their efforts; neither of these elements is either totally 
absent from or exclusively present in any society.14 Levy has made this 
distinction between relatively modernised and relatively non-modernised 
structures in terms of; 

(a) specialization of units; 
(b) increasingly universalistic ethic; 
(c) combination of centralization and decentralisation; 
(d) centralized media of exchange and market; 
(e) organisational context, like bureaucracy, etc. 

1\ccording to Levy,t5 the structures of modernisation are 'alway~ subversive 
of the status quo of the relatively non modernized societies for several 
creasons. There are three problems of transition; 

(a) control; 
(b) capital formation; 

:13 S. M. Eisenstadt, Social Change, 'Differentiation and Evolution', American Socio
logical Review, June 1964, pp. 375, 386, Transformation of Social, Political and 
Cultural Orders in Modernisation, American Sociological Review, Vol. 30, Octo
ber, 1965, p. 659, Modernisation, Protest and Change, 1966. 

14 M. J. Levy, 'Modernisation and Structure of Society', Princeton, 1966. 
15 Ibid., pp. 28, 48 and 113·134. 
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(c) elements or ambrvelence created by modernisation. URimately, 
Levy makes a distinction between the ideal and actual structure!>'. 
A number of other writers such as Shils,16 Smelser,17 
Mclelland,is Apter,19 Pye,20 Parsons,21 and Gusfield22 have 
thro\yn light on different aspect of modernization. 

A number of Indian and foreign authors have tried to analyse the extent 
and pace of modernisation in India and the suitability of earlier discu8sed 
models in the context of Indian situation. The basic stand of Rudolph and 
Rudolph is to contradict the notion that modernity is opposed to tradition. 
They analysed variatrons in the meaning of modernity and tradition and 
suggest how they infiltrate and transform each other. They feel caste and 
other traditional institutiom' of India, have been helpful in modernisation 
and mobilisation. In offering hi's own model Dube2W draws from the works 
of Lerner, Almond and Coleman, Mclelland and Moore and has attempted 
to telescope therr hypotheses. According to him, the attributes of 
modernity are as follows : 

16 
17 
18 

(a) empathy; 

(b) mobility; 

(c) high participation; 

(d) interest articulation; 

(e) interest aggregation; 

(f) institutionalised political competition; 

(g) achievement orientation. 

(h) rational ends, meanS' calculation; 

0) new attitudes to wealth, work, savings and risk taking; 

(j) faith in the desirability and possibility of change; 

(k) social, economic and political discipline; 

(1) capacity to put off immediate and short term satisfaction fOl' 
higher satisfaction i:n the longer run. 

19 David E. Apter, 'The Gold-Cost in Transition, Princeton, 1965. The Politicd 
Kingdom in Princeton, 1961. 

20 LuCian ,W. Pye (Ed.), 'Communication & Political Development', Princeton. 
21 Jo~eph R. Gusfield, 'Tradition and Modernity-Misp'laced Polerities in Stndy of 

Social Change,' 'American Journal of Sociology', Vol. 72, 1967, pp. 351, 362. 
22 T. ParsQns, 'Evolutionary Universals in Society,' 'American Sociolo~ical Review,' 

June 1964, pp. 339, 357. 
23 S. C. Dube, 'Modernisation and its Adoptive demands on Indian Society' in 

'Sociology of Education in India' (Ed.), S. M. Gore & I. P. Desai, Bombay, 1967 
'Human Problems of Economic Development' in Economic Development and 
Cultural Change, 1965, 'Modernisation and Education', Seminar on Tradition 
and Modernisation, February 3-6, I.I.T. Delhi Contemporary India and Its Moder
nisation, Vikas Publication, Delhi, 1974. Yogendra Singha, 'ModernisatiQn of 
India Tradition', Thomson Press, Delhi, 1973, S. K. Kuthiala, 'From Tradition 
to Modernity,' Abhinav Publication, New Delhi, 1973. 
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Pandeya!!4 doubts the validity of attributes of moderni&ation in the 
context of Indian situation, yet in his final analysis, he suggests to link 
the frameworks developed by Levy and Ersenstadt for the analysed features 
of the social and cultural system of contemporary India. A& suggested ~y 
him, the foundational concepts, to be sure, would be that of culture III 

contra-distinction to society. In another paper, Pandeya discussed the role 
of religion in modernisation. He disagrees with the Weber's thesis of the 
role of Asiatic reli!!iom. The dominant element in this doubtful legacy is 
the proposition th~t Asian religion is a major obstacle to modernisatron. 
because, it is a bulwork of traditionalism and a repository of beliefs and 
values in compatible with modern science, technology and the ideology of 
progress. He remarks;-

"Indian religious tradition.is a vast reservoir pr~)Viding the members 
of a modernising society a wide choice of (such) a cognitive1y and 
motivationally meaningful identity conception or set of identity 
symbols. "25 

Prasad2tl suggests the following major formulations, which deserve analysis 
for understanding modernisation in India and the traditional nature of 
her structure. 

(a) socialisation and transmission of skills; 
(b) training for social leaderships; 
(c) the role of elite~ as innovators; 
(d) the social requisites of modernisation; 
(e) ~tructural constraints which militate against social change 

(loyalties of caste, kinship, family, religion etc.). 
Srinivas divides modernisation into the following areas;27 

(a) material cuiture, including technology; 
(b) social institutions and; 
(c) knowkdge, values and attitudes. 

It is necessary. he remarks, to remember that while these three areas are 
linked with each other, they also enjoy a certain amount of· mutua1 
autonomy or discreteness. Yogendra Singha attempts to interpret 
modernisation in a historico-normative perspective. 2R 

"The progress ideology of the nineteenth century was a product of 
the philosophy of rationalism and utilitarianism which assumed 
universality in the nature of man so that telelogically social systems 
would work out an evolutionary process leading societies from 
progress to progress; this ideology was, therefore, nominalistic and 
laissez-faire in orientation. Some recent formulations of modernisa
tion, no doubt, suffer from this same ideological bi~_(Talcott Parsons 
thesis) yet it would be a mistake to assume that all formulations of 

24 A. N. Pandeya, 'Modernisation of a Complex Society--Some Theoretic:!l and 
Methodological Issues, Seminar Paper, lIT, Delhi. Feb., 3-6, 1969. 

25 A. N. Pandeya, 'Role of Religion' No. 128, April 1970, Seminar, Delhi. 
26 Narmadeswar Prasad. 'Change Strategy in,· a Develop;ng S:Jciety' in Meenabhi· 

Prakashan, Meerut, 1970. 
27 M. N. Srinivas, 'The Proble~;" April 1970, Seminar, ''iiw-.,,1O-14. 
28 Yogendra Singha, 'Politii:t1-'Mspeot:s ·~o.f Modernisation', AlV!J. 19 Seminar, pp. 

1~1~ . 
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modernistation models tend to be rational, nominalistic and liberal". 
Indian constitution, formation of political parties, emergence of 
political leadership, role of bureaucracy (administrative, managerial 
and military) functioning of federal politics and its cultural integration 
through mass-media, value-systems and ideologies are the important 
indicators of political modernisation, according to him. 

Rasheeduddin Khan has discussed the problem of modernisation in the 
light of national integratron.29 

"The proces'i of national integration is, vital to the modernisation of 
a society because the concept of a nation is the only universally 
recognizable and internationally valid- concept for the sovereign 
aggregation of human beings in a modern state." He further 
remarks·--

"Therefore, the problem of national integration in India stems gene
rally from a combination of four determining factors". 

(a) continental dimension of India polity which by its size and com
plexity is heterogeneous and basically different from an insular 
homogeneous; 

(b) existence' for centuries of plural society in terms qf culture, 
language, religion, region, economy and urban-rural dichotomy; 

(c) federal structure of government and administration that has an 
in-built check and balance system between localism/regionalism 
and federalism/nationalism; 

Cd) democratic decentralisation (Panchayati Raj) of participation 
functional politics. 

As pointed out by him, an average Indian has two sets of loyalities.· In 
the first group, there are sociological components of allegiance based on . 
ascription, such as-(i) family/kinship, caste/sub caste/tribe; (ii) com
munity; (iii) language/dialect; (iv) region, sub-region, locality, In the 
second category are included (i) profession-interest; (ii) ideology-party; 
(iii) nation-country. Ratna Dutta first makes a distinction between' value 
and norm and then analyses the studies of modernisation.30 According to 
her- -

"Values give direction to 80cial action whereas norms coerce social 
action.s1 Further, Parsons pattern variable Paradigm, Bellah's study 
of the industrialisation in Japan, Smelser's study of industrialisation 
in England and Lerner's study on modernising values :82 have been 
examined in the context of value/norm distinction by her. 

29 Rasheeduddin Khan, 'National Integration', April 1970, Seminar, pp. 20-25. 

30 Ratna Dutta, 'Values in Models of Modernisation', Vikas Publication, Delhi, 
1971. 

31 Ibid, p. 82. 

32 Ibid, p. 109, 
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Roy Burman~3 and Dubey34 exclusively deal with the process of moderni
sation in the north east IndIa. Roy Burman divides the indigenous aspect 
·of modernisation in the hills of north east India, under the following 
<cate gories. 

1. Consolidation of the authority of the nation state; 

(a) new sanction for politIcal behaviour; 

(b) shifts in the centre of power and prestige; 

(c) plux in social boundaries; 

(d) emergence of minorities as a political category. 

~2. Expansion of communicatIon and transport; 

(a) double process of proximation of the distant; 

(b) formation of capital outside the traditional sector of 
economy; 

(c) diversification and impersonalisation of social interaCtion., 

3. Establishment of urban centres; 

4. Introduction of improved technology; 

5. Spread of education; 

Dubey's main contention is that the process of modernisation may differ 
from area to area and that is why it needs empirical verification. For 
analytical purpose&, he offers three models in the light of which the nature 
of change and the process of modernisation may be studied in India. 

(a) sanskritisation (spread of vedic and Brahminical ways of life); 

(b) westernisation (Impact of western culture); 

(c) development (Role of state). 

He provides a paradigm of modernisation in which attributes of moderni
sation are divided into-

(a) social; 

(b) economic-technological; 

(c) political; 

(d) psychological; 

(e) normative. 

33 B. K Roy Burman, 'Modernisation Process in the Hills of North East India', 
Journal of the Institute of Defence Strategy, Delhi, Jan., 1970. 

34 S. M. Dubey, 'Modernisation Among the Tribes of North East India', Seminar 
paper, I.I.T. Delhi, Feb. 3-6, 1969, Comparative Study of Modernisation Among 
the Khasis and the Mikirs, (Memiograph field report), Dept. of Sociology, Dibru
garh University, April, 1970. Modernisation of Tribal Structure and Emergence 
of Elites in Arunachal Pradesh, Seminar paper, North-Eastern Sociological Asso-

. ciation, January 23, 1974. 
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IV 

Elites may be regarded as people occupying the top position within their
social groups, occupational or professional fields. 35 The concept of 'elite' 
as developed by Pareto and Mosea,36 on the one hand refutes the Marxian' 
concept of permanent conflict between owners of the means of production 
and the non-owners and on the other hand the notions of liberal democracy 
which believes in the 'equality of men'. The propounders of the elitist 
theories postulate that in all societies, social and political power will be 
held by a small but dominant minority consisting of the "top people." 
Regarding the definition, to elite to quote Pareto,-

"Let us as~ume that in every branch of human activity, each 
individual is given an index which stands as a sign of his capacity. 
very much the way grades are given in the various subjects in
examinations in schools. The highe~t type of lawyer, for instance' 
will be given 10. The man who does not get a client will be given 
1, reserving zero for the man who is out and out an idiot and so on 
for all the branches of human activity. So let us make a class of 
people who have the highest indices in their branch of activity and 
to that class 2ive the name of elite."3T 

Democracy a~sumes a gradual shifting of power to the masses and their 
participation in the process of decision making and governing. The con
cept of 'elne' is contrary to the concept of 'mass'. Naturally, a question 
may be raised as to how far 'elitist' system is compatible with the 
democratic system? Democratic system is bound to create its own elites. 
The pluralists who contradict the proposition of classical elitist theories. 
view that a multiplicity of elite groups are compatible witli the democratic 
system because they would not allow fhe concentration of power in the 
hands of a particular elite gooUp.38 Modern industrial democratic structure 
consists of a number of groups who try to exert pressure on the political 
leadership in order to safeguard their interests and in this proces~' small 
leadership and intermediary groups emerge. 311 

With the advent of democracy and industrial urbanism, all over the world 
the traditional elites such as members of the royal famili~s, aristocrats, 
landlords and estateholders, and religious leaders have been losing their 
authority and inHuence and new elite groups such as democratically 
elected leaders, industrialists and business men, administrators, military 
officials, legal and medical practitioners, technocrates, members of the 
university teaching professions have emerged. As compared to the 
traditional structure, with the growing degree of mobility, the bases and 
the recruitment process of the elites have been widened. 

35 See H. D. Lasswell, 'Comparative Study of Elites', Standford University Pres~. 
California, 1952, T. B. Bottomore, 'Elite and Society', Pengunie Books, 1970, C. 
Wright Mills, 'The Power Elites'. The Oxford University Press, 1966, Garraiat 
Perry, 'Political Elites', George Allen and Unwine, London, 1969, Dwaire Marvick 
(Ed.). 'Politicai Decision Makers'. Recruitment and Performance, Amerind Pub
lishing Co., (Indian Edition), New Delhi. 1972. 

36 Vilfredo Pareto, 'The Mind and Society'. Harcourt Brance. Newyork, 1935, Gas--
tano Mosca. The Ruiiing Class. Mcgraw Hill, Newyork, 1939. 

37 Ibid, pp. 1422-23. . 
38 Robert E. Dahl, 'Wh::> Governs', Yale University Press, New Haven, 1961. 
39 E. C. Banfield, 'Political Influence', Free Press, New York, 1961; R. Presthu.,_ 

'Men at the Top', Oxford University Press, Newyork, 1964. 
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This point must be kept in view that there cannot be absolut e concept 
'Of elite. All wcietres have their own elites and procedures of their 
recruitments. The main features of the studies of elites may be 
summarised in the following manner: 

1. many studies on elites, as nottd by Lipset,40 analyse political 
processes in terms of who the leadmg contenders are, rather 
than what they do; 

2. in a number of other studies, attempt have been mad~ to study 
th~ background of civil servants, professionals, businessmen etc; 

3. of late, a trend is visible to study the process of the formation 
of elites at the local levels, as well as, the study of leadership 
ill the emergent nations; 

4. turni:ng to elite transformations in regimes u~dergoing modernisa
tion; Lasswell notes work on the impact of urbanisation, 
nationaltsm and technology. 

V 

In Indian society, princes, priests, landlords, and top persons in the 
upper ca~tes may be regarded to form the groups of traditional elites. 
With the advent of the British administration, gradual change started 
taking place in the fields of administration, legal system, education and 
economy. The British administration brought about a new land system 
which led to the emergence of the group of landlords. The Indian states 
were brought under the protection of the British crown which made them 
more autocratic and less alert and politically more dependent. First the 
rising trade and commerce and, later on, the beginning of industrialisation 
encouraged enterprise. Probably, of all these events, the most important 
was the beginning and expansion of modern education. As pointed out 
'by one 'of the authors,--' 

"If the prime nwver of the 19th century social revolution in England 
and in some other western countries was technology, in India, as in 
some other underdeveloped countries, it was education."H 

In the nineteenth century, education was mainly responsible for the 
creation of new groups of civil servants, legal and medical practitioners, 
engineers, university teachers, journalists and creative writers.4:l 

40 S, 1\,1. Upset, 'Political Sociology', Current Sociology, Vol. No.3, UNESCO, 
1957, p. 85. 

41 Shamti, S. Tangri, 'Intellectuals and Society in 19th Century India', Comp:lfallvc 
Studies in Society and History 111, July 1961, p. 368. 

42 For details see Edward Shils, 'The Intellectual Between Tradition and Modernity: 
The Indian Situations, The Hague, Mouton and Co., 1961, T. n. Bottomore, 
'Modern Elites in India' in 'Towards a Sociology of Culture in India', T. K. N. 
Unithan and Others (Ed.) Prentice Hall of India, New Delhi, 1965, pp. 180-211. 
To understand the process of the Elite Formation, See Reinhard Bendix, 'Public 
Authority in a Developing Political Community-The Case of India' in 'Nation 
Bu;lding and Citizenship' Willey Eastern Pvt. Ltd., Indian Editicn, New Delh;, 
1969, Pp. 215, 201. Lloyed Fallers, 'Equality, Modernity and Democracy in the 
New States' in Old Societies and New States. The Quest for Mod.ernity in Asia 
and Africa, (Ed.), Clifford Geertzz Anerind Publishing Co" New Delhi, 1971, 
pp. IS~-2J9, S. M. Dubey, 'Social Mobility among the Progenions': Popular 
Prakashan, Bombay, 1975. 
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To understand the structure of traditional elites and the formation of 
new elites in Arunachal, it would be proper to throw light on the power 
structure. First of all, persons within the family and clan used to be 
respected on the ba5is of their age and relationship. The head of the 
family in the patriorchal system of Arunachal used to take decision 
regarding the family problems. Among the Pasis, Padams, Minyongs and 
Gallongs (Adi group) and Apatani:s since the time immemorial) village 
councils (Kebang and Buliang) have been functioning and in these groups, 
the power structure has been more democratic. Among the Nisis. 
(Daphlas) and Mismis, individualistic trends have been more domrnant 
and that is the reason why that traditionally-they lacked any such village 
organisation. Generally the size of their villages is also very small. 
Among Noctes, Wanchos, Tangsas, Syngphos, and Khamtis there was the 
custom of chieftainship. These chiefs used to be hereditary. Among 
Monpas Sherdukpen, Aka and Bugun, there was the cm;tom of elected 
village headman as well as the village council. In the tribal structure, 
priests always used to occupy an important position. 

The British administration in NEF A accepted the tribal authority and' 
recognised it officially. In this process, the village headman elected 
through tribal customs were recognised by the administration aiso. The 
official approval of the tribal authority elevated the position of village 
headmen. The British administration appointed interpreters or 'Dobhasias 
to help in day to day administration. They wield considerable influence 
and their positron is very important. Most of the important public figures 
belonging to older generation in Arunachal started their career as 
interpreters. 

In post independence period, with the expansion of administration, 
education and the growth of the centres of administration, now, the new' 
groups of elites have also emerged. Actually the area of elite recruitment 
has widened. 

In India, three distinct processes of change have been operating. First 
is the process of sanskritisation through which the erstwhile ';hudras and 
tribal~ accepted Hindu way of life. The second is the process of 
westernisation through which the educated urban middle class adopted 
western style or life, norms, dress and dietary patterns. The alert and 
politically more dependent. First the rising trade and commerce and, 
later on, the beginning of industrialisation encouraged enterprise. 
Probably, of all these events, the m05t important was the heginning and. 
expansion of modern education, as pointed out by one of the authors. 



CHAPTER III 

LAND AND THE PEOPLE 

Since independence, the North East Frontier Agency which is now a 
Union Territory and known as Arunachal Pradesh, the land of the rising 
sun ahd the hills, has been changing rapidly. The location of Arunachal 
Pradesh is of tremendous geo-publical significance. It is. bounded by the 
high ranges of the Himalayas and Tibet in the north, by Bhutan in the 
west, by the Patkai hills and Burma in the east, north-east and south-east, 
and by Assam and Nagaland in the south. Keeping in view the ethno
ecological considerations, the Arunachal Pradesh may be devided into four 
zones. 

The areas and tribes bordering Tibet may form the first zone. This 
area is stretching from the border of Bhutan to the tri-junctioll of India, 
Burma and China. In this area, the ranges are high and most of the tribal 
groups are Buddhists. In the second zone, the areas and tribe<.' falling in 
the middle areas may be included. The important features of this zone are 
that generally the elevation of the hills is not much high and amidst the 
ranges, there are small vallies where the several administrative centres arc 
located. The third zone towards the north of the Brahmaputra valley 
consists of the foothills and the patches of plains. The people of this zone, 
as being contigl,lOus to the Brahmaputra valley, have been some how or 
the other, in touch with the people of Assam. In the fourth zone, the 
areas south to the Brahmaputra, consisting of the part of the district of 
Lohit and the entire district of Tirap may be included. These areas ~re 
in between the Indian states of Assam, Nagaland and the Union of Burma. 

Students of Sociology are interested in the study of the people, their 
social structure and culture, their interactions and relationships, the pro
cesses of change, development and modernisation associated with them tn 
all parts of the world. Arunachal Pradesh presents a fascinating field for 
such a study because,-

(a) From the political, ecological and socio-cultural points of view. it 
is one of the frontier areas where people have been i:mmigrating 
from the different directions, creating composite cultures and' 
interacting with each other; 

(b) only, till recently, the village communities and the tribal groups 
Irving in Arunachal, to a great extent, have remained isolated 
and unaffected from the religious, political, technological and 
cultural influences of the people relatively more advanced in 
social organisation, polity and material products; 

(c) the people of Arunachal were exposed to the influences of modern 
communication, mass-media, education and administration 
recently. Naturally in such a situation. it is easy to undershnd' 
and measure the nature, extent and pace of social changc~ 
development and modernisation; 

(d) Arunachal is an ideal case of planned development, because 
whatever change has occurred there, it h' the result of the process 
of socio-economic planning and administrative development. 

31 
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llemographic Composition 
The Census of India, 1971, shows that the provisional area of Arunachal 
Pradesh is 81,578 sq. kms and its population is 4,67,511. The dem.ity of 
population per-sq. km. is only six. The decennial variation of population 
during 1961-71 has been 38.91 percent and the annual growth of 
population during the same period has been 3.45 percent. The Union 
Territory rs divided into five districts, twentysix sub-divisions and seventy 
seven circles. The average population per district is 93,502 and per 
circle 6,072. The distrrct-wise distribution of the percentage of population 
is as follows-Siang 26.08, Subansiri 21.23, Tirap 20.48. Kameng 18.39, 
and Lohit 13.44. In all, there are 2,973 inhabited villages and the 
average population of the village i~ 151. There are four towns. Out 
of them none belongs to class I to IV (cities and towns with population 
10,000 and above) categories of towns. Pasighat is the only town with 
a population of 5,116 persons falling under the category of class V. 
Along (4,818) Tezu (4,182) Bomdila (3,172) are class six tmvns 
(Population less than 5,000). 

Generally, the size of village;; is small. This trend is more visible among 
the Nisis and the Tegins of the Subansiri district and Mismis of the 
Lohit district. 'I he population of 2,405 villages is less than 200. The 
popUlation of 107 villages is within 500-999, of 39 villages within 1,000-
1,999 and of ten villages within 2,000-4,999. As per Census figures of 
1971, there are 73.180 occupied residential houses and 94,640 
households.1 

The People 
In all, there are 110 tribes, 6 Scheduled Castes and a small number of 
immigrants, generally settled in and around the district hcad-quarter~'. The 
major tribes inhabiting in the different districts are as follows: 

(i-) Kameng District-The Monpa, Miji, Aka, Khowa, Sherdukpen 
and Bangin; 

(ii) Subansiri District-The Apatani, Nishi, Sulung, Hill Miri, Tagin: 
(iii) Siang District-The Adis which include a large number of trihal 

groups such as Padam, Pa~i. Miniyong, Gallong etc., Memba 
and Khamba; 

(iv) Lohit District-The Mishmis with three different groups, 
Khamptis and Singphos; 

(v) Tirap District-The Noctes, Wancho and Trngsa. 

The break-up figures of tribal population of Arunachal as recorded in 
1971 Census are not available. As per figures of 1961 Census, Adis 
(26.6%) are the largest tribe followed by Daffas or Nisis (20.1 %), Tagins 
(8.1 %), Wanchos (7.8%), Mismis (7.4%), Monpas (7.3%) and Noctes 
(6.4%). Others are smaller tribes.2 The . majority of the people practise 
the tribal forms' of worship (2,96,674), followed by Hindus (1,02,832), 
Buddhists (61,400), Christians (3,684), Sikhs (1,255) and Muslims (842).:1 

J. K. Barthakur. 'Cemus of rndia', 1971, Series 24-Arunachal Pradesh, Part II-A, 
General Population Tables, pp. IX-X. 

2 J. N. Chowdhury, 'Arunachal Panorma', Calcutta, Appendix. 
3 r R. B1rthakur, 'Statistical Handbook of Arunachal Pradesh', 1972-73, (Provi

fiion1i) p. 9. 
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A comparison of the populations figures of the different religious com
munities indicates that the majority of the people have faith in the tribal 
forms of worship, beliefs and practices and whether they should be 
regarded animists or not, there is a controversy on this point. The tribes 
of Siang and Subansiri distric~s have faith in the existence of a supreme 
being (Doyenipolo). In the northern part along the international border, 
there are Monpas, Mambas and Khambas who are Buddhists. Further, 
adjacent to the Brahmaputra valley in Lohit district, there are Khamptis 
and Singphos who are Buddhist. A part of the tribal populatjon of Tirap 
was influenced by Hinduism because of the efforts of Shri Shankardeva 
and his followers as pointed by Elwin, the religious systems of Arunachal 
have five qua'lity.4 

1. There is a general belief in supreme and who is just, benevolent 
and good. For example, Doini-Pollo, the sun-moon god of all 
the Adi groups, is regarded as the great witness in the sky, the 
upholder OT truth ... Although this angust being does not seen to 
have created the world, he reigns unchallenged in the heavens; 
he i'i 'the eye of the world'; he is an important to man as the 
eye is to the body. He watches everything; he is a witness of 
truth he shows men the way to go, he protects them, the lord of 
truth and an oath taken on his name is the most binding of all. 
Though he is not offered special sacrifices, for he does not need 
them. his name is invoked on every ritual occasion. He is the 
unifying force behind popular relfgion from the Siang to the 
Upper Kamla and perhaps beyond, and it may well be that l1C 
will provide a basis whereby Adi religion can develop along the 
lines of the truth and goodness which are his most conspicuous 
attributes. After all the sun is a very ancient god and has been 
worshipped by comparatively sophisticated civilisations. 

2. In the second place, there is in tribal religion genuine emphasis 
on the spiritual realities behind the life of everyday. 

3. Then tribal religion is built up from an elaborate mythology. 
Myth is regarded as representing metaphorically a world-picture 
and insight into life generally, and may, therefore, be considered 
as primitive philosophy or metaphysical thought. 'If this is true', 
as I think it is, it means that the NEF A tribes have their own 
philosophy of religion, even though it is expressed in poetic or 
metaphorical form. 

4. Tribal religion is associated with a social ethic that unites the 
tribe in its discipline and undoubtedly makes for a certain 
nobility of conduct. The great tribal virtues are discipline, 
devotion to work, generosity, hospitality, truth and kindness. 

5. Finally, tribal religion gives the people the power to reconcile 
themselves to the eternal emergencies of life. It has been said 
that fear is the father of religion and love its late born daughter, 
and it is true that there is an element of fear in all primitive 
religions. 

Th{: structural pattern of the people of Arunachal has been tribal since 
the centuries. Their economy has been simple and at the subsi:stance 
level. . For a long time, no serious attempt was made to understand the 

4 Verrier Elwin, 'A Philosophy for NEFA', Shillong, 1974, p. 210. 
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social organisation, economic system and the power structure as existing 
among, the different tribes. I have pleaded somewhere else that to study 
the· social structures of the people of north-east India a more systematic 
historiography is needed and stereotyped methods of interpretation should 
be avoided.;' If an approach, which deviates from the stereotyped 
accepted pattern~ of the nineteenth century, is followed, a researcher is 
confronted with a number of questions which 'have remained unanswered 
or only partially answered and which may be listed as follows: 

(a) what are the legends and traditions associated with the people of 
Arunachal? 

(0) has any description occurred regarding these 'people in the 
ancient texts and writings of India? 

(c) what are the traditions associated with the people of Arunachal 
and where from the different and the diverse tribes came? 

(d) were they completely isolated from the people more advanced 
in material culture and polity? 

In this connection, it is noteworthy that there are certain distinct 
sources which can throw light on the past as well as present sociocultural 
life of Arunachal Pradesh. FiTst of all, there are legends and myths 
regarding the origin and migration of the the tribal people. Though it is 
difficult to derive any historically valid result out of these legends, yet 
they throw light on the fascinatmg accounts of the beliefs of the people, 
preserved by the people themselves and transferred from one generation 
to another through oral traditions. Second major source to throw light 
on the cultural patterns and the social structure of Arunachal Pradesh 
is the description in the ancient Indian texts. In this ,connection, it.,js 
noteworthy that archeological findings, historical ruins and the 
mythological places, as found and existing in the different parts of 
Arunachal Pradesh, are also helping to a great deal in knowing the past 
of the people of this area. A minute analysis of the periods of the 
Barman, Pala, Koch, Chutia, Barobhuia and Aham dynasties may also 
indicate towards the nature of relationship between the people of the 
Brahmaputra valley and the hrIls lying north to it. The British civil and 
military officials have also prepared their reports, travellogues articles 
and tour diaries which depict the social life and the culture of the people.6 

The value of these works is definately there, but generally, with some 
exceptions, they lack the rigour of analysis which is required for the 
scientific works and invariably they have accepted the notions and terms 
which were widely prevalent in the writings dominated by the thinking of 
the colonial period. Recently, a number of authors have tried to look 
into the different facets of social life of the people in Arunachal Pradesh:' 

5 S. M. Dubey, 'Tradition Transition and Change in Assamese Society', Sibsag~1 
College Commemoration Volume, 1972. 

6 For details see, R. B. Pemberton, 'Report on the Eastern Frontier of British 
India', Calcutta, 1835, A Mackenzie, History of the Relations of the Government 
with the Hills Tribes of the North East Frontier of Bengal, Calculta, 884, E. L 
Dalton, 'Descriptive Ethnology of Bengal', 1872, N. M. Krick, Account of An
Expendition Among the Abors in 1953, Journal of Asiatic Society of Bengal. 
Vol. IX, 1913, D. S. Dunbar, 'Other Men's Lives: A Study of Primitive Peoples',. 
1938. 

7. . Verrier Elwin, 'A Philosophy for NEFA', Shillong, 1957, Verrier Elwin, 'India's 
,North East Frontier in the Nineteenth of Century', Calcutta, 1959, L. N. Chakra
varty, 'Glimpses of the Early History of Arunachal', Shillong, 1972, J. N. Chow
dhury, 'Arunachal Panorama', Calcutta, 1973. 
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Apm't from the general descriptions and macro-studies, a number of works 
are concerned with the different tribes, Mostly these books have been 
published by the research department of the Arunachal administration. f-

Legends of the Tribes 
As noted by Elwin,-

"The history of what is known as the North East Frontier Agency 
(now Arunachal Pradesh) ascends for hundred of years into the mists 
(If tradition and mythology."\] 

A careful study of the myths and legends of the Monpa, Sherdukpen, 
Tagin, Apa-Tani, Hill Miri, Adi, Mismi, Wancho and Nocte indicates 
towards a number of significant sociological points ;lU 

(a) First of all, these legends throw light on the patterns of 
migration of the different tribes, though not distinct, from one 
place to another; 

(b) Many of these legends provide significant clues regarding the 
contact between these people and the other people inhabiting in 
the pi aim.' of the Brahmputra valley; 

(c) One of the legends of the Monpas makes it clear that in the 
beginning, the Tawang valley was inhabited by immigrants 
from the plains under prince Rapati. The people of the valley 
accepted Buddhism in the place of Tantri Hinduism in the 11th 
century; • 

(d) Finally, these legends explain the 'world view' of the different 
tribes and their nations regarding the creation of the world, 
even if it might be a small tribal world, species and materials. 

'The Kirafa Culture 
The generic term for the tribeS' of the north east Indi-a, used in the 
traditional Indian texts is 'Kirata' whose king Bhagadatta participated in 
the Mahabharat WarY In the Sabha Parva of Mahabharat, he is said 
to have fought with Arjuna for eight days along with the army of Ki:ratas, 
Cinas and dwellers of sea-coast. In the Udyoga Parva of Mahabharat, he 
is said to have assisted Suyodhana with an army of 'Kiratas and Cinas'. 
It is therefore, clear that his territories extended upto the Himalaya on 
the north and the borders of China on the east. 

This may also be inferred from his presents to Yudhisthira in the great 
Rajasuya festival, viz, five horses, jewelled ornaments and words with 

8 Christoph Von Furer Haimendorf, 'The Aoa Tanis and Their Neighbours', A 
Primitive Society of the Eastern Himalayas, Routledge Kegan Paul, London, 1962, 
Lila Gogoi (Compiler). The Tai Khamtis, 1971, R. R. P. Sharma, The Sher Dark, 
llens, Shillong, 1961, R. Sinha, The Akas, ShiIlong, 1962, B. K. Shakla, The 
D~fias of the Subansiri region, Shillong. 1959, Sachin Roy. 'Aspects of Padam 
Mmyong Culture', Shillong, 1960, T. K. Barua, 'The Idu Mishmis', ShiIlong, 1960. 
Parul Dutta. The Tangsas, Shillong, 1959, L R. N. Srivastava, fhe Gallongs, 
Shillong, 1959. 

9 For details See Verrier Elwin, 'Myths of the North East Frontier of India', Shil
long, 1958. 

to Verrier Elwin, 'A Philosophy for NEFA', Shillong, 1957, p. 1. 

11 For details see, Anand Rama Borooah, 'Ancient Geography of India'. 1887 Re' 
p~int, Publication Board of Assam. Gauhati, 1971, pp. 68, 69, E. A. G;llt, 'A 

; Hlst.Ory of Ass~m', 1905 reprint, Thacker Spink and Co" Calcutta, 1967, p. 14~ 
, BaDikant KakotJ, Mother Goddess Kamakhya, Gauhati, 1948, pp. 3, 13, 14, 47. 
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bilts of pure ivory. Horses are not indigenous to Assam, but a fine breed 
of ponie is found in Bhutan. Elephants also are not common in lower 
Assam, but still caught in the duars and the jungles of upper Assam. 

Borooah remarks that there can therefore, be no doubt :hat the Kiratas 
were a tribe of mountains inhabiting the sub-Himalayan regions. The 
modern Bhutias according to Borooah, are descendants of ]{iratas because 
the world Bhotta occurs many times in Rajtarangini and to confirm his 
argument, he also takes help of Mahabharata. Kakoti also ~ffers his 
explanation about the Kiratas and says that the Kalika Purana broadly 
describes the original inhabitants of Kamrupa as kiratas with shaven 
heads and yellow skim,. He says that as Assam's inhabitants are composed 
of diverse tribes and races, the word Kirata requires examination. 

The Ramayana describes them as wearing. thick top-knots. Manu's 
remarks that the Kiratas were kshatriyas and became regarded because 
of the extinctron of 5acred rites, reflects and opinion of a later age. 
Kakoti also says that according to Kurma Purana, all the non-Aryan tribes 
of eastern India were referred to under a group denomination as Kiratas 
as those of western India as Yawanas. In later times the meaning of 
the term Kirata expanded so as to signify hill tribes'. He further says 
that in the present context, the word appears to denote all the races 
with the Burmese type of features along the eastern limits of India. 

According to Dr. S. K. Chatterjee the Indo-Mongoloids are non~ else 
than the Kiratas frequently mentioned in the old Sanskrit literature. 
Attempting to describe these kiratas, Chatterjee writes: "The ways of the 
Kiratas were simple. They lind mostly on fruits and tubers, dressed 
themselves in skins, wore their hair with their weapons, and cruel in 
war." 

Pre-Ahnm Period 
The location of Arunachal also has been dictating the pattern of its 
traditions and culture. The tribes resrding in the northern parts of the 
districts of Kameng. Subansiri, Siang and Lohit are mostly Budhists. 
The foothills, near the Assam, were always in touch with the people of 
the Brahmaputra valley. The archaeological and historical excavations, 
carried out recently, are throwing more and more light on the nature of 
contact between the people of the valley and the foothills. In this 
connection, the following historical ruins or mythological places are of 
special interest. 12 

1. BhalukpunJ? lies on the western bank of river Bhareli in 
Kameng district. The ruins of an ancient fort are clearly 

. no*ed here. The Akas associate this fort with their mythical 
ancestor Bhaluk, the grandson of Bana. 

2. fta.-In the present district of Subansiri, near Doimukh, there 
are the ruins of Ita, where, now the present capital of Arunachal 
is under construction. A fort at Ita was constructed by 
Ramchandra in the 13th Century. 

12 For details see J. N. Chowdury, 'Arunachal Panorma'. Calcutta, 197~, L. N. 
rh1krWi\rti. G 1imnses of Early History of NEFA. Vol. IV, No. 78, March, 1970, 
NEFA Information; ShillonS?;, L. N. Chakraborty. Malinitha·"'. Vol. T. No.4, 
Arunachal News, May, 1972, pp. 9-17. Surirm'll Dutta, Choudhury. Bhismak
J1'lS?;ar: The Historical Eyno<nrp of Arunachal, January-March, 197~, North 
Eas'e~n Affairs, Shillong, pp. 23-26. 
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3, Malinithan.-Near Licabali in Siang district, on th,e foothills, in 
the course of excavations images of lord Siva', Indra, Sun-God, 
Ganesh, Kartikeya and Nandi have been fmmd. The image of 
Sun-God resembles the Konark traditions and some nuOe images 
are almost on the pattern of Khajuraho. Who is responsible for 
the artistic creations of Malinithan? It is difficult to make any 
statement in this regard with certainty. Anyway, the following 
three hypotheses may be offered: 

(a) This treasure of art and culture belongs to the period before 
the rise and spread of neo-vaisnavism propagated by Shri 
Sh<lnkar Deva (Born in 1449 A.D.). Because no images of 
Vishnu, Rama or Krishna have been found at Malinithan. 

(b) Probably, this temple or fort was constructed by Chutia 
kings who were devotees of Goddess Durga (Tamreshwari) 
and were ruling near Sadia before the arrival of the Ahoms 
to Assam. 

(c) The Bhuiyas, who were ruling north of Brahmaputra and 
east of the Chutia kingdom, when Ahoms entered Assam, 
claimed to be the descendants of Samudra the minister of 
}\rimata. Samudra was succeeded by his son Manohar and 
the latter's daughter Laksmi-gained the love of Sun-God 
by whom she had two wns, Shantanu and Samanta. The 
modern district of Lakhimpur takes its name from herF 
Keeping in view the geographical proximity. of Malinitlian 
to Lakhimpur, the symbolic meaning of the love story and 
the statue of Sun-God found at Malinithan, it may be 
assumed that this place is the creation either of Lakhimi 
herself or of her descendants. The worship of Doyni-polo 
(Sun and Moon) among the Adis and the falling in love 
with Sun-God of Lakhmi, may point symbolically towards 
the relationship existing between the HindUIsm and the 
tribal population living in this area. 

Tamreshwari.-This temple is near Sadhi within Arunachd 
Pradesh. There are mentions in Yogini Tantra of a Peetha 
located in this part of the country. Tamreshwari was the famTly 
goddess of Chutia kings who were defeated by Ahoms. 

5. Bhismak Nagar.-At the foot of mountains, about 24 miles 
north of Sadia, between the Dikrang and Dibang rivers, ruins 
of an ancient fort can still be seen.H 

6. Brahmkund and Parashuram Kund.-are traditionally associated: 
with Parashuram. 

The remains of these archaeological ruins and mythological places 
clearly indicate, the exi~tence of close bonds between the people of plains 
and hills', on the one hand and a growing contact between Hinduism and 
the tribal popUlation inhabiting these hills on the other. The concept of 
nation state is a new phenomenon. For the proper understanding of the 
traditions and legends of the tribes of north-east India, an integrated 

13 E. A. Gait, Ibid., p; 40. 
14 J. N. Chowdhury, Ibid., p. 28. 
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analysis of the historico-cultural and demographic dynamics of the north~ 
east India, Tibet, South-western Chi-na and South east Asia is, needed. 
For a sociological analysis, this fact should be kept in view that the un~ 
interrupted process of cultural and demographic exchange and interactions 
between the people of these regions have been going on for centuries. A 
great deal of impact of each other is deeply felt and VIsible on both sides 
of the Himalayas and the Patkai ranges. The oLd Chinese chronicles and 
modern history marshall an arry of evidence to prove that the latest by 
the first century AD., Cambodia, Thailand, Malayasia, Indonesia and 
Burma were under the cultural and political influence of India: Chinese 
chronIcles reveal of the foundation of the kingdom of FU-NAN, Kambojor 
modern Cambodia jn the first century AD. by a Brahmin from India 
named Kaundinya. 15 According to Chinese records, an Indianised 
kingdom existed in the south eastern part of what is known as Vietnam, 
as early as second century; AD.16 This kingdom is generally known as 
Champa. It survived until (in the 15th century) it was conquered by 
the Annamites. Another Hindu kingdom of Kamboj (Cambodia) 
became an important power in this region under the great king 
Jayavarman second (1012-50) which lasted until the end of the 12th 
century. The kings of Kamboj constructed to the world famous temples 
of ANGKOR VAT. Gait writes:-

"The Indian king Samuda who according to FORLONG, was ruling 
in Upper Burma in AD. 105 must have proceeded to upper Burma 
through Assam and as must the Hindus who led the TCHAMPAS 
or SHANS in their conquest of the month of Mekong in AD. 280".11. 

In the history of Assam, Thais and MonS' have often been mentioned. 
The Thais set up the kingdom of Ayuthia and the capital of Mons was 
at LWARAWATI. Shans, Thais, Mons', and other kingdoms of south 
east Asia were defeated by MANGOLS of China by the end of the 13th 
century18. Tibet was already under the direct influence of Indian culture 
latest by the first century AD. By this time Indian colonies in south east 
Asia were fully established and the major parts of south east Asia and 
Tibet which are supposed to be the original places of the most of the 
tribes of the north east India, were already deeply influenced by the 
Indian culture and polity even before the migration of these groups. 

:Ahom Period 
.For centuries, the people of these hills lived in relative isolation. It 
does not mean that either the people or the areas were completely cut-off 
and unknown to the people living in other parts of the country. A look 
on the historical records of the Ahom period provides ample evidence to 
show the nature of political contacts between the people of the hills and 
the plainS.19 . : nc 

15 Vincent A: Smith, 'The Oxford History of India', Third Edition, 1967, Lcndoft. 
p. 185. 

16 Vincent A.. Smith, Ibid., pp. 187, 188. 
17 E. A. Gait, 'History of Assam', Thacker Spink and Co., Calcutta, Reprint, 1967. 

p.9. 
18 Vincent A. Smjth, Ibid., p. 188. 
19 For detail see Sunirmal Dutta Chowdhury, The Ahom and the Northern Tribes 

of NEFA, Vol. IV, 7, 8, Feb-March, 1970, Shillong & 'Arunachal Tribes and 
the Ahoms-A History of Friction and Friendship', Vol. 2, No.1, Annual 1973, 
North Eastern Affairs, Shillong, pp. 17-24, Ahom Buranjis. The events quoted 
above are taken from the book 'History of Assam', by E. A. Gait. 
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In 1646, an expedition was sent to subjugate the Daflas who were 
known as Singis. The troops retreated without achi:eving their ob.iects. 
In the following January, the second expedition was sent. The troops 
marched through the Miri and Dafla areas. The operation ended in the 
full submission of the hillmen. In 1650 again, there was an expedition 
against Miris. In 1665, Miris raided on a small expedition of Ahoms. 
The Miris were helped by Daflas, Deories and Chutias aiia collected a 
force of 7500 but they did not fight with the Ahom army. Their villages 
were sacked and the persons found in them were taken captives.. In 
1671, when the Daflas refused to pay tribute, another expedition was 
launched against them. Under the leadership of Barbarua the army 
ascended quite deep into the hills. In January 1717 again there was an 
operation against the Daflas. In 1758, during the reign of Rajeshwar 
Singha, the Daflas committed several raids. As a punishment, forts were 
erected and the Daflas were prohibited from entering the plains. A 
deputation came down from the hills, gave up the captives and brought 
presents to the king. After some time, an agreement was reached and 
the Daflas were allowed to levy posa yearly from eacl). family in the 
Duars. 

In 1798, an operation was launched against the Singphos and the 
Khamptis. 

The above historical events make it clear that even during the Ahom 
Period, the hills, lying north 10 the Brahmuputra valley, remained under the 
.(!ontrol of the kings of Assam and there were regular economic and political 
contact. Secondly, these hills were not brought under the administrative 
,control by the British authorities as it is generally understood. On the othel1 
hand, whenever the hill tribes were strong, they always looked for expansion 
towards the Brahmputra valley. They took keen interests in the political 
events of the valley even during the Ahom period. For a sociological 
analysis. this is not so important that who subjugated to whom, but, our 
lnain interc§t is to refute the logic of the isolation of the hill people from 
the people of the valley and other parts of the country. 

Following in the foot steps of the Ahom kings, British administration was 
also interested in having some sort of administrative control over the hill 
population. Through expeditions, operations, trade and dialogues. the 
British authority was extended on the southern slopes of the Himalayas.2() 

Ecological conditions of the hills are mainly responsible in creating a 
~aI!iCuIai type of social structure. Among the Arunachal tribes, undoubtedly 
there are linguistic, institutional and structural differences. But. there are 
basic similarities on a number of issues, and generalisations are possible 
.regarding the traditional structure, which may be summarised as follows: 

(a) Village and clan based social organisation; 
(b) Endogamy (within the tribe) and clan exogamy; 
(c) relatively isolated self-contained life; 
(d) animism and naturism; 
(e) absence of money economy and the existence of the barter system; 
(f) shifting cultivation (excepting Apa Tanis, Monpas and Khamtis); 

.20 To u~de.rs~and the British Moves and Policies towards the Hill Tribes see H. K. 
BarpuJan, Problem of the Hill Tribes', North East Frontier, Gauhati, 1971. 
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the Jhoom cycle varies from five to fifteen years according to the
pressure of population and the availability of land; 
absence of their own scripts for the tribal dialects (excepting 
Khamtis in Lohit district and Brahmi-Monpas of Kameng both 
tribes are Buddhists); 

(i) low degree of literacy; 
(j) primitive technology and undeveloped system of communication:. 
(k) <.:onstru;:;tion of houses on platform; 

(I) in the traditional structure, there was no differentiation @n the 
basis of occupations or economic status; 

(m) traditionally unaware of the use of milk; 
(n) egalitarian tribe structure; 
(0) democratic nature of the village communities; 
(p) low social position of women; 
( q) large families; 
(r) system of slavery; 
(s) existence of youth dormitories. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ADMINISTRATIVE GROWTH AND POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT 

The modernisation of polity in Arunachal is associated with the expansion 
ot administration in remote and isolated tribal areas. There can be no 
bet~er testimony to understand the nature of change which has occurred. in 
Ar~nachal Pradesh in the post independence period than the followmg 
statement of Haimendorf :-

"Dramatic changes have been brought about by the determination of 
the Government of India to develop as spreadily as possible the 
mountain regions along with north eastern border--Returning to 
the Apatani valley, after an absence of seventeen years, I was struck 
first by the numerous material changes, and then by the Apatanis 
success in retaining the basic pattern of their social and cultural life 
in the face of the changes."! 

The above statement has been made keeping in view the changes which 
have taken place among the Apatanis. But by and large, it is equally 
valid in the case of other tribes also. The process of modernisation has 
started taking place without disturbing the vital aspects of traditionalism. 

I 

Before the advent of the modern administration, as we have mentioned 
earlier, the tribal way of life was organised around family, clan and 
village. In most of the cases, villages were isolated from each other. Their 
'world-view' was limited, wants were scarce, economy was simple, social 
structure was primitive and tribal polity used to centre either around 
chiefs or the village councils, and both were guided by the tribal customs. 
During the Ahom period, tribes like Bhutias, Miris, Daffas, Abors, 
Mishmis, Khamtis :ind Singphos accepted the authority of the Ahom kings 
without any interference in their customs and day-to-day life. Whenever, 
the tribal people from the northern hills used to plunder over the plains, 
there was a practice of sending expeditions.2 

In 1826, after the defeat of the Burmese forces, when the upper and the 
lower portion of the Brahmaputra valley were annexed by the East India 
Company, the British administration came in face-to-face contact with 
the tribes living in the hills. Between 1830-1850 these tribes were not in 
harmony with the British administration. But one after the other. the 
British administration brought these tribes under its authority. In 1843-
54, there was an agreement with the Sat Rajas and the Tawang Darbar. 
In 1842, an agreement was reached with the Akas. The disputes with 
Daffas was finally settled in 1852. Major Graham was the first person to 
mention regarding the Apatanis at the time of Daffas expedition of 1874-
75. They started coming to the plains after 1889 when a manager of a 

Christoph Von Furer Haimendorf, 'The Apatanis and their Neighbours' A primi
tive society of the eastern Himalayas, Routeledege and Kegan Paui, London 
1962, pp. 154-155. • 

2 For details see E. A. Gait, 'A History of Assam', U. Gohain, 'Assam Under the 
Ahom' Jorhat, 1942, G. C. Boruah, Ahom Buranji, Calcutta, 1930. 
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tea-estate visited their area. There are hardly few references _about the 
tagins in the early records. Mackenzie has mentioned tl!at t~e Dallas 
living on the border of North Lakhimpur were known as Tagm-Daftas. 
A military survey party visited their country as early 1911. .The ~rea of 
the Hill Miri was also visited in the same year. The land mhabIted bv 
the Adis was visited in a friendly way in 1825-26 by Bedford Wilcox and 
by Dalton in 1855. In 1840 when the Khamtis in alliance with the 
Mishmis rose against the British, the Adis stood front by their arms and 
helped the British in all possible ways.3 The first mentions of the Mishmis 
in the Bengal records dates from 1825, when Lt. Burlton, in the exploring 
the under course of Brahmaputra, beyond the Nao-Dihing reported that 
the Mishmi hills were occupied by tribes who were very aversed to receive 

'strangers. In 1827, one British army officer pursuaded Teranon Mishmis 
to pass him through their villages on way to the country of the Mazos 
(Moso), as regards the Singphos :-

"When Assam was reconquerred from the Burmese, the Singphos 
chiefs after several engagements with the British tendenced their 
allegiance and entered into agreements not to disturb the peace of the 
frontier. .. after about one year Mr. Scott visited Sadiya when the 
majority of the Singphos chief agreed to assist the British troops in 
case of any need, they further agreed to refer their disputes to the 
local officers for arbitration."4 

It is clear from the above records, ,that the tribes living in the northern 
hills, as well as in the modern district of Tirap were brought under the 
British control in the first part of / the 19th century. Since, the main 
interest of the East India Company was trade and commerce, the early 
British Administration did not like to expand administration in the hilly 
areas. 

Growth Of Administration 

Prior to 1912-13, the areas which at present constitute Arunachal Pradesh, 
was part of the districts of Lakhimpur and Darrang of Assam state, under 
the administrative control of the Deputy Commissioners of the two, districts. 
In 1914, the North East Frontier Tract was constituted with the following 
administrative divisions-

(a) The Western Section Tract; 
(b) The Central and Eastern Sections; 
(c) The Lakhimpur Frontier Tract. 

In the year 1914, the Central and Eastern and the Western Sections were 
placed under the charge of a Political Officer and the Lakhimpur Frontier 
T~ac~ was under. ~harge of the Deputy Commissioner of Lakhimpur 
DIstnct. The PolItIcal Officer of' the Central and Eastern section had his 
headquarters at Sadiya. The Political Officer of the Western section was 
located at Charduar. 5 Administrative system was rearranged in 1919. The 
Central and Eastern section was redesignated at the Sadiya Frontier Tract. 

3 L. N. Chakraborty, Glimpses of the Early History of Arunachal Shillon" 1973 
pp. 36-37. ' "', , 

4 Ibid., pp. 54-58. 

"i P. N. Luthara, 'ConstJtuti )nal and Administrative Growth of NEFA', Shillong, 
1971, p. 10. 
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In 1937, the North East 'Fronti~r Tracts came to be know!1. as the 
EXCLUDED AREAS of the province of Assam under the pro~Js.lOns . (1f 
:section 9(1) of the Govt. of India Act, 1935. For the admInIstrative 
purposes the Excluded Areas were brought under the direct control o~ .the 
Governor who administered them in his discretion through the PolItlcal 
Officers and the Deputy Commissioner of Lakhimpur. In 1943, the Tirap 
Frontier Tract was created under a separate Political Officer at Margherit~. 
In 1946, the Balipara Frontier Tract was divided into tWI? parts i.e: SE-LA. 
Sub-agency and the Subansiri area. In . 194~, t~e Sadlya Fron~Ier !ra~t 
was again bifurcated into the Abor HIlls dlstnct and the M~shmI hIll 
<listrict. In the year 1951, the plains areas of the North East FrontIer Tracts 
were transfehed to the State of Assam, and the area was renamed as the 
North East Frontier Agency. In 1954, another administrative reorganisa
tion took place with the following administrative units.6 

(a) Kilmeng Frontier Division; 
(b) Spbansiri Frontier Division; 
(c) Siang Frontier Division; 
(d) Lohit Frontier Division; 
(e) Tirap Frontier Division; 
(f) Tuensang Frontier Division. 

In 1957, the Tuensang Frontier Division was carved out of the North 
East Frontier Agency to constitute the N aga hills and Tuensang area 
which is now known as the State of Nagaland. Further, it was realised 
that the administrative pattern should be similar to the other parts of the 
country. Keeping in view this point, in 1965, the Frontier divisions 
were renamed as districts. In the place of the Political Officers, Addi
tional PoEtical Officers and Assistant Political Officers the district officers 
were redesignated as Deputy Commissioner, Additional Deputy Commis
sioner and Assistant Commissioner respectively. On 21st January 1972. 
the North East Frontier Agency was made a Union Territory under the 
administrative control of a Chief Commissioner. 

Pattern of Administration 
The Act of 1935 made a provision under which the Frontier Tracts were 
under the direct control of the Governor of Assam and these areas were 
kept independent of the jurisdiction of the popular ministry which were 
formed in 1937. The Governor was assisted by a secretary and the 
secretariat was called the Governor Secretariat. In 1943, the post of 
the adviser to the Government of Assam was created. The iob of the 
adviser was to assist the Governor of Assam in the administration 
of the Naga hills district. the Lushai hills district, the. North ':achar 
bills sub-division of the Cachar district and the North East Frontier Tract. 
In 1947. after the independence, the discretionary powers of the Governor 
were taken away in respect of the North East Frotnier Tract. On 
26th January, 1960, the discretionary power was returned to the 
Governor of Assam and he was empowered to administer these areas as 
the agent of the President. 7 In January 1972, the post of Chief Com
missioner was created. Objectives of the British policy of administrative 

6 For a fi.~st,hand information. o~ the growth of administration in NFFA see,1\[. K. 
Ru~tomp, Enchanted FrontIers. Chapter 8. North East Frontier Agencv. Oxford 
Ulllverslty Press, Calcutta, 1973, pp. 114-138, by the same anthor 'Megt,ahva
Arunachal Pradesh Illustrated Weekly of India, Annual, 1973, pp. 142-147. 

7 For details see-Po N. Luthra, Ibid. 
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growth among the northern tribes of the Frontier Tracts were limited. The 
fust aim was that the tribal population of this a~~a should ~ot challenge 
the British power and they should accept the Bnhsh aqthonty. Furth~r. 
the tribes should not be allowed to create law and order problems 1U 
the plains' of the Brahmputra valley. ,!~e British admi~istr~tion followed 
the policy of peaceful agreements, expedItIOns, whenever SItuatIOn delllanded 
some sort of annual payment (Posa) to the tribal population and finally 
to bring them in touch with the other people and ~conomy thr0ll:g~ 
annual fairs which were organised and encouraged a~ .Sadlya .a~d Udalgm. 
Since the beginning of the 20th century,. the B~Ihsh. Pohhcal Offi~ers 
started undertaking extensive tour~ . even Ill. ~he l!ltenor . of .these .hIlls. 
The social implications of the hmlted admmlstratlve obJectlves at the 
early British policy are significant. FO.r !he first time, th~ .triba~ ~opu
lation of these hills came in contact WIth the modern admllllstratlOll and 
government. Till that time, the interior parts of these hills wer_e unknown 
to the external world but gradually the administrators, missionaries and 
educated people came to know about the hill people, their culture and 
social organisation. Even in the second part of the nineteenth century. 
some monographs on these tribes were prepared by the administrators and 
the travellers. The complete isolation of these tribes was gradually broken 
and they were accustomed to come to the plains to purchase their requisites 
which were either scarce or were not available in the hills. The horizon 
of the tribal sense of 'belongingness' was widened from family, clan and 
village to the tribe. The inter~village and the inter-tribal feuds, which used 
to continue for generations, were gradually settled and a relative degree of 
peace was established. After 1912, with the gradual expansion of adminis
tration in the hills, the tribal personnel were required for interpretation. 
The political interpreters appointed by the early British administration may 
be regarded as the first group of local elites and the agents of modernisa
tion in the tribal social structure of the frontier areas. By the beginning of 
the 20th century, excepting the areas near the international border towards 
Tibet,_ all trade and commercial activities were directed towards the 
Brahmputra valley. 

Post Independence Period 

After 1947, the independent India was interested in reorganising and 
extending the administration in all nooks and corners of these hills. so 
that, t~e dev~lopmeJ?-t programmes could be implemented successfullv and 
t~e nahonal mteg~ahon c.ould be achieved. In this process of modernisa
tIon, the first maJor achIevement has been tbe~establishment of adminis
t~ative centres like the district headquarters, the sub-divisional headquarten:, 
CIrcle, centres, ~locks, and military posts'. Till now, attempts have been 
made to appreciate and measure these achievements mainly in physical 
terms.! But even an event like establishment of an administrative centre 
in an. interior. trib~l area is full. of sociological significance. Apart from 
breaktng the Iso~atlOn of t~e tn~aI areas, this process has created new 
centres for meetmgs and dlscussmg the matters of common interest for 
!he popu1a~ion ?f different village and diverse tribes. Further, it has helped 
II} developlll~,. I? the 'pl~ce of the tribal identity, certain new -identities of 
CIrcle, s1;lb.-dlvI~lon, dIstnct and the agency or the territory. To support 
the admU;llstrattve centres, a well developed communication net work 
was reqUIred and consequently, to-day, all district headquarters are con. 
nected by good roads and air strips. The administrative centres have 
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encouraged urban growth, commercial activities leading to the emergence 
of a small urban popu1ation amidst the tribal structure and gro_w!h of 
entrepreneureship among the tribal population. Through these admm~s!ra
tive centres, the tribal population have le~rnt the.. ~~e of electncIty, 
benefits of modern hospitals, health and educatIOnal facIlItIes and h.ave came 
jn contact with the non-tribal people which has led to th~ sheddmg ~way 
of the notions of 'strangers' and their 'values'. The mal?r emphas~s C?f 
the post-independence administrative policy has been ~o bnng. abo~t mstI
tutional and structural changes, as far as PQssible, wIthout disturbmg the 
normative patterns of the tribal population and not only to preserve the 
vital aspects of the tradition but to encourage it. In this process of 
planned development and deliberate process of modernisation, the major 
emphasis has been on :-

1. introducing modern system of administration; 

2. creating physical facilities in the forms of roads, educational 
institutions, hospitals, craft centres, air strips; 

3. introducing the agencies of development and modernisation. such 
as, community development, panchayati raj, cooperative societies, 
anti voluntary organisations; and 

4. the ultimate aim is to create a new structural and institutional 
frame-work based on democracy, secularism, equality and partner
ship and to create healthy educated, and enlightened citizens. 

Community Development 
In making administrative machinery development oriented, and in 
modernising socIa-economic structure of Arunachal Pradesh, the role 
of the community development is of much importance. Community deve
lopment programme was introduced in Arunachal Pradesh on 2nd October, 
1952. The first block in Arunachal Pradesh was opened at Pasighat. 
Since, the very beginning, there is a feeling that the socio-economic and 
administrative situation in the tribal areas were distinct and therefore. the 
emphasis was on the separate tribal blocks. Personnel working in these 
blocks, would have to be specially trained. For that purpose, it would be 
necessary to select enthusiastic and devoted workers and give them care
fully designed training through official as well as non-official agencies. The 
field workers of the special multi purpose tribal blocks discussed their 
problems at two seminars held at Ranchi and Panchmarhi in May and June 
1959. Some. of the import~nt. recommendati?ns of these seminars may 
throw some hght on the obJecl1ves and functIOns of the development in 
the tribal areas.s 

1. The tribal welfare programme should ensure the development of 
the tribal people according to their own genius and local 
environment; 

2. a simple assessment of the needs of the people before the com
mencement of any development activities 'should be undertaken; 

3. with a v~cw tc? secure acti_ve participation of the representatives 
_. ___ . __ of the tn~ls m the plannmg and implementing the programme, 

S B. K. Roy BurmaJ?-, Demographic and Socio-Economic Profiles of the hill areas 
of North-East IndIa, Census of India, New Delhi, 1970, p. 264-265. 
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it is essential that the cooperation of the existing tribal organisa
tions, such as tribal councils, traditional panchayats, and youth 
dormitaries should be actively engaged; 

4. as many tribal people as possible, should be employed in the
mUlti-purpose tribal blocks; 

5; basic schools with boarding facilities should be opened. Special 
emphasis should be placed on Assam types schools and whenever 
required mid day meals should be provided; 

6. primary health centres with their sub-centres should be speedily 
developed. 

In Arunachal Pradesh, at present there are 45 blocks and the entire area 
of the Union territory is covered under the net-works of the extension 
agencies. The programme, though, with more emphasis on the develop
ment of agriculture, has been multi dimensional and includes the develop
ment of communication, education and health etc. The third seminar on 
Community Development Programme in Arunachal Pradesh was held at 
Pasighat, from 20th to 23rd May, 1974. The seminar made a broad review 
ot the Community Development Programme in Arunachal Pradesh. Whiltt· 
appreciating the role of the Community Development Programme, it 
concluded that the basic inspirations and principles operating the Community 
Development Programme were bound to remain largely unchanged in the 
overall context of rural upliftment. The s~minar felt that the Community 
Development Programme had succeeded in creating an impulse for develop
ment among the ,tribal people of Arunachal Pradesh as the self help sprit 
had significantly caught on but, this needed to be sustained through inte
grated Community Development Pr_ogramme and Panchayati Raj 
Institutions.9 

The key note of the Community Development Programmes has been 
'self-help' and to arouse the initiative of the people and to mobilise mass
participation in the development programmes.10 People have contributed 
their share in the form of labour. The programmes, in which labour is. 
involved, 50% of the total cost is born by the people themselves. An 
appraisal of the programme clearly reveals that people have been motivated' 
for modernisation and change. 

Panchayati Raj 
Another major administrative innovation is the introduction of Panchayati 
Raj in Arunachal Pradesh. The North East Frontier Agency Panchayati 
Raj Regulation was promulgated in 1967. It helps in the growth of 
a participant pan~hayati democracy and statutory decentralisation of power 
structure, where, the policies will be formulated and implemented by the 
people themselves. In this system, thert' are four tiers,l1 through which 
power h"s been distributed. 

1. Gram Panchayati; 
2. Anchal Samiti; ---

9 Seminar on C. D. Programme, Aru~achal News, Vol. 3, No.4, June. 1974, p. 12. 
'10 For detailed-Sociological Analysis of the Impact of Community Development 

Progr~mmes . on the A~ministrative Structure and the Socio-Economic Develop
ment In India, See Remhard Bendix, Nation Building and Citizenship Velley 
Eastern Reprint, New Delhi, 1969, pp. 215-298. ' 

11 Shri P. N. Lathra mentions only three tiers and excludes Gram Pancha"at Ibid 
p. 28. J' •• 



3. Zila Parish ad; 
4" Pradesh Council. 
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The North East Frontier Agency Panchayati Raj Regulation, 1967 
provides for the constitution of only ~nchal Samiti, Zila Parishad ~nd 
the Agency council but Assam RegulatIOn 1, of 1945, for the first tlJ;ne 
made provisions for the constitution. ot' Gram Panchayats in the: ~ront.ler 
Agency. The following pass.,':lge indJcates towards the latest adnumstratlVe 
measures . 

. , A further step towards the democrati:!;ation was taken with the passing 
of the North Eastern Areas (Reorganisation) Act, 1971, (Act 81 of 

, ] 971) by which the North East Frontier Agency was converted into 
the Union territory of Arunachal Pradesh. This was supplemented bv 
the Arunachal Pradesh, Gram Panchayat (Constitution) Rules of 
1972 and the North East Frontier Agency (AdminIstration) Supple
mentary Regulation, 1971 (No.4, of 1971) which introduced democra
tic institutions by creation of a Pradesh Council and five counsellors 
for consultation by the administrator, i.e., Chief Commissioner on 
matters of public welfare and development. The union territorv was; 
inaugurated on 20th January 1972 at ZIRO in the district of Subansiri. 
bv Prime Minister Smt. Indira Gandhi. Five counsellors were nomi
nated by the Chief Commissioner .12 

The village councils and the democratic system are not new to the people 
of Arunachal Pradesh. Actually, the system of Panchayati Raj has taken 
into account the traditional village councils and the genius of the people. 
As pointed out by one of the former Advisers to the Governor of Assam :-

"As progress comes to NEFA, its ancient model of village authority 
will need change and reconstruction, but it would be well to remem
hfr that the change inevitable a!'; indeed it is, should be built on the 
sure lIOots of indigenous system and concept of democracy so that the 
new and imported patterns of local self Government may not be out of 
harmony with its post in respect of basic principlesP 

The appex body of the system of Panchayati Raj is the Pradesh CounciJ 
which has replaced the old Agency Council constituted under the North 
Eastern Frontier Agency Panchayati Raj Regulation of 1967. The new 
Council consists of the Vice-President of the Zila Parishads, three reDresen
tatives from each of the ZILA Parishads elected by the members. The two 
members of Parliament from Arunachal Pradesh and the Chief Commis
sioner will he ex-officio members of the council. Three members will be 
nominated by the Chief Commissioner to give representation to such tribes 
which are not represented in the Pradesh Council. The Pradesh Council 
will, thus, have twenty six members.14 
The Council may discuss and make recommendations to the Chief Commis
sioner on the following matters : 

(a) Matters of administration relating to Arunachal Pradesh involving 
general questions of policy and schemes of development in so far 

12 B. Shastri, 'Growth of Administration ill Arunachal', Vol. 2, No.4, January- , 
March 1974, North Eastern Affairs, pp. 36. 

13 Shri P. N. Luthra in the 'Poreward' of Verrier Elwin's 'Democracy in NEFA' 
Shillong, 1965. • 

14 See M. P: ~az~rika, 'Fron Kebang to Panchayat-A Experiment in D~mocratic 
DecentralIzatIOn, Vol. 2, No.4, North Eastern Affairs January-March 1974 
pp. 27 30. -" , ,. 
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as they relate to matters enumerated in the state list or in the 
concurrent list in the ~eventh schedule to the constitution; 
The five year plan and the annual plan proposals for the develop
ment of the territory; 
The estimated receipts and expenditure pertaining to Arunachal to 
he credited to, and to be met from the consolidated fund of India; 
Proposals for undertaking legislation lor the territory with respect 
to any of matters enumerated in the state list or in the concurrent 
list in the seventh scheduled to the constitution; 
any other matter which the Chief Commissioner may refer to the 
Council for consideration and advice. 

At this stage, a natural question may arise, how this system has been func
tioning and what is the experience of elections held for the different bodies 
constituted under the scheme of the Panchayati Raj. 

In this connection, the following report is interesting :15 

"Elections to the various bodies in Arunachal Pradesh have been 
successfully completed (May-June, 1972). This is for the second time 
since the introduction of the Panchayat system in this territory that 
the local people have gone to the elections to choose their represen
tatives for the panchayat bodies at different levels from the Pradesh 
Council down to the village Panchayats. Election to all Panchavat 
bodies went off peacefully. The local people evinced keen interest 
in these election as was evident from their enthusiastic participation 
in the same. This speaks of the growing awareness among the people 
and assures well for the successful functioning of the Panchayat system. 
Elections to the Gram Panchayats were completed by the middle of 
May 1972. At this level, elections were direct and on the basis of 
adult franchise. Then followed the election to the Anchal Samitis 
and Zila Parishads and the process concluded with the completion 
of members of the Pradesh Council which is the appex institutio:1 
under the Panchayat system in Arunachal, during June 1974. The 
44 Anchal Samitis, 5 Zila Parish ads and the Pradesh Council hav~ been 
constituted through indirect elections. The Gram Panchayat members 
constituted the electorate for .electing members of Anchal Simitis 
who in their turn constituted electorate for election of members to 
the Zila Parishad. The Zila Parishad members have elected their 
representatives to the Pradesh Council. "16 

In the process of the political modernisation of this area, the questions of 
the shifting of the capital from Shillong to Itanagar with in the union terri
tory and having a full fledged Legislative Assembly have been engaging the 
attention M the people as well as the administrators. Now, the capital has 
been partially shifted to Itanagar and inaugural flUlction may be summarised 
as follows: 

"Amidst tribal songs and dances President V. V. Giri to-day (April 
20, 1974) inaugurated here the new capital township of Arunachal 

15 Progress of Panchayat System in Arunachal', Vol. I, No.5, Arunachal News, 
July 1972, pp. 1-3. 

16 Arunachal News, Ibid. 
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Pradesh. The ltanagar township built as nucleus of Rs. 12 crore 
capital project in the foothills of Subansiri district was designed to 
shift by stages the present capital of Arunachal Pradesh from Shillong 
in Meghalaya, 500 kms from here, to its own territory."17 

As regards the question of legtslative assembly for Arunachal Pradesh. 
already, a committee has been appointed and the assembly is expected to 
.come into effect in the near future, as indicated by the Ministry of Home 
Affairs, Government of India :-

"Arunachal Pradesh will have provisional assembly by January next 
; (1975). Union Home Minister, Uma Shankar Dikshit told a four 

member counsellors delegation from the territory. The delegation was 
also informed that a bill would be introduced in the winter session 
of Parliament. Delegation leader, Sob eng TAYEN told U.N.I. that 
all the 25 members of the Pradesh Council would be members of 
the Provisional Assembly. The Union Government, fiaa constituted 
a committee with Mr. Barot, Joint Secretary and Home Secretary 
as Chairman over giving a fulfledged Assembly to the Union Terri
tory. The committee submitted its report recently to the Central 
Government recommending a fulfledged Assembly and one more 
Parliamentary seat for the Territory."18 

What are the sociological implications of the modernisation of adminis
tration? A student of Sociology, as well as, a common citizen may be 
interested in a number of questions. Has national idenity sufficiently deve
loped? Have the people of Arunachal received desired benefits of these 
changes? Is the process of political socialisation is moving on the right 
direction? Has a new political culture gradually emerged? What is the 
position of the formation of new elites? 

1. In the post independence period, in the new nations, a significant 
aspect of their national life has been the problem of integrationY' 
The new states have been referred as 'dual', 'Plural' or 'Multiple 
societies' consisting of composite social structures. Because of 
these phenomena, they should not be considered as 'nation'. Their 
socio-political structure is dominated by tribalism, parochialism 
and communalism. No doubt, the social structure of Arunachal 
is even to-day is dominated by the tribal ways of life. But with 
the advent of the modern system of administration. mass-media 
and communication net worh, growing education and planned 
Economic development the isolation of the tribal communities is 
to a great extent broken. We cannot say that horizontal identities 
-such as the sense of belongingness with the family, clan, village 
and the tribes have been weakened but at the same time, new 
vertical identities such as village, Anchal, Di<;trict. Pradesh and 
the nation, have also emerged. 

17 The Assam Tribune, Gauhati 21st, April, 1974. 
18 Amrit Bazar Patrika, Calcutta, April 14, 1974. 
19 See Clifford Geertz, 'The Integrative Revolution Primordial Sentiments and Civil 

Politics in the New States' in 'Old Societies and New States, Amerind, New Dt1lhi. 
1971, pp. 105-157, K. Deutesch, 'Nationalism and Social Communicatioll, 'New 
York .. Willey, 1953, pp. 1-14, B. R. Ambedkar, Thoughts on Linguistic States, 
DelhI, 1955, Edward Shils, 'Primordia), Personal Secred and Civil Ties', British 
Journal of Sociology, June, 1957. ' 
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2. The local population is associated with the new setup of adminis
tration in two ways. Firstly, many of the educated persons have
joined the Government services. Some of them are occupying 
top positions like Secretary, Deputy Commissioner or Additional 
Deputy Commissioner. At the lower levels, the proportion of 
tribal employees and officials is considerable. In this way, a new 
group of administrative elites have emerged. Their role in the 
modernisation of their own tribal structure is very important. 
Secondly, with the introduction of the Panchayati system, the 
participation of local population in running their own democratic 
affairs is of much significance. During the course of my field 
visit, I was deeply impressed by the Counsellors, Members of 
the Pradesh Coun~il and Vice-President of Zila Parishad and 
Anchal Samitis. In this way, a new group of political elites also 
have emerged. There are different levels of political elites i.e., at 
the village, Anchal, District and Pradesh levels. 

3. Of late, political sociologists have talked of political socialisation 
and the emergence of political culture.20 

A political culture is composed of the attitudes, beliefs, emotions and 
values of society that relate to the political system and to political 
issues".21 

The foundations of political culture depend on historical experience, 
geography, religion, ethnic groups, socio-economic structure. and 
symbols. The principal agencies of political socialisation are-(i) the 
family ; (ii) the schools and other institutions of education ; (iii) volun
tary groups, work and informal relationships; (iv) the mass media; 
(v) Government and party agencies. 

In Arunachal Pradesh, in the traditional structure, there were regional 
variations regarding the nature of a·uthority. Family and clan, more 
or less, have been the common holders of authority in all tribes. 
Since inception, a child used to learn to respect the authority of the 
father and in that respect, family was an important agency of socialisa
tion also. Otherwise the tribal structure of authority may be divided 
into two categories. 

(a) The areas where village councils were important. In this category, 
mostly the tribal groups of the distrIcts of Siang and Apa Tanis 
in the Subansiri district may be included; 

(b) Khamtis. of Lohit and almost all tribe of Tirap were havinlt 
chiefs. 

Another important agency socialisation is the youth dormitory where 
village youths learn their myths and leg;ends, welfare and social service. 
Among Monpas, Membas, Khamt;s, Singphos and Nokctes where there 
is impact of relatively more advanced religions like Buddhism and 
Hinduism, religious institutiorts are important agencies of social control. 

20 G. A. Almound and S. Verba, 'The Civic Culture, Princeton, 1963, Herbert
Hyman, 'Political Socialisation', The Free Press Newyork, 1959, Robert A. 
Levine. The Jntemat;on~l of Political Values in Stateless Societic Haman Organi
sation, Vol. 19, pp. 51-58. 

21 Alan R. Ball, 'Modern Politics and Government', Macmilan, 1971, p. 56. 
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The village people used to learn the art of political participation a$ 
well as articulation in the meetings of the village councils. Now. the
imprints of modern political institutions, cultural organisations and: 
other voluntary agencies are visible on the learning process of the· 
tribal population. In this process, a new political culture is emerging. 
which is based on participation, vertical mobilisation, spread of mass
media, growing awareness of and contact with each other, to obtain 
the benefits of the administrative development measures and use of 
the new symbols. During the period of our neid visit. in almost all 
areas, we came across people greeting us with JAI HIND. On roads, 
children used to wave their hands with the cries of J aihind. Even tbe 
illIterate villagers recognise the national flag, or know the lines of 
the national anthem. . 

4. Till now, no political party in operating in Arunachal Pradesh. 
During the course of my field work, I came to known that many 
of the members of the Pradesh Council are the members of the 
New Congress and there was a talk to form an ad hoc committee 
of the Congress party. Some others expressed their opinion in, 
favour of a local regional party. As r~gards the political issues 
being discussed in Arunachal Pradesh, they may be divided into 
three categories-( a) national, (b) territorial. and (c) local. As 
regards the national issues, they are similar to the other parts of 
the country. But at the time of my field visit in the latter parts 
of 1973, I found a general appreciation of the policies of the' 
Prjme Minister and generally people expressed satisfaction 
regarding the development pro~rammes. The place of capital, a 
fulfledged Legislative Assembly for the Union Territory, to retain 
the district of Tir':lp in Arunachal, to preserve the cultural idenitv 
of Arunachal and to restrict conversion to other religions were 
some of the issues which have been attracting tbe attention of 
the common people and elites at the territorial level. At the local 
level, issues may be temporary and generally they differ frOID' 
place to place, and from tribe to tribe. 

S. The process of political development and administrative moderni
sation has led to the formation of new groups of elites. In this 
category, particularly the administrative and the political elites are 
important. Our field observation has revealed that the elites at 
the local levels are old in age and their level or education i~ 
generally low. Whereas, the members of the Pradesh Council 
are young and educated persons. 

6. On~ interesting fact associated with the politicaJ modernisation is. 
thIS that the traditional institutions and customary authorities 
have not created any obstacle in the process of political develop 
ment, rather a harmonious relationship has been established 
between the traditional institutions and the modern organisations. 



CHAPTER V 

PLANNING, DEVELOPMENT AND MODERNISATION 

The main strategy of modernising the tribal structure of Arunachal is based 
·on planned socio-economic development. In the process of movement, 
from traditional structure to a comparativ'~ly modern structure in Arunachal 
Pradesh the study of the stage of tramition is not only fascinating but 
revealing also. At the stage of transition, an important feature IS the gradual 
breaking of the isolation of the tribal villages and their coming in contact 
with administration, mass-media, transport and communication, market
economy, and the modern methods of exchange, political institutions, ideas, 
values and technology. As pointed out :-. 

"The area has been the victim of neglect and isolation for centuries 
and as a result, till the early fifties, it remained economically backward 
with a very low level of productivity. It is primarily because of this 
reason, that the territory has had to be developed first not only in its 
own interest but also in tbe larger national interest. Secondly. the 
overall development of the country will not be perfect without the 
undeveloped parts like Arunachal Pradesh having a due share of 
prosperity. Moreover, the country's security demands that this 
region, standing as the sentinel, should develop economically and 
socially at a faster pace and reach the level of the comparatively 
more developed parts of India within as short a period as possible."l 

}'ive Year ~lan 

After the independence, along with the modernisation of adminhtrative 
machinery, attempt was made for planning and development also. The plan 
wise analysis of allocations reveals that the total allocation for the first plan 
consisted of Rs. 3 crores of which 67.1 % was utilised. Out of Rs. 5.1 crore 
allocated for the second plan, 70% amount was utilised. The top priority 
was given to the engineering and construction (37%) agriculture (22.37%) 
education (9.91 %). For the third plan, an amount of Rs. 7.15 crore was 
allocated and the utilisation percentage was 112.Y% ~hich exceeded the 
original allocation. In the third plan, also the top priority was given to 
engineering followed by agriculture, power and transport. The allocation 
for the fourth plan was Rs. 17.99 crore. In the fourth plan period, the top 
'priority was given to power, transport and communication with an alloca
tion of Rs. 7.39 crores (41.05%) of the total plan allocation. Next priority 
was on social services (19.89%) followed by agriculture and allied 
programmes (19.39%) cooperation and community development (8.28%) 
and ind~stries and mining (2.75%). 

Headwise analysis of the allocation during the fourth plan period reveals 
that 81.04% of the total outlay under the road transport and communica
tion has been earmarked for roads and air strips. The total allocation 

K. A. A. Raja, 'Prospect of Economic Growth of Arunachal Pr!ldt"sn and Fifth 
Five Year Plan', Vol. 2, No.4, North Eastern Affairs', Jal'lllaly,l\h,rch, 1974, 
pp. 23-25. . 
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under the hel)d social services is distributed as follows--education 
. (57.34%, water supply (12.58%) and craftsman training and labour 
welfare (4.51%).2 Undoubtedly, the achievement of planning is significant 
i!1 Arunachal Pradesh and a territory which was relatively isolated, has 
started moving on the road of modernisation. Expansion of administra
tion and the development programmes ]Jav~ Deen the two major modernising 
forces in Arunachal Pradesh. In some spheres, the process of planning 
has successfully mobilised the population. The villagers are keen for 
development and innovation. The striking features are the motivations of 
the people for education, improved agriculture, horticulture, and training 
in the craft centres. We have already mentioned that the shifting 
qIltivation has been in vogue among most of the tribes of Arunachal but, 
during the plan period, in almost all families which were studied by me, 
about 30 to 70 per cent land has been brought under the pernlanent 
cultivation which is generally known as 'Pani Kheti' to the common villager. 
During the last twenty two years more than 51000 acres of land have been 
reclaimed and developed for permanent cultivation. It has naturally 
increased the food production which went upto 72000 tons in 1970-71. In 
the place of DAO and the traditional pointed stick, new tools and imple
ments are being used in agriculture. The Apa-TapIs, Monpas and 
Khampis were relatively advanced in the field of agriculture but in the 
entire Pasrghat, Basar, Along and Daparizo sub-divisions, I found new 
agricultural methods being applied. Between Basar and Alolli!. the 
motivation of villagers for horticulture (specially pineapple) is visible on 
both sides of the road. The institutional frame work of tribal structure 
has not created any tension in the process of modernisation and on the 
whole, the population, even in the remote areas is genenilly receptive to 
the induced change. The process of change may be summarised in the 
words of a member of the Pradesh Council:-

"We want to achieve social and economic development by preserving 
our traditions. At the same time, we are equally conscious so that the 
out-moded traditions should not restrict the pace of development". 

As compared to the plan-allocation, to any student of modernisation 
certainly the new trends of mobilisation, motivation and receptive nature 
of population, where sense of pride for own traditions is merged with urge 
to live in a changed contemporary world will be a manifest reality. 
Kepping in view the national objectives, and the special features of 
Arunachal Pradesh economy, the following board objectives have been laid 
down for this terrotory's fifth plan,S 

(a) to maximise food production by intensive cultivation; 
(b) to develop the means of communications as an infra-structure. 

The road coverage of 516 kms. per 100 sq. kms. is expected at 
the end of the fourth plan is the lowest in the country; 

(c) to harness and develop power resources as a necessary infra
structure; 

(d) to institute industrialisation of the area by introduction of large, 
medium and small scale industries; 

( e) to provide minimum educational and health facilities; 

2 The figures quoted above have been taken from the Statistical Hand Book of 
North East Frontier Agency, 1970-71-Statistics Department, Shillong. 

3 K. A. A. Raja, Ibid., p. 24. 
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'Cf) to ensure that the cultiva~ors, the small entrepreneurs and job 
seekers get a fair share in the fruits of planned development. 

"So far the efforts of the Government have been to build the existini! 
patterns of the people's system and utilise the traditional Qualitv of 
self reliance and community spirit which are the invaluable possession 
of the local people of associating them at various levels of formula
tion and execution of plan schemes. Fatilities have been created to 
ensure wider and larger participation of the local people at different 
stages of implementations development projects. These measures 
have led to a new way of life generated through a whereby people 
have been realising that they are members of a bigger society that 
is India."4 

'Planned Development and Indicators of Modernisation 
Modernisation in Arunachal Pradesh is the result of planned development. 
'On the basis of the previous theoretical discussion and field observation. 
:the following indicators of modernisation may be developed. 

1. Transport-communication; 
2. Mass-media; 
3. Educational development; 
4. Urban growth; 
5. Improvement in Health Services; 
6. Political participation; 
7. Occupational differelltiation and mobility; 
8. Banking; 
9. Generation and consumption of electricity; 

10. Agricultural innovation; 
11. Diversification of economy; 
12. Cooperatives; 
13. Voluntary organisation. 

1, Transport and Communication 
On the basis of his personal experience, as noted by one of the senior 
,administrators of north-east India :-

"The main features of the new land scape in Meghalay and Arunachal 
Pradesh is the wide extension in the network of road communications. 
Twenty five years ago, every mile travelled had to be on foot. There 
were enormous difficulties in administering such a widely scattered 
area, particularly as our officers had then no experience of work in the 
triba~ area. Now, it is possible to reach practically every important 
centre by motor transport. And in the event of an emergency. a 
helicopter can reach any point wifhin a matter of hours. This, to my 
mind is the' single major factor that differentiates these areas from the 
pre-independence era. For, with communication come all the 
accessories' of administration~school, hospital, industrial centres to 
name a few.";; 

4 K. A. A. Raja, Ibid., 24. 
:5 N. K. Rustomji, 'Meghalaya, Arunaehal Pradesh', Illustrated Weekly of India. 

Annual, 1973, p. 145. 
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:U 1947 is regarded as the base line for the purpose of analysis, the deve
lopment of communication in Arunachal has been spectacular. In 1947 ~ 
there were only 168 kms of motorable roads. Then years back, there was 
no road transport at all. To-day, ten bus and good services run by the 
local cooperatives ply on the various routes. In 1947, there were only 
three jeepable roads-(a) Pasighat-Kobo 35 kms., (b) Sadiya Tezu-
Denning-77 kms., (c) Stilwell Road-56 kms. The responsibility of the 
road construction in the territory is divided between the' Aruna~hal 
Engineering Department on the one side and the Border Roa~s ?rganIsa
tion on the other. The strength of the force of the organIsatIOn was 
869 officers and 43,200 other personnel. In addition, civilian labour is 

1employed wherever available.6 Inspite of spectacular pro~res~ in the T fi~ld 
,of road transport, there are two problems of commUnICatIOn III the UnIOn 
Territory. 

(a) First of all, there is no rail way line within the territory except 
for a stretch of one and half miles near Banderdewa in the 
Subansiri district. In this context, it is noteworthy that the fifth 
session of the Arunachal Pradesh council, has laid special 
emphasis on the development of rail communication in the Union 
Territory. A news report indicates :-

"First stressing the need for extension of railway line to facilitate 
movement of passengers, traffic and goods, the council urged the 
administration to implement some of the important railway links 
like Balipara, Bhalikpung, Gohpur, Itanagar, Murkong Selek-Pasighat 
and from Margherita to N amchik. . . . . . . .. Regarding another issue 
of vital importance to the area, namely communication, keeping in 
view the claims from respective areas, the council endorsed the 
administration's thinking that communication should be develooed 
while every effort should also be made to complete smaller road 
projects already in hand within the resources available with the 
administration. "7 

(b) The other is the airlift of supplies because of the limited road 
transport. But air drippings are uncertain because of the severe 
weather condition in the northern region. 

In March, 1973, there were 236.48 kms. of painted roads, 245.80 kms. 
metalled, 306.20 kms. graveeled, 1207.37 kms. of road length. Apart from 
it the mule path and porter tracks. In 1968-69, there were only 115 

'registered vehicles, whereas, 1972-73 the number increased to 221. In 
1955-56, there were only 11 post offices. Out of which 5 were having 
telegraph facilities. In 1972-73, there were 73 post offices, out of which 
16 were having telegraph facilities. The socio-economic implications of 

'the improved and the increased transport and communication facilities are 
noteworthy. They have broken the age-old isolation of the tribal areas. 
Now the village economy and social structure are the part of the national 
economy, and socio-political structure. It has broadened the mental 
horizon of the people. It has led to the growth of transport, marketing, 
administrative centres and has brought the elites of the different areas 
,closed to each other. It has made a tremendous influence on the living 

6 See Techno-Economic Survey of NEFA, National Council of Applied Economic 
Research, New Delhi, 1967, pp. 91, 101. 

7 The Amrit Bazar Patrika, 11-6-74, p. 3. 
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standard ana dres pattern of the people. In the small administrative
urban centres, whenever, we visited a family, we were having a drawing 
room with modern furnitures. We saw group photographs and modern 
calenders hanging on the walls. Tailoring shops have developed because 
of transport facilities, which have brought about tremendous change in 
the dress pattern of the children and male youths Females generally stick 
to the traditional dress which have been improved and sophisticated to 
keep pace with the modern requirements. Even in the small administrative 
centres of the interior places, the hair style of the women has undergone 
much change, because, either they try to imitate the pattern of educated 
girl~ belonging to their own communities or try to follow the pattern set 
by the womenfolk of immigrant, officials and the Government employees. 

2. Mass Media 

The main Mass-media which have some significant influence on the mind 
of the people in Arunachal are newspapers and radios. In a social 
structure where the percentage of literacy is hardly 10% the role of 
newspapers naturally becomes less important than radio. Even then the 
administration has opened ini'ormation centres and libraries all over the 
union territory. The first information centre was opened at Along in 1968. 
The other two centres are at Zero and Roing. Apart from the private radio 
sets and transistors, of late which have become quite popular. There are 
community listening sets distributed in Arunachal Pradesh by the admini
stration. In March 1973, their number was 1381. The maximum set!! 
have been given in Subansiri District (337). Though exact figures are 
not available, even then if one set has been given to one village around 
1381 villages are covered by the community listening scheme. The 
Dibrugarh radio station transmits programmes in Arunachal dialects. 
Three radio stations located at Pasighat, Tezu and Tawang transmit from 
within the territory of the union territory. In all, twenty two projectors are 
distributed in the differenf district, and total 1112 films have been given 
to these projection units. There are three libraries in Kameng, three in 
Subansiri, three in Siang, two in Lohit and two in Tirap district. There 
is one central library of Arunachal at Shillong. There are 136999 books 
in the central library, 17979 books in the libraries of Kameng district, 
18152 in the libraries of Subansiri district, 19242 books in the libraries of 
Siang district, 14897 and 141313 books in the libraries of Tirap district. 

The Arunachal Administration, through the Directorate of Information and 
Public Relations have organised Bharat Durshan tours for the local popu
lation. Every year, around twenty to thirty persons seTected from the 
different districts have been visiting the different parts of the country. It 
has helped a great deal in exposing the relatively closed experiences of 
tribal personality to the wider world. It has brought the people of 
Arunachal in understanding the national efforts for development in a better 
manner and has infused the idea of be10ngingness to a big family; that 
is the nation. 

Apart from these things, during the course of my field visit, I found that 
in the urban centres, newspapers are becoming popular and most of the 
educated youths and officials read newspapers. Newspapers of English, 
Assamese and Hindi are found to be more in circulation. 
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3. ~ducational Development 

"Education first came to NEFA in 1947 (with total enrolment of 30 
students) when two lower primary schools were started. Since then, there 
has been rapid development, except in the years 1956-57 and 1957-5& 
when a sharp fall in the number of schools was noticed due to consolidation 
and conversion of the primary schools into inter-village schools and 
transfer to Tuensang Frontier Division to the Naga Hills, Tuensang area, 
new Nagaland. At the beginning of the third plan (1961) there were 
6509 students studying in 148 &chools; the number rose to 11,698 and 
220 respectively in 1963-648 • The 1961 census revealed a literacy rate 
of 2.3 % among the tribal population of NEF A." 

In March 1969-70, there were 524 educational institutions with a total 
enrolment of 21570 students and 1203 teachers. In 1972-73, ,there were 
567 schools with an enrolment of 33341 students and 1329 teachers. The 
break-up of the educational institution was 303 junior basic schools, 
45 middle schools, 18 higher secondary schools and one college.9 In 
1971,10 the percentage of literacy was 11.29 % for the union territory 
It was 72.82% for male and 3.71 % for female population. In 1971. 
the maximum percentage of literacy was in Lohit (17.39% followed by 
Siang (12.97%) Tirap (11.22%) and Kameng (9.61%). The percen
tage of literacy among the urban population was as follows, Kameng 
(51.32%) Siang (50.82%) and Lohit (48.97%). For a scientific 
analysis of the educational development in Arunachal Pradesh, there are 
some difficulties. These may be mentioned as follows :-

1. There is no systematic study of the reasons for low enrolment. 

2. No systematic data on the age compositions of the students have 
been collected on the basis of our field observation, it can be 
said that the age of first entry at the schools is higher in Arunachal 
than other places. 

3. There is a lot of wastage because of dropouts. 

Inspite of these points, the educational development in Arunachal is 
impressive. A good number of students have gone to the educational 
institutions of other states. During 1972-73, 144 male, and 37 females 
students were studying in such institutions and an amount of Rs. 4 lakhs 
17 thousands was spent on these. The average expenditure per student 
per annum was Rs. 2,300. In March, 1973, seven students were studying 
in Engineering institutions, two students were studying in Forestry 
and twenty two students were enrolled in the different Medical colleges.ll 

The process of educational development has created a new 'educated class' 
which is mainly occupying government jobs, and high political positions 
within the union territory. The level of identity of this group is high. In 
this connection, some of the case studies may be of special interest. 

8 Techno-Economic Survey of NEFA, National Council of Applied Economi~ 
Research, New Delhi, 1967, p. 112. . 

9 Statistie:al Hand Book of Arunachal Pradesh (provisional) Statistics Department~ 
Shillong, 1973, pp. 28-29. 

10 J. K. Barthakur, Ibid., p. 65. 
11 Statistical Hand Book 1972-73, pp. 33-34. Also See, Arunachal News, August 

1972, pp. 13-14. 
6-276 R. G. India/ND/81 
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Case Study-l 

Shri Talom Gao is the President of the All Arunachal Students Union. He 
met me in NC?vem!'er ).97.3. He obtain~d M.S.c. Degree in Anthropology 
from the Delhi Umverstty m 1973. Shn Gao IS the first young man from 
Arunachal with a Master degree in Science. He hails from the RUM GONG 
village of Siang district. He graduated from the Cotton College, Gauhati in 
1970-71, securing the first position in Anthropologv (Honours). In reco"
t¥tion of his meritorious result Shri Gao was awarded the Dr. Guha med~l 
by the Anthropology Department of the Gauhati University. At Cotton 
College, Shri Gao was an under officer in N. C. C. (Air Wing) and has ten 
hours flying training at his credit. Shri Gao was the _ Secretary of the 
Gauha~i NEFA students Association, during 1970-71, and President of the 
Delhi Univer!".ity Anthropological Association during 1972-73. In 1972 he 
was elected President of the All Arunachal Students Union. , 

Case Study-2 
Another case study if from the district of Kameng, Shri Tashi Lama hailing 
from Tawang. He has obtained his M.A. Degree in Political Science from 
the University of Bombay in 1973. Born on 11th February, 1949, at 
Bomdila village near Tawang. After passing class VIII, Shri Lama had to 
work as an under Matric teacher. He went to Gorakhpur in U. P. and 
passed the Matriculation exmination in 1967 in first division. After passing 
his P. U. Examination from the J. N. College, Pasigh.lt, he went to Bombay. 
He graduated from the D. C. Ruparel College with Honours in Pol. Sdence. 

Case Study-3 
Shri Odang Lego, Tribe Mismi, District Lohit-Shri Lego has obtained 
his M.B.B.S. Degree from ,the Gauhati Medical Col1ege in 1970. He is 
the first doctor from among the local youths. Shri Lego is now working as 
the Civil Assistant Surgeon. 

Case Study-4 
Shri C. T. Manpoong-Tribe Khamti District Lohit is the first Engineer 
from among the Arunachal youths. When I met him in September 1973, I 
found him articulate and very enlightened. We discussed a number of 
problems regarding the agricultural development in Arunachal Pradesh. 

Case Study-S 
Smt. Mamang Dai has passed the Senio~. Ca~bfidge Examination in the 
first division and secured the second posll1on III whole of Assam. 

Case Study-6 
Shri J amin Tayeng has secured first class and first position in the Part 1. 
Law Degree Examination of Delhi University.12. 

4. Urban (';rowth 
We have discussed earlier that because of the growth of the Administration 
small urban and marketing centres have sprang up in the different parts of 
Arunachal Pradesh. As indicated by the figures of the 1971 census, there 
are only four urban centres in the union territory; i.e., Pasighat. (5,116) 
Along (4,818) Tezu (4,182) Bomdila (3,172). Apart from these 

IZ In the preparation of these case studies, in some cases, help has been taken from 
the different issues of the Arunachal News. 
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recognised towns, there are small administrative and macket centres which 
serve as the places of the distribution of goods. These places have served 
as-

1. The administrative centres; 

2. Centres of trade and commerce at the local level; 
3. Centres of transport and communication; 
4. Meeting ground for the local elites; 

5. P~aces of interaction between the villagers, officials and the loca' 
elItes; 

6. The centres for spreading new ideas, fashions and goods; 
7. The Centres for encouraging enterprise among the tribal 

population; 

8. The Centres of interaction between the locai and the immigrant 
population; . 

9. Nucleus for the spread of languages. 

5. Improvement in Health Services 
As indicated by the Techno-Economic Survey of NEF A,-

"The climate in most parts of NEF A is Vigorous, the level of living 
~ow, the standards of hygiene primitive medical facilities scarce. As a 
result mortality rate is high, particularly, among the children. It is 
only among the toughest that survive and reach adult life. The general 
appearance of good health as compared with other people in country 
is ............ at misleading, because it is only the best elements of 
populaticn that services."13 

This was the condition of public health in 1964 in NEF A when this survey 
was conducted. As records indicate there was only one dispensary iIi 
Arunachal Pradesh in 1947. In 1969-70 there were 6 district hospitals, 
76 dispensaries and health units, 20 medical teams, 1 T. B. hospitfll, 
4 leprosy clinics and 2 Ayurvedic dispensaries. In 1972-73 there were 
89 dispensaries and 22 medical teams. There was no material change in 
other items. 

In March 1973 there were 158 beds in the hospitals and medical units in 
Kameng district, 134 in Subansiri district, 524 in Siang district, 154 in Lohit 
district and 170 in Tirap district. In 1969 there were 336 beds, in 1970-71, 
1154 and in 1972-73 there were 1190. In March 1973 there were 138 
doctors, 43 nurses, 54 midwives, 114 pharmacists and 2 matrons working in 
Arunachal Pradesh. In 1947, there used to be 1 doctor for 43,000 popu
lation in 1973. There was one doctor for a population of 2686. The 
administration has made special efforts for ~he eradication of s~all-pox ~nd 
malaria; and the work had been started m the field of famIly planmng 
programme also.14 Inspite of the di~culties faced, t~e record of the 
administration in the field of Health serVIces has been credItable. The people 
are becomming medically conscious.· They have started kno~ing the 
causation of disease and its scientific treatment. Even today, the mfluence 
of the traditional treatment and the superstition is deeprooted but health 
services have become popular and the popUlation is receptive to take the 
benefits. 

13 Techno-Economic Survey of NEFA, Ibid., p. 122. 
14 Statistical Hand Book of Arunachal Pradesh, 1~72-73, pp. 22, 27. 
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6. Political Partifipation 
In the, first part of the chapter an attempt was made to discuss the nature 
of pohti~al develop!llent and participation. At the time of 1972 elections 
of the dIfferent bodIes of, the Panchayat Raj, generally, the candidates were 
elected by ~ons~nsus. TIll now, no election has taken place in Arunachal 
for !he Le~ls.latr~e ~ssembly, but .there has been a long tradition of demo
c~attc parttclpatron In publIc affaIrs through the youth dormitaries and the 
village councIls. At the time of our field visit we attended some of the 
me~tings of Kebang and the Anchal Samities. I was impressed by the 
arbculate expression of some of the persons in the meeting of the Keoang 
though I could not follow the language. The members and the office 
bearers of the Panchayati Raj were found to be interested in the deve
lopment programmes and the public welfare of students in the college and 
schools impressed us by their general level of political consciousness and 
critical attitudes towards their environment. 

7. Occupational Differentiation and Mobility 
A student of sociology is found to be interested in the emerging patterns 
of satisfication and occupational differentiation. In the triabl structure of 
Arunachal Pradesh there were four main classes : ('hiefs, religious priests 
cultivators, and the slaves. These divisions used to differ from tribe to tribe 
and area to area. There were no chief among the tribes of Siang and 
Subansiri, but the custom of slavery was quite popular. Among the 
Khamtis, Noctes and Wanchos chief used to be there. Among the Budhists 
tribe like Khamtis, Monpas, Membas and Singphos, religious priests used 
to occupy an important position. 

With the growth of administration and the development programmes and 
new pattern of occupational differentiation has gradually emerged. Now the 
class of traders contractors and a few small scale factory owners has also 
emerged. Further, there is an important group of Government Officials 
and employers. 

8. Banking 
In all there are five branches of the State Bank of India operating at 
Pasighat, Along, Zero: Bomdila, Tezu and Khonsa. Their working may be 
indicated in the table. 

The introduction of banking has accelerated the process of economic 
growth. The people in and around there in centres hav~ developed the 
habits of savings and investment. The major areas of lllvestments are 
trade, commerce and contract work. During the period of my field w?rk, 
I was told that at Pasighat, Zero, Along and Khonsa, there are local tnbal 
contractors who were in a position to undertake contract work for ten to 
twenty lakhs. 

Table- I 
Working of the State Bank of India in Arunachal Pradesh 

Sl. Items Bomdila Zero Pasight Tezu Khonsa Total 

No'. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 No. of Branches 1 1 1 1 5 

2 Deposits 
206 352 486 3,107 

(a) Current 2,002 81 
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Table - I 
Working of the State Bank of India Arunachal Pradesh 

SI. Items Bomdila Zero Pasigh t Tezu Khonsa Total 
No. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

(b) Savings 333 450 374 279 221 1,657 
(c) Fixed 678 58 104 162 3,595 4,597 
(d) All others 31 19 6 7 127 190 

TOTAL . 3,044 608 690 780 4,429 9,551 

3 Total Cash and Bank Balance Nil 4 1 24 2 31 

4 Investment in Govt. Securities. Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

5 Advance loanJGranted 
(a) Agricultural Sector Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 
(b) Industria 1 Sector Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 
(c) Other 274 . 6 3 90 4 377 

6 Bill Purchased Discount Nil Nil NIl Nil Nil Nil 

Source-~tatisticli) Hand Book of Pasighat, 1972-73. 

9. Generation and Consumption of Electricity 
Use of electricity is an important indicator of modernisation. On 31st March 
1973. 14 places in Kameng, 9 in Subansiri, 13 in Siang, 9 in Lohit and 12 
in Tirap district were el~ctrified. The total installed capacity (in K. W.) of 
thes.: places was 3160.5. The breakup was 1030.5 in Kameng district, 327 
in Subansiri, 859.5 in Siang, 456.5 in Lohit, and 487 in Tirap district. As 
Government records indicate, on 31st March 1970, the total installed 
capacity was 426.5 and on 31st March 1972, 2058.5. 

Tezu was the first electrified place (1960). In 1961, Bomdila, Hapoli, 
Tawar.g, Along, Tuting and Khonsa were electrified. The initial setback 
in the progress of power is attributed to two factors. 

(i) Paucity of foreign exchange for the purchase of generating sets; 
(ii) The disturbed conditions in the territory created by the Chinese 

aggression. 

10. Agricultural Innovations 

Agriculture in Arunachal two decades ago, was, by and large, of a primitive 
type associated with shifting or slash and burn cultivation which involves 
cutting of trees and burning them so that a crop can be planted without 
ploughing. 15 Excepting Apatanis, Khamtis and to some extent, Sherdurk
pens, almost all tribes of Arunachal Pradesh are shifting cultivators.16 The 

15 T. Morrison, 'Twenty Five Years of Progress' Agriculture Vol. I, No.6, Aruna-
chal News, August, 1972, p. 7. 

16 Niranjan Sinha, 'Persistence of Shifting Cultivation in. Assa~ Hill'. A fe~ Insti
tutional Impediments in Socio-Economic Research III TrIbal Areas Edited by 
P. C. Goswami, Jorhat, 1971, pp. 36-44. 
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Jhum cycl~ in. :\runachal differs from .two years to fifteen years depending 
on the avaIlabIhty of land and the denSity of population. The main emphasi~ 
of the administration has been on the following programmes. 

(a) Agricultural farm, and horticultural nurseries and private-
horticultural gardens; 

(b) Distribution of improved agricultural implements; 
(c) Minor irrigation' programmes; 
(d) Livestock and poultry farms; 
(e) Veterinary dispensaries and centres. 

In this process, t~e ~rst attempt has be~n t.o impress upon the people to' 
replace Jhum cultIvatIon by W. R. CulhvatIon and terrace cultivation. I 
co~l~ . learn froI?- the talks and impre~sion of the villagers that wherever 
faCIlities are available, the rural populatIOn have realised the wasteful nature 
of shifting cultivation and in almost all villages either visited by me or from 
among which our respondent!! were selected, a considerable percentage of 
land is now under the wet rice cultivation. Tho\lgh, making of terrace is 
time and mopey consuming yet in some areas shifting cultivlltion has been, 
replaced by the terrace cultivatiQ.n also. *More than,. 11,500 hectares of land 
have so far been developed for permanent cultivation. Cultivators have
taken to the double cropping and improved varieties of seeds. The present! 
annual food production of the territory is estimated at about 76,000 tonnes. 
Encouraging progress has been made in the field of horticulture.'17 I 
remember the wrinkled face of an old, illiterate member of the Anchal 
Samiti who met me at Daporizo and showed me the terrace forms on the 
opposite hills which have been made by the villagers under the crash 
programme under his initiative and le'ldership. 

11. Diversification of Economy 
Have the ditIerent development programmes led to the diversification of 
~conomy? The answer would be partially 'yes'. Anybody, can make it 
that the simple primi(ive economy and tools have undergone much change. 
The change is taking place in the methods of cultivation. The tribal popu
lation have learnt the art of trade and commerce and small shops and stores 
have developed at the administrative centres. From the simple barter 
system, there is full introduction of money economy. A good number of 
local people 'are engaged in the lucrative business of government contract. 

Further the class of white coUars and the Government servants have also. 
emerged. A very small group of professionals lik.e Engin~e!s, Medic!!! 
Doctors, top Civil servants, College teachers etc. 15 also VISIble. 

Through the help of the craft centres, skillW manpower has been introduced 
in Arunachal Pradesh. In all, there are 21 craft centres. There were 331 
trainees in 1972-73 and 307 trainees in 1973-74 in these craft centres. III 
training facilities for weaving~~a91entry, cane an~ bamb?o. V{ork~, tailo~ing, 
blacksmithy, sawing, wood carvmg, carpet making, pamtmg, stlversmlthy .. 
bell, metal and knitting. 

17 K. A. A. Raja, 'Prospects of Economic <;Jrowth of Arunachal Pradesh, and Fifth 
~ Five Year Plan' The North·Eastern AffaIrS, Vol. 2, No.4, January·March, 1974. 

p. 24, Ranjeet MUkherji, Multiple Cropping, Pasighat an Assessment, Arunachal 
News, Vol. VI, No.3, October, 1971, pp. 4·7. 
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A big paper mill is to be e5>tablished in Kameng district, some saw mills 
have been opened near the foothills. I visited area of such saw mills at 
Likabali and the proprietor of the mill Mr. Tarpodia, a young enterprising 
Adi, impressed me by his pragmatic outlook. 
12. Co-operatives 
In the beginning, much stress was not laid in developing the cooperatives in 
er~twhile NEF A and the department was looked after by a special officer, 
planning and coordination. In 1956, this post was redesignated as Deputy 
Registrar of Cooperative Societies. In 1966, a full time Registrar of Co
operative Societies was appointed. The cooperative departmen(had no field 
staff till 1962. ,The cooperative movement started with the organisation of 
the first cooperative society at Pasighat in September 1957. Now. it covers. 
consumers, transport, procuring and marketing, industry and agriculture. l " 

In 1972, there were 99 cooperatives and the dist.rictwlse breaking was 
Kameng 16, Subansiri 21, Siang 22, Lohit 23 and Tirap 16. There were 
50 consumers cooperatives, 13 school cooperatives, 11 marketing and 
processing cooperatives, 7 transport cooperatives, 6 multipurpose, 3 credit. 
3 farming, 2 industrial and others were labour, service, cooperatives. 
Voluntary Organisation 
In March, 1973, there were fifty four voluntary social and cultural organi
sations. The district-wise breaking was as follows: Kameng 13, Subansrri 7, 
Lohit 8, Siang 8, Tirap 11 and Agencies from outside of Arunachal Pradesh 
7. Mostly, these are cultural societies working for the promotion of the 
culture and tradition of the different tribal groups. At the time of my field 
visit, I was deeply impressed by the variety programmes organised by the 
cultural society of Along. The different types of Adi dances and songs were 
not only speedy and impressive but sophisticated and urbanised which might 
not be appreciated by these who believe that the folk culture should not 
only be encouraged but preserved also in its real form. I could get a chance 
to look into and to discuss on the working of Ramkrishna mission, Shankar 
mission and Tarun Shanti Sena at Along. The success of these voluntary 
organisations would much depend if they are in a position to enlist the parti
cipation of the local educated youths which has not occurred as yet. 

The impact of the twenty years of experiment in the field of administration 
and development programmes oh t~e ai_titudes, nor~ative pattern and the 
value judgment of the people, parttcularly of the elItes, has been analy~ed 
in the forthcoming pages. One fact is obvious that these processes have 
encouraged the emergence of elites. The case studies of elites have revealed 
some interesting facts. From Kituk Minyong the respectable elder of Pasi
ghat to Arati his daughter, there lies a big flow of change and modernisation. 
The happiest aspect of this process is that in the midst of flow. it has main
tained its continuity also. 
If we try to look into the formation of new elites in a time. seq~encc, it 
would be interesting to. note that the first group starteQ comIng. l!l co.ntact 
with the British administration before the second world war as pohtIcal mter
preters. Kutik Minyong is an ideal example belonging to this cat~gory .. He 
~ent to study at Sadia school but could not read more th~~ class .thlrd. 
From the humble beginning, he rose to the status of the polItIcal asslsta~t. 
In other words from a monthly emoluments of less than Rs. 10/- he receiv
ed a salary of Rs. 250/-. To-day, he is very respectable elderman who has 

18 See Cooperative Movement in NEFA-A Review-NEFA Information, Vol. I. 
No.3, OCtober 1966, pp. 4-6, Arunachal News, Vol. 2, No.4, July 1973, pp. 11·12. 
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witnessed the transition from British regime to the independence, from 
extreme isolation to the growing communication net works, from a state of 
total illiteracy to the beginning of the Jawahar Lal Nehru Degree College 
at Pasighat. The same is the story of Shri Boken Ete another important 
enterprising public figure· and civil servant of Along. In the forthcoming 
chapters, their responses are analysed through the help of figures in a socio
logical jargon but hope that it will help in understanding the nature of 
change as well as the attitude and role of elites in the process of moderni
:sation in a frontier areas of our country. 



CHAPTER VI 

ELITES AND THEIR SOCIAL BACKGROUND 

The present report is based on the study of 196 respondents whose personal 
data were collected through interview schedule. Other methods of data 
collection were (a) participant observation and (b) case study. As indicated 
earlrer, the field work was conducted from September to December 1973. 
The present chapter deals with the following aspects of respondents' life-

(a) Age distribution; 
(b) Sex and marital status; 
(c) District-wise distribution; 
(d) Tribe/Sub-tribejclan. 

The study of social background is of utmost importance in the field of social 
science research. Social background indicates the position of individuals and 
thereby, helps in understanding the attitudes, behaviours, habits and persona
lity of individuals understudy. The elites understudy are classified into four 
groups. These are political, administrative, business elites and students 
studying in colleges and Universities. The age groups of these elites are 
shown in the table 1.1. 

From among the 31 political elites, 6.46% fall within the age group of 
21-25 years, 38.71 % in the age group of 26-30 years, 25.80% in the age 
group of 31-35 years, 9.67% in the age group of 36-40 years, 9.67% in 
the age group of· 41-45 and 6.46 in the age group of 46-50 years a!ld 
3.23% falls within the age group above 50 years. 

From among the 60 administrative elites, 13.36% are in the age group 
of 16-20 years, 30.00% in the age group of 21-25 years, 26.§6% in the 
age group of 26-30 years, 15.00% in the age group of 31-35 years, 10.00% 
in the age group of 36-40 years, 1.66% is in the age group of 41~45 years, 
1.66% in the age group of 46-50 years and 1.66% in the ag~ group of 51 
years or above. 

In the business elite group, out of the total 18 respondents, 5.55% are in 
the age group of 21-25 years, 44.45% in the group of 26-30 years, 27.79% 
in the age group of 31-35 years, 11.10% in the age group of 36-40 years, 
5.55% in the age group of 41-45 years, and 5.55% in the age group of 51 
years and above. Out of the total 87 students, 73.85% faU within the age 

-group of 16-20 years. 15.00% in the age group of 21-25 years and only 
1.15% is in the age group of 26-30 years. 

From among the total 196 respondents, 41.32% respondents are in the age 
group of 16-20 years, 17.34% in the age group of 21-25 years, 18.87% in 
the age group of 26-30 years, 11.22 % in the age group of 31-35 years, 
5.62% in the age group of 36-40 years, 2.55% in the age group. of 41-45 
years, 1.54% in the age group of 46-50 years and 1.54% are III the lige 
group of 51 or above. 
The mean age of the political elite is 33.5 years, of the administrativ~ elites 
27.7 years, of the business elites 33.0% years and of the students IS 18.9 
years. The mean age of the total 196 respondents is 33.1 years. 
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As regards the column p.c. out of the total 81 respondents within the age
group of 16-20 years, 9.87% of them belong to administrative elites, and-
90.13% belong to the student group. Out of the total 34 respondents with
in the age group of 21-25 years, '5.88% of them bclQng to political elites. 
52.94% belong to administrative elites, 2.95% belong to business elites and: 
38.23% belong to students group, Out of the total 37 respondents belong
ing to age group of 26-30 years, 32.43% belong to political elites, 43.24% 
belong to administrative elites, 21.62% belong to business elites and 2.71 % 
belong to student group. Out of 22 respondents within the age group of 
31-35 years, 36.36% belQng to political elites, 40.90% belong to administra
tive elites and 22.74% belong to business elites. Out of the total 11 respon
dents within the age group of 36-40 years. 27.27% are political elites, 
54.55% ar\! adminisrative elites, and 18.18% are business elites, 
5 respondents _belong to the age group 41-45 years, 60.00% of them are 
political elites. 20.0(1% are administrative elites', and 20.00% are business 
elites. Out of the total 3 respondents belonging to the age group of 46-50 
years, 56.67% are political elites, and 33.33% are administrative elites. 
Out of ? respondents of the age group of 51 years and above, 3~.33% 
are politicl!l clites, 33.33% are administrative elites, 33.33% belong to
business elites and 0 p.c. belong to students elites. 

(a) Majority of the political, administrative and business elites belong
to either to the age group of 26-30 years or to the age group-' 
of 31-35 years; 

(b) Majority of students are in the age group of 16-20 years. 
Sex and Marital Status: (Table VI.2). 

The table No. Vl,2 shows the distribution of sex and marital status of
all 196 respondents in this study. 

Table VI.2 
Sex and Marital Status o/the Respondent.! 

Count Row p.c. Column p.c. 
Sex Marital Status 

Male Female Unmarried Married 
1. P.)liticd Elites 

31 31 0 0 31 
l00'OO~~ 100'00% 0'00% ()"CO% 100'00%_ 
15'81 % 16'76% 0'00% 0'00% 32'30% 

2. Administrative Elites 
60 54 6 8 42 

100'00% 90'00% 10'00% 30'00% 70'00% 
30'62% 29'19% 54'55% 18'00% 43'75% 

3. Business Elites 
11) 18 0 0 18 

100'00% 100'00% 0'00% 0'00% 100'00% 
9'18% 9'72% 0'00% 0'00% 18'75% 

4. Students 
87 82 5 82 5 

100'00% 94'25% 5'75% 94'25% 5'75% 44'39% 44'33% 45'45% 82'00% 
5. Column Tot.: I 

196 185 11 100 96 
1Oo~OO% • 94'38% 6'62% 51'02% 48.98% 100'00% -100'00% 100'00% 100'00% 100.00% --------



According to this table out of 31 political elites, all are male. Out of 
the total 60 administrative elites, 90.00% respondents are male and the rest 
10.00% are female. All the total 18 businesS' elites come under the 
male category. Out of the total 87 students, 94.25% respondents are 
male and 5.75 % are female. Out of the total 185 male res2ondents, 
16.76% are political elites, 29.19% are administrative elites, 9.72% 
are business elites and 44.33% are students elites. From the total 11 
female respondents, 54.55% belong to administrative elites and 45.45% 
are students elites. 

Marital Status 
In the interview schedule question was asked about the marital statU's 
of the respondents dividing them into married, unmarried, widow, widower 
and divorced. But the response are divided only in two cate,gories viz., 
unmarried and married. As the Table VI.2 shows that out of the 
total 31 political elites, all respondents are married. Out of the total 
60 administrative elites, 30.00% are unmarried and 70.00% are married. 
All business elites are married. Out of students, 5.75% respondents 
are married. From among the total 196 respondents, 51.02% are 
unmarried and 48.98% are married. 

Districtwise Distribution 

Figures of the Table VI.3 reveal that-
(a) of all the respondents, 53.06% are from Siang, 24.48% from 

Subansiri; 12.75% from Lohit, 6.64% from Tirap and 3.07% 
from the district of Kameng. Respondents from all districts 
of Arunachal are represented in this study; 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

54.83% political elites, 53.33% Administrative elites, 72.22% 
business elites and 48.27% students are from Siang district; 
35.48% political elites, 21.67% administrative elites ... 27_.7~% 
business elites and 21.77% students are from Subanslfl dIstnct; 
3.23% political elites, 10.00% administrative elites, 20.66% 
students are from Lohit district; 
3.23% political elites, 10.00% administrative elites and 6.90% 
students are from Tirap district; , 
3.23% political elites, 5.00% administrative elites, 2.30% stu
dents are from Kameng district. 

Table VI.3 
Distri~twise Distribution of the ReSPondents 

Elite-Group Siang Kameng Lohit Subansiri Tirap Total 

1. Politica I Elites 17 1 1 11 1 31 
54'83% 3'23% ' 3'23~ 35'48% 3'23% 100'00% 
16·35% 16'66% 4'00% 22'92% 7'70% 15'81~ 

2. Administrative 32 3 6 13 6 60 
Elites 55·33% 5·00% 10'00% 21'67% 10'00% 100'00% 

30'76% . 50'00% 24'00% 27-48% 46'15~ 30'62% 

.3. Business Elites 13 0 0 5 0 18 
72·22% 0'00% 27'78% 27-78% 0'00% 100'00% 
12'50% 0'00% ' 0-00% 10'42% 0-00% 9-18% 
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Table VI .3-(:ontd. 

Elite·Group Simg Kameng whit Subansiri Tirap TotaL 
4, Students 42 2 8 19 6 87 

<t8'27~ 2'30% 20'66% 21'87% 6'9()~6 JOO'OO% 
4{)·W'~ 33-34:1. 72'(1(';' 39'58% 46' 15";'; 4<"39% 

5. Colullln Tota! 104 I> 25 43 13 1% 
53'O6~'~ H7'~ 12'75 % 24'48 ~~ 6'64~·~ WOo(/() ~~ 

1oo·(/() ~~ HjQ·OO~~ l{)O'OO~; lOO·(IG ;.~ l00'OO~'~ 1 O(HIO % 

Trib~s and Clans 

All respondents of this study belong to the different tribal communities of 
Arunachal Tr~desh .. The~e a~e. Adi, Apatani, Mishrui, K1JaU1pri, Nxte, 
Wancho, NIsIn, ragin, H~l1 nurl, .Monpa) J'angsa alld Singpho, These tribes 
have further clans/slIb-trlbes whIch are exogamous in character. The divi
sions and classification of tribes and cJa~s are indicated by the table VIA. 

As indicated by the table VIA, out of 20 Adi political elites) 5.00% belong 
to each sub-tribe of Dasar, Jamoh, Loya, Pasi and Pallarr., 1(WO% of them 
belong to Nishl sub-tribe, 15.0q% are Miaiyong, 40.00% are Gallong and 
l?OO9? bc~ong to Gallo sub·tube. From among the total 4 p0litlcal elites, 
ct Taglu tnbe, 25.00% of them are in the each sub-tribe of Tagin, Raji, 
Gyama and Yan. Out of two political elites of Nishi tribe, one is a Tadar 
and the other is Tana. The sub-tribes of two political elites of Hill mlri 
tribe is Nishi. One. Mishmi political clites belongs to the Digaru sub-Hihe. 
One Apatani political e:ite is from Padi sub-tribe. 011C Noele political elite 
belongs to Lowang sub-tribe. 

As regards the Jribe/sub-tribes of the total 60 admini8trative elites, there 
ale 34 respondents from among the Adi tribe. Out of them 8.53% respon
dents are Pasi) 5.B8% are Nishi, 853% are Palam, 11.77% are Miniyong, 
41.77% are Gal1ong, 5.38% are Gallo, and 2.94% are trom each of the 
Rukbo, Ete, Karka, Yougum and Mishi.'1g SUb-tribes. One respondent ha, 
not given his sub-tribe. Out of total 3 administrative elites of Nishi tribe, 
33.33% are Tana, TadIJ and Tagin. Out of total 12 2cd!l1iniscratllo'c elites of 
the Hill miD tribe, the sub-tribe of one is Nishi and Qf other is T agin. Only 
one /lummistrative elite of Mishmi tribe belQngs to Idu ),115hmi sub·tribe, 
16.67% respondents belong to each Padi, Duya and Hege sub-tribes, 
33.32% respondents belong to raso sub-tribe and 16.67% come in the cate
gory of 'no response'. Out of tile total 3 administrative elite of Nocle tri?e, 
33.33% respondents are in the each category of Node and Aluk.s~b-t~be 
and 33.33% come in the 'no response' group. The total 5 adIDIDlstratlVe 
clites of Khamti tribe shows theit sub-tribe distribution as follows-40.00% 
of them are Namdmfil 20.00% belong to each Noble, Mllllpong and no 
respollse group. Out of"2 administrative elites o~ ~Dl1p~ tri~, (lne is Cherji 
and the other is in l".u response· group •. Two adnuillstratlve elites o! Wanchos 
tribe are from the sub-tribe of WamJen 811d Scham. The ~\lb-tnbe of one 
elite of Tangsil tribe is Y cugsam. Onl) administrative elite from Singpho 
tribe did net mention his sub-tribe. 

The 18 business elites are distributed as follows: Out?f 15 busine~s. elites 
of the Acli tribe, there are 6.67% Basar, 13.33% Pas), 6.67% Mint~ong, 
60.00% Gallong, 6.67% Riba and 6.67% Duyum.. The only ~. busl~es~ 
elites from the Tagin tribe have their sub-trib~ Taglll. One busmess elites 
of the Hlll miri tribe is frOID the Maksa sub-tnbe. 
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As regards the distribution of students there are 42 Adi students. Out 
of these 9.52% are Pasi, 21.43% are Padam, 19~05% are Miniyong, 
.23.82% are Gallong, 9.52% are Gallo, and 2.38% are from each of the sub
tribe of Tabin, Kato, Bokar, Kamba, and Kamkar. One Adi student comes 
und~r no response group. Out of 5 students from Tagin tribe,40.00% are 
Tagm, 20.00% respondents belong to each category of Yan, Dupit and no 
resp~nse. Out of 4 Nishi students, 50.00% belong to Nishi, 25.00% belong 
()f Klpa and 25.00 to Taka sub-tribe. There are 7 Hill Miri students. Out 
of them 28.55% are Mite, 14.29% are each of the sub-tribe of Pei, Muri, 
Hongkar, Babla and Lamdak respectively. From among the four Mishmi 
-students there are 25.00% respondents from among the each sub-tribe of 
Miju, Digaru, Melo and Idu. Out of three Apatani students, there are 
33.33% respondents from Nani sub-tribe and 66.67% belong to the no res
ponse group. Out of 5 Noctes, 20.00% are Lowang, 40.00% Nocte, 20.00% 
are Hosai and 20.00% come in the category of no response. There are 5 
-students who come in the category of no response. 

Above all, out of the total 111 elites belonging to Adi tribe, there are 1.80% 
respondents from Basar, 0.90% from each of the sub-tribe of Jamoh, Loya, 
Rukbo, Etc., Karko, Yougrm, Mishing, Doyum, Tabip., Kato, Bokar, Kamba 
and Kamkar sub-tribes. There are 9.03% from Pasi, 3.60% from Nishi, 
11.71 % from Padam, 14.41% from Miniyong, 7.21% from Gallo and 
1.80% from Riba sub-tribe and 1.80% from no response group. 

Out of the total 11 Tagin elites, 45.46% belong to Tagin, 9.09% belong 
to each sub-tribe of Raji, Gyama and Diput and 18.18% belong to Yan 
sub-tribe and 9.09% come in the group of no response of the total 9 elites 
of Nishi tribe, there are 11.11 % respondents belonging to each of the sub
tribe of Tadar, Tado, Tagin, Kipa and Tako and 22.22% respondents are 
in each of Tana and Nishi sub-tribe. There are 12 clites coming from Hill 
Miri tribe. Out of them 25.00% are Nishi, 16.69% Mite and 8.33% 
are from each of the sub-tribe of Tagin, Maksa, Pei, Muri, Hongkar, Babia 
and Lamdak. Out of the 6 elites of Mishmi tribe, there are 16.67% respon
dents from each Mija and Melo sub-tribe and 33.33% respondents are from 
Digaru and Idu sub-tribe group. The total number of elites from the 
Apatani tribe is 10.00%. Their sub-tribe are 20.00% ~adi, 20.00% ~as,? 
'and 10.00% respondents belong to each sub-tribe of Duya, He~e and Nam 
and 30.00% belong 10 no response category. Out of the 9 elites of Note 
tribe, 22.22% are Lowang, 33.33% Nocte, 11.11 % from each of Aluk and 
Hosai and 22.22% in no response category. Them are total 15 respondents 
from Khampti tribe, of which 13.33% are Namchum, 6.67% Noble, Nan
pong, Mien and Taikhampti, 13.33% Mansoe and .46.66% are under 'no 
response' category. Out of 4 elites from Monpa tnbe, there are 25.00% 
from no response group. Only 2 elites ~re from Wa.ncho tribe who ~r~ 
divided into Wanjen and Baham sub-trIbe. The~e IS_ o~e T~ngsa eltt~, 
whose sub-tribe is Youngan. There are totaL 6 elites, 2 III Sunpho,. 2 m 
Mishing, and 1 in each of Ramo and Mamba. They have ~ot mentioned 
their sub-tribes. The following main conclusions can be denved from the 
figures of the Table VI.4. 

1. In all fifteen major tribes and sixty five sub-tribe/clans are repre
sented in the present study; 

2. Adi respondents are the largest in the pttsen~ ~!udy. 
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3. In Daporijo sub-division, where Adi, Hill Miri, Tagin and Nishi 
respondents live side by side, there is some confusion regarding 
the sub-tribe because all of them have mentioned 'Nishi' as their 
sub-tribe. Now-a-days, 'Nisis' (former Dofalas) are regarded u 
fullfiedged major tribe. 



CHAPTER VII 

CHANGING PATTERN OF FAMILY AND MARRIAGE 

For the proper understanding of the changing pattern of family and marriage, 
this chapter is divided into two parts : 

(i) the first part deals with the traditional pattern of family and 
marriage as prevalent among the different tribes of Arunachal 
Pradesh; 

(ii) and second part deals with the attitudes and views of the elites 
towards the family and marriage. The following are the main foci 
of empiricaJ findings: 

(a) nature and size of the family; 

(b) attitude towards the nature of family; 

(c) division of labour in the family; 

(d) status of women and settlement of marriage; 

(e) factors effecting birth; 

(f) preference for selecting partners; 

(g) migration and family. 

I 

A number of tribes live in Arunachal Pradesh and naturally their social 
customs differ from each other. In Kameng district, the Monpas have been 
traditionally polyandrous. Even in 1952, Shri L. N. Chakraborty found that 
some women were having more than two husbands.1 The age of marriage 
among the Monpas for both boys and girls may rank between 10-25 years. 
Marriage is generally arranged by parents. Remarriage of widows is allow· 
ed and divorce is permissible. But, out of both parties, whosoever takes the 
initiative for the dissolution of marriage will have to pay a heavy compensa
tion. The birth of a male child is preferred. Among the Sherdukpens of 
the Kameng district, the family system is patriarchical. Monogamy is the 
prevailing form of marriage among the Sherdukpens. Among them, there 
has been the custom of youth dormitary also. Boys and girls used to live 
in separate dormitories. Levirate and sororate forms of marriages also exist 
and widow marriage is permis&ible and socially respectable among them.2 

The analysis of the s_tructure of marriage among the Akas-also shows that 
it is patrilocal and the descent of inheritance is in the male line. The prac
tice of elopment or capture is also acknowledged in some cases. 

1 J. N. Choudhury, "Arunachal Panorama", Shillong 1973, pp. 48·49. 
'2 Ibid., p. 59. 
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Like oth~r tribes of Arunachal Pradesh, marriage among the Apatanis is 
considered as a personal affair i.e., marriage is settled by the partners them
selves. Brideprice is not obligatory among them. Polygamy is permitted 
among them. Even in 1944, Prof. C. F. Haimondorf, when he visited in the 
Apatani plateau, found that the cases of polygamy were not much, while 
wealthy Dafalas married upto seven or eight wives and extended their large 
homes sufficiently to accommodate several married sons.3 The Apatanis 
observe the rules of clan exogamy and tribal endogamy, and primarily the 
type of family is unclear among them. Among the Hill Miri, various forms 
of marriages are recognised. These are NYIDA, TARO-HALE and NIM
MOLl forms of marriage. In NYIDA forms of marriage, boys' father's more 
is the initial role and this is expensive type. The PAPO-HALE marriage 
requires payment of one or two mithuns as brideprice. The NIMMOLI type 
of marriage is elopment marriage. The Hill Miris are divided into many 
phratries, each comprising different clans and descent goes in male line. 
Besides practising formal marriage, the polygyn/youns Dafia society perfers 
elopment type of marriage and the question of brideprice is also there. 
Living in between the Dafi£l, and the Adis of Siang, the Tagins have the 
large concentration in the north of Subansiri district. Patrilocal residence 
is the rule and the senior most member is regarded as the head of the family. 
Tagin family may be called a joint family.4 

Adis are the most dominant and advanced tribe of Siang District. The 
descent among them is traced through the father and the property is inherit·· 
ed on the male line. To minimise the bddeprice, the system of exchange 
marriage is also practised among them. The Gallons practise a short of 
polyandry, an institution unknown to other tribes of this region.5 Mono
gamy is the general rule and rarely a second wife is taken before the fir~t 
has died or been divorced. Adi society is characterised by their village youth 
dormitory and this is an important institution for developing a spirit of 
cooperation among the young boys and girls. The dormitory is calle.d 
'DERE' by the Miniyong, 'MOSHUP' by the Padam, 'BANGE' by the Bons 
and Ashings and 'NGAPTEK' by the Milan and other allied groups.6 The 
dormitory is generally constructed at the centre of the village and the 
Kebang council is held there. 

The Lohit District is mainly occupied by the Mishmis, Khamtis, and Sing
phos. The Khamptis follow the tribal endogamy and clan exogamy. Their 
society is patriarchal. Most of the clans names are derived from mythical 
or historical events. They are monogamous. Marriage is arranged by a 

3 Christoph Von :Furer Haimondorf, "The Auatanis and their Neighbours" Rout
ledge and Kegan Paul, London, 1962, pp. 92. 

4 J. N. Choudhury, "Arunachal Panorama", p. 157. 

5 Ibid., P. 180. For details see R. N. Bordoloi "Social Structure of a Minyong 
Village 1971" (Joya Chetia, "Social Structure of a Padam Village in NEFA" 
A. M. Dissertation, Dept. of Sociology. Dibrugarh University, 1970). Indra Kanta 
Gogoi, "Social Structure of an Odi Village in Arunachal Pradesh", (M. A. Ilisse.r· 
tation, Dept. of Sociology, Dibrugarh University, 1974). 

, Sachin Roy, "Aspects of Padam Miniyong Culture" Shillong, 1966, p. 195. 
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middleman. Marriage by service and mutual consent, though not popular 
i.s socially recognised. Cross cousin marriage is in vugue. The most pre
fered mate is one's mother's brother's daughter. Divorce is not encourag
ed, but allowed if unavoidable and adoption of a son is permitted.7 To all 
three .gr~)Ups of Mishmis (Digarn, Idu and Miju) the process of marriage 
negotIatIOns appears to be almost the same. Polygamy though permissible, 
few can afford to have many wives. Girl's consent for marriage is the only 
determining factor for mutual forms of marriage. Marriage within the same 
clan is ruled out of question. Inheritance of property devolves in the male 
line. The question of bride price is also there among the Mishmis and this 
is similar to the Adis. Among the Idu Mishims, a man cannot marry a 
girl, if she is within 13 degree of descent from material grandfather in th~ 
male)ine.8 ~ 

Living in the close proximity with the Khamtis, the Singphos show a 
typical tradition about their marriage and family, Polygamyis an accepted 
institution but a girl can be had only with price. The chief, however, can 
afford to have many wives. Chieftainship is hereditory among them. The 
youngest son succeeds to the title of his father and a greater share of his 
father's property. He is entitled to have the movable property and rightfully 
claims his father's wife in absence of his father's brother. 

The Tangsa, Wanchsos and Noctes are the chief tribal groups of the 
-district of Tirap. The Nocte society is usually divided into two classes. The 
chief and his descendants form a class called LOWANJAT and the com
moners are regarded as SANAJAT. Marriage between the classes is prohi
bited, but the chief can always take a commoner girl for his wife except 
the first who must belong to the higher class. Tribal endogamy and dan 
exogamy are the general rules of marriageY Preferential cross-cousin 
marriage is most favourable among the Noctes. MORUNG is the central 
and resting place of the NOCTES and almost all sorts of social problems 
are discussed and settled there. MORUNG has an important place among 
the Wancho society to consider all village activities. There is no custom 
of Morung for girls, -but arrangements are made for their separate using. 
Though marriages are generally settled by parents, young boys and girls 
select their own mates. Cross-cousin marriage is socially preferable amo~g 
the Wanchos. Wancho society is patrilineal and the property de\'olves 1U 

the male line. Family property is not distributed even. when the separ~te 
setting of the sons is established. There are no special and outstandmg 
features of family system and marri~ge .among th~ minor gr,?up of ~angs~s. 
They follow the same rules and obhgatIOns relatmg to marrIage and family 
me as the other tribes in the Tirap district do. 

II 

In the preceding pages, an attempt has been made to analyse briefly the 
traditional pattern of family organisation among the different tribes of 

7 Biswajit Sen, "The Khamptis: An Outline of their Culture" in 'Man in India', 
Vol. 45, No.3, July-Sept., 1965, pp. 240, 141. 

8 J. N. Choudhury, ibid., p. 210. 

'9 Ibid., p. 225. 
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Arunachal Pradesh. In this part, we are more concerned to explain the 
changing pattern of family and marriage as observed by the elites under 
stl!dy. 

Nature and Size of the Family (Table VII-I) 

As indicated by the figures of the table VII : 1, out of total elites under 
study in the case of 70.4% the family is joint whereas for 29.6% it is 
nuclear. 67.74% political elites are from joint families and only 32.26% 
are from the nuclear families. As regards the size of family, in the case of 
12.43% political elites it consists of 1-5 members, 32.26% of them live 
in families with 6-10 members, 19.35% live with 11.-15 members, 19.35% 
with 16-20 members and 16.12% political elites live with 21-25 
members. The size of 16.66% administrative elites families is of 1-5 
members, of 40% it is 6-10 members, of 25% it is of 11-15 members of 
11.66% it is of 16-20 members, of 5% it is of 21-25 members and in the 
case of 1.68% administrative elites, the size of family consists of 26.30% 
members. 77.78% business elites are from joint families and 22.22% are 
from nuclear families. 5.55% of them live with 1-5 members, 27.80% with 
6-10 members, 27.77% with 11-15 members, 22.22% with 21-25 members, 
11.11 % with 31-35 members, 5.55% with more than 36 members, 
73.56% students are from joint families and 26.44% are from nuclear 
families. The size of the family of 20.(j8% students consists of 1-5 members, 
of 51.74% students, it consists of 6-10 members, in the case of 14.74% 
students it consists of 11-15 members, for 6.89% students its size is of 
16-20 members, of 2.29% students it is of 21-25 members, of 3.46% 
studen_ts, it is of 26-30 members. 

On the basis of Table VII-I, following main conclusions can be derived:

(a) joint families are more common among all groups of elites under 
study; 

(b) only in the case of 16.86% elites, the size of family consists of 
1-5 members. In the case of 42.85% respondents the size of the 
families of 6-10 members of 19.89% respondents it consists of 
11-15 members, of 9.69% it is of 16-20 members, of 7.14% res
pondents, it is between 21-25 members, for 20.04% respondents, 
it is between 26-30 members, for 1.U2 it is between 31-36, 
members and for one respondent the size of family consists of more 
than 36 members. 

t c) Groupwise analysis of mean size will reveal that the mean size of 
the family of political elites consists of 12.7% members, of admi
nistrative elites it is of 10.6% members of business elites it is of 
16.8% members and in the case of students it consists of 9.3% 
members. The mean size of the family of total elites consists of 
11.1 % members. 
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Attitudes towards family (Table VII-2) 

The emergence of nuclear family is an indication of the impact of modem 
education, economic activities and urbanisation and the' traditional pattern 
of joint family system is gradually declining with the expansion of education, 
changing roles and division of labour. 

Table VII-2 

Respondents AWtude Towards Family 

Joint Family Nuclear Family 
Count column p.c. 

Rowp.c. Favour- Unfa- Neutral Total Favour- Unfa- Neutral Total 
able vourablc ablve vourable 

l' Pol. Elites 24 4 3 31 8 18 5 31 
77'42 12·90 9,68 100'00 25'80 58'07 16'13 100'0 

16'21 14'28 15,00 15'81 17'78 15'79 13'51 15'81 

2. Ad. Elites 39 13 8 60 17 33 10 60 
65'00 21'66 13,34 100'00 28·33 55'00 16' 67 100'00 
26'35 46'43 40'00 30·62 37'78 28'94 27'03 30'62 

--- ---_----- --- ---- ----------". ------
3. Business Elites 17 0 18 1 12 5 1 

94'45 5'55 0'00 100,00 5'55 66'66 27'79 100'00 
11'49 3'58 0'00 9,18 2,22 10'54 13'52 9'j8 

4. Students 68 10 9 87 19 51 17 87 
78'16 11'49 10' 35 JOO'OO 21'83 58'63 19'54100'00 
45'95 35'71 45'00 44' 39 42'22 44'73 45'94 44'39 

5. Column-Total 148 28 20 196 45 J 14 37 19 
75'51 14'28 10·21 100' 00 22,95 58'17 18'88 100 00 

100'00 100'00 100'00 100'00 100'00 100'00 lCO'OO 100'00 

As indicated by the table VII-2, 77.42% political elit~s favour joint family 
system and 12.90% disfavour it. Again, for 12.80% of the same group 
nuclear family is favourable. Out of the administrative elites, 65.00% favour 
joint family while 28.33% favour nuolear family. From among the business 
elites, 94.45% respondents favour joint family while 5.55% favour nuclear 
family. 78.16% of students favour joint family while 21.83% favour 
nuclear family. Out of the total 196 respondents, 78.51 % favour joint 
family while nuclear family is favoured by 22.95 %. It may be concluded 
that :-

1. The joint family system is even to-day favoured by a large majority 
of elites; 

2. With the expansion of modern education, growth of urban centres 
and emergence of white collar occupations, though in minority but 
a group of people are attracted towards the nuclear family. 
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3. Division of Labour in the family (Table VII-3) 

One important feature of modernisation is change in the role and position 
of women. In the course of interview elites were asked "Has any change 
occur sed regarding 'the division of labour and jobs of male and female in 
your fam;iy?" The following table throws light on the responses. 

Table VII·3 

Changing Pattern at Division of Labour in the Family 

Male Female 
Count Column P.c. -----_._---

Row p.c. Yes No Total Yes No Row 
Total 

1. POJ.~lites 22 9 31 12 19 31 
10'96 29·04 100·00 38·11 61·29 100·00, 
18.33 II· 84 15.81 12·31 19·20 15.81 

2. Ad.'Elites 35 25 60 28 32 60 
S8'33 41'61 100·00 46·66 53'34 100'00 
29'16 32·90 30.62 28·86 32.32 30'62 

3. B$iness Elites 11 1 18 12 6 18 
61 '11 38·89 100.00 66'66 33·34 100.00 
9.18 9'21 9·18 12.31 5·36 9'18 

4. Stulicnts 52 35 81 45 42 87 
59.11 40.23 100·00 51·13 48.21 1000O!} 
43.33 46'05 44'39 46·40 42'42 44'39 

._-----------_. 
COI~,Total 120 16 196 97 99 196 

61'22 37'78 100·00 49·48 50·52 100·00. 
100'00 JOO.OO 100.-061. 19&000 10t).O()" 100·00 

(t) 'In the.group of political elites, in·the -case of 70.97% male and 
38.71% females. change.,has taken"pIace-in their roles in the 
family; 

(ii) Atlministrative.elites feel that in the case of '58:33%' males and 
46.66% females, change -in their roles- and jobs has occurred; 

(iji) Business elites have opined-1hat:the roles of 61.11% males and 
66.66% femalei hav.e changed ·in theil'· faf:!lilies;. 

(iv) In the group of students, change has occurred in the roles of 
59.77% males and 51.73% females. 

It:' may be concluded that :-
( • ). a definite change in tho roles, and, jobs- .of, males .and females in 

the . families of elites under study has taken place; 
(\)~ keeping in view the deep rooted tradition socio-economic structure 

of Arunachal Pradesh, this degree, of change should not be 
considered as insignificant; 

(e) In the political elite group, this change -is more conspicuous in 
case of· males than that of their females .. The business elites .group 
shows more change in case of females than in ~ase ;of males. The 
other two elite groups show almost equal degree of change among 
both lIex groups. 
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4. Status of Women and Settlement of Marriage (Table VII-4) 

Table VII-4 

Elites' Attitudes Towdrds the treaiment oj Warnell and Settlement of 
Marriage 

Nature of Treatment Settlement of Marriage 
Count Column P.c. 

Row P.c. Inferior Equal Superior By parents By Marr- Elopment 
ingcouples 

1. Pol. Elites (31) 20 11 0 15 14 2 
64'50 35'50 0'00 48·38 46'16 6'46 
21,50 12'09 0.00 15·46 15'90 22'22 

2. Administrative Elites 25 33 2 32 25 3 
(60) 41.67 55'00 33'33 53.33 41'66 5'01 

26'88 36·26 16'67 32·32 28'40 33;33 

:3. Business Elites (18). 14 2 2 10 8 0 
77'80 11.10 11'10 55.55 44.45 0·00 
15'05 2'20 16'61 9'80 9'11 0·00 

4. Students (87) 34 45 8 42 41 4 
39'09 51'72 9·91 48,38 47·12 4'50 
36'57 49.45 66'66 42·42 46'59 44.4S 

Column Total (196) • 93 91 12 99 88 9 
47·44 46'43 6'13 50,51 44'90 4'59 

100'00 100.00 100'00 100·00 100·00 10e·OO 

:;rhe following trends are revealed by the figures of the above ~able : 
(a) 64.50% political elites, 41.69% administrative elites, 77.80% 

business elites and 39.09% students feel that !he position of 
women i§ inferior to men in their families; 

(b) only among the administrative elites and students, majority of 
the respondents (55.00% and 51.72% resp~ctively) f~el !hat Qle 
position of women is equal to men; 

(c) overall, analysis indicates that 47.44% respondents feel that the 
position of women is inferior, 46.43% consider i! equal, whereas. 
6.13% of them think it superior to men; . 

(d) As regards the settlement of marriage, in the case of 48.38%'. 
political elites, 53.33% administrative elites, 55.55% bu~~nes§ 
elites and 48.33% students, it is settl.ed by parellts; , 

(e) 45.16.% political elites, 41.66% administrative elites, 44.45% 
business elites, 47.12% students are of the view that in theiJ: 
families marriage is settlep by the marryillg couples !h~Ill~~lve~. 

(f) overall, analysis shows that 50.51 % elites are of the view 
that in the case of their families marriage is settled by parents. 
whereas, 44.90% respondents' families, it i§ settled by couples, 

(g) In the opinion of 4.59% elites, mai:riage~ ~re settled by ~lop!1!~!!~ 
in their families. 
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Factors Affecting Birth and Size of Family (Table VII-5) 
Substantial standard of life is the main problem of the underdevelopei 
countries where population pressure is too high. Decrease in the size o£ 
family leads to the .lessening of popUlation pressure which may be helpful 
in achieving of high standard of life. As it is obvious from the earlier 
tables, the size of family in Arunachal is generally large. There were two 
questions in the interview schedule to know the views of the elites on 
the following points. (a) Number of children desired by them; and (b), 
factors causing birth of a child. . 

As indicated by the figures of Table VII-5-

(a) 8.67% elites want only one child, two children are desired by 
4.59% elites, three children by 36.22% elites, four children by 
28.06% elites and more than four children are desired by 22.46%: 
elites. In the tribal agrarian economy of Arunachal Pradesh, 
more sons are regarded as an asset; -.... 

(b) the largest percentage of political elites (38.70%) want four 
children followed by more than four (32.25%) and three childrell 
(25.80%). The largest percentage among the administrative ~lite9 
want three children (38.33%) followed by four (35.00%) and 
more than four children (23.33%).44.44% business elites desiro 
to have more than four children, 33.34% of them want four and 
22.22 % three children. The largest percentage of §tudents 
(41.37%) want three children and only 18.39% and 13.80% 

. want four or more than four children respectively. 

(c) of all elites, 55.11 % be.lieve that the birth of a child depeJ!dS 
on the divine will, 41.83% feel that it depends on the will oil 
the couple and only 3.06% of them think it is caused by magic. 

(d) of all the elites; only among students majority 'ofthem (5057%) 
feel that the birth of a child depends on the will of the cotlp~e; 

(e) it is obvious that among the elites the belief in the efficacy of 
magic has been found to decline. With the growing education, 
(as it is found in the case of students and administrative' elites) 
there is a desire to have smaller size of family and educated elites 
are thinking more in terms of scientific causation. 

Preference. for Selecting Partners: 
For the male respondents, the preferences are divided into family' statui, 
beauty, character, education, hard work and occupation. For the female 
respondents, preferences are family status, physique, property, education. 
ch~acter and payment of bride price. 

(a) Political elites (Table VII-6) for selecting partners have given 
first preference to hard work, second to character, third ~o family 
status. Fourth to education, fifth to beauty and sixth to 
occupation. 

(b)' According to administrative elites (Table VII-7)' in selecting a 
mate the most important consideration is character (i) followed 
by hard work educa1ion (ii) beauty (iii) family status (iv) and 
oc_cupation (v). 
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(c) Business elites (Table VII-8) have given first preference to 
character, second to hardwork, third to family status, fourth to 
education, fifth to beauty and sixth to occupation. 

(d) Students (Table VII-9) have given first preference to character, 
second to education, third to beauty, fourth to hard work, fifth 
to family status and sixth to occupation. 

(e) Female respondents (Table VII-IO) have given first preference 
to character, second to education, third to family status, fourth 
to physique, fifth to property and sixth to the payment of bride 
price. . 

(f) Over all rank order based on the view of total elites (Table VII-II) 
reveals that first preference has given to character, second to 
hard work, third to education, fourth to beauty, fifth to family 
status and sixth to occupation. 

8-276 R. G. India{ND/81 
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Migration and Family: (Table V!{.12) 
Due to spread of education, influence of urbanisation and modern govern
ment services and diversification of occupations, people of Arunachal 
Pradesh are migrating from their place of birth to other places. The migra
tion is occurring within and outside of A.runachal Pradesh. The frequent 
contacts of these migrants do influence the ways of life in Arunachal. These 
migranfs bring new ideas, values dress and diatary patterns which are 
diffused among others also. 

We wanted to know has any member from among the families of these 
elites migrated out of the place of his birth. It has been found that: 

(a) In the case of the 38.70% families of the political elites, 25% 
of the administrative elites, 27.78% of the business elites and 
25.28% of the families of the students, some one has migrated. 

(b) 75% from among the migrants of the families of the political 
elites, 86.66% of the administrative elites, 100% of the business 
elites and 100% from the families of the students have migrated 
within Arunachal Pradesh. 

(c) The maximum percentage of migrants (25.00%) from among the 
families of political elites have emigrated to out of Arunachal 
Pradesh.· 

(d) Cent per cent migrants from among the families of political. 
administrative and business elites keep contact with their family 
members. But in the case of students, it has been found that 
only 90.10% migrants are keeping contact with their original 
families. 

On the basis of the study of migration, it may be said that the age old 
isolation of the families of elites is gradually being broken and even through 
the process of migration they are coming in contact with and being exposed 
to the outside world. 
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CHAPTER vrn 
MODERNISATION OF ECONOMY AND OCCUPATION 

Here an attempt has been made to throw light on the economy and occupa
tions of the elites. The present Chapter is mainly concerned with the 
following points; 

1. the income group; 

2. traditional and present occupation; 

3. main and subsidiary occupations of the three generations; 

4. present methods of cultivations; 

5. changes in the field of a~iictifture; 

6. attitude towards occupations; and 

7. attitude towards adoption of modet:n technique in agriculture. 

1. Income Group of the Elites: (Table VIU.1) 

The figures of the table reveal that,-
(a) out of the total respondents, 49.49% belong to the income group 

of Rs. 1,000 to 300.00 per month followed by 23.98% who 
belong to the income group of Rs. 301.00-to 600.00; 9.69% to 
the income group of Rs. 601-900.00. 

(b) those whose families are in between the income group of 
Rs. 1-300 majority of them (65.98%) are students followed by 
administrative elites (20.62%); 

(c) those whose families are in between the income group of Rs. 301-
600.00, majority of them (44.68 % ) are administrative elites 
followed by students (21.28%); 

(d) another interesting finding is this that there is no family of busi
ness elite above the income of Rs. 15,000 per month, and on the 
other hand, more or less from among every group of elite some 
of their families are in the income group of Rs. 2,101 per month 
or above also. Even out of the students, 2.30% have family 
income of Rs. 2,101 per month or above. 

(e) though the family income of the business elites are not more than 
, Rs. 1,500 per month still out of the income group of Rs. 1-300, 
only 3.09% are business elites. So it can be said that econo
mically they are from middle class families; 

(f) the per month mean income of the families of political elites is 
Rs. 740.32, of the families of administrative elites is Rs. 645.00 
of business elites families is Rs. 650.00 and of the families of 
students it is Rs. 356.89. The mean income of the all groups of 
elites under study is Rs. 519.89. 

2. Occupations of the Elites Families: (Table vrn.2) 
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From the table VIII-2, we can derive the following points: 
(a) out of the total respondents, the traditional family occupation of 

98.97% respondents was cultivation and of 1.03% respondents 
families, it was timber business; 

(b) in the present family occupation of the majority of elites 
(50.51 %) is cultivation, followed by cultivation and government 
service (26.03%) cultivation and business (15.30%) cultivation. 
business and government service (3.58%) only government 
service (3.06%) and timber business and government service 
(1.53%); 

(c) most of the families of elites even to-day have cultivation as 
occupation. Only 4.59% respondents families have no 
cultivation. 

(d) in the spheres of occupation, the'trends of modernisation are 
clearly visible. Occupational structure has been diversified. 
Apart from agriculture, government service and business have 
emerged as new occupations. 

3. Principal occupations of the three generations of Elites: (Table-VIII.3) 

Here, an attempt has been made to throw light on the occupations of the 
grand father, father and the respondents which will indicate towards the 
change in the occupational pattern during the last three generations. 

(a) Cent percent occupation of the grand fathers of the political elites 
was cultivation. In the generation of father change in the occu
pational structure is visible. 90.32% fathers of political elites 
were engaged in cultivation and other 9.66% were in government 
service. In the generation of respondents, this change is more 
conspicious occupation of only 64.62% political elites is cultiva
tion, 16.12% of them are engaged in business and 19.36% are 
whole time social workers; 

(b) 96.66% grand fathers of the administrative elites were cultivators 
and 3.34% were in government service while 88.33% fathers 
were cultivators. 10% government servants and 1.67% busi
nessmen. All administrative elites are government servants but 
10% of them are still having cultivation as their subsidiary 
occupation; 

(c) In the group of business elites, all grand fathers were cultivators. 
94.44% fathers were cultivators and the rest 5.56% were 
government servants. In the generation of respondents, all are 
engaged in business but 55.55% of them have cultivation as 
subsidiary occupation; 

(d) In the case of students, 1.15% grand fathers were slaves. 
94.26% were cultivators, 1.15% were engaged in domestication 
of animals, 1.15% were government servants and 2.29% were 
tribal chiefs, 1.15% fathers were slaves, 81.67% were culti
vators, 10.34% were government servants, 5~57% were in 
businer.s and 1.15% were tribal chiefs; 

(e) in this way, we find that the occupational structure in Arunachal 
has been modernised. In the place of cultivation, new occupa
tions have emerged. There is a definite shift in occupational 
pattern from one generation to the other. 
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An Apatani ploughing with power tiller 

Terrace Rice Cultivation 
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4. Subsidiary Accupations of the Three Generations: (Table VIII.4) 

The figures of the table VIII.4 reveal that :-

~. 

(a) the most of the respondents do not know subsidiary occupations 
of their grand fathers are have not responded; 

(b) those who know the subsidiary occupations of their grand fathers, 
most of them i.e. 35.43% grand fathers of political elites, 25% 
grand fathers of administrative elites, 38.88% grand fathers of 
business elites and 39.09% grand fathers of students adopted 
domestication of animals as subsidiary occupation; 

(c) the same trend, as in the generation of grand fathers is also found 
in the fathers generation as regards the subsidiary occupation; 

(d) out of the political elites, 22.58% have taken cultivation as 
subsidiary occupation followed by 19.39% domestication of 
animals. Out of the administrative elites, 45 % have accepted 
cultivation as subsidiary occupation followed by 11.66% govern
ment service. Out of the business elites 55.55% have taken 
cultivation as subsidiary occupations; 

( e) the principle occupations of the grand fathers" and fathers' e:ene
rations, as shown in the earlier table, have become subsidiary 
occupations in the respondents generation. . 

Presen~ Method of Cultivation: (Table vm.5) 
TabJe VIII.S 

Present Method of Cultivation 

Jhuming Terra- Wet Rice Jhuming! Terraced! Jhuming! No Res- Total 
ced CuItiva- Terraced Settled Settled ponse 

tion 

47 5 50 24 6 53 11 196 

24·0 2·6 24·5 12·2 3·3 2·73 5·6 100·00 

Out of the total elites, 24% follow jhum cultivation, 2.6% terrace cultiva
tion,24.5% w.R.e., 12.2% adopt both jhuming as well as terrace cultiva
tion, 3.1 % terrace and settled cultivation, 27.1% jhuming as well as 
s~t1ed fultivation and 5.6% have not responded. 

(j. Changes in the field of Agriculture: (Table VIII.6) 
The economy of Arunachal is still predominantly agrarian. Under the 
new development programmes, whether any change has <>ccured in the 
field of agriculture or not? For this, we wanted to know the nature of 
change in the follo:wing spheres: 

(a) ownership of land; 
(b) ownership of forest land; 
(c) adoption of new techniques in agric:ulture; 
(d) adoption of improved seeds; and 
(e) the irriga!ion facili!ies. 
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(i) 51.61 % political elites feel that change in the ownership of land 
has taken place, 67.74% of them feel this change in the owner
ship of forest land, 74.20% political elites have adopted new 
techniques of cultivation, 93.54% have adopted improved seeds. 
and in the case of 87.87% political elites, irrigation facilities are 
available to them; 

(ii) 70% administrative elites feel that change has taken place in 
the ownership of land, 73.33% feel this change in-the ownership 
of forest land, 85 % of them have adopted new techniques of 
agriculture, 78.33% have adopted improved seeds, and to 
63.33% irrigation facilities are available; 

(iii) 88.88% business elites feel change in the ownership of land and 
72.22% in the ownership of forest land, 17.77% of them have 
adopted new technique of agriculture, 66.66% have adopted 
improved seeds and to 61.11 % irrigation facilities are available: 

(iv) 48.27% students view that change in the ownership of land has 
occurred, 56.32% of them feel the same regarding the forest 
land. In the families of 72.41 %, new techniques of agriculture 
and in the case of 63.21 % families improvea-seeds have been 
adopted and to 51.73% irrigation facilities are available. 

'J. Attitude of th~ respondents towards good harvest 
We tried to know the attitude of the responden!s regarding the causes. of 
good harvest. They were asked to give their preferences out of the 
following factors : 

1. supernatural power; 
2. own labour; 
J. knowledge and adoption of new techniques; and 
4. help from government. 

fa) Political Elites: (Table VIII-7) 
Among the poJitical elites, the first preferences highest goes to the own 
labour followed by supernatural power (ii) knowledge and adoption of 
new techniques (iii) and help from government (iv) . 

. (b) AdminIstrative Elites: (Table VIII-8) 
To the administrative elites the factors which determine the good hanrest 
are a bit different from the attiudes of the political elites. Out of the total 
preferences, the first cause is one's owp. labour, followed by knowledge 
and adoption of new agricultural techniques (ii), supernatural power (iii)~ 
and help from government (iv). 

Table VIII-7 

.Factors Determining Good Harvest (Political Elites) 

4 3 2 Total Rank 
Score 

I n III IV 

Supernatural 9x4 9x 3 7x2 6x 1 83 
Power =36 =27 =1<4- =6 
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Introducing modem implement in paddy tbreshing 
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Traditional settled cultivation at the Apatani Valley 

Traditional water mill of the Khampti 
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Table VII. 7-Co1ltd. 

4 3 2 Total Rank 
-------.------~- Score 

II IfI IV 
---_---._--_. 

'Own Labour 16x4 lOx 3 2x 2 3x 1 101 I 
=64 =30 =4 =3 

Knowledge &Adoption 3x4 8x 3 13x 2 7x 1 79 If{ 
of newagritechnique =12 =24 =26 =7 

Help from Government 3x4 4x 3 9x 2 15x 1 57 IV 
=12 ~d2 c,18 =15 

.. ---------.---
Weight age of Scores :-1 Preference =04 scores; 

n =3 
lIT ~2 

IV d 

Table VHI. 8 

Factors Determilling Good Harvest (Administrative Elites) 

4 3 2 Row Rank 
-------_-"--------- Total 

I II III IV 
-------~-_-

Supernatural Power llx 4 13x 3 13x 2 23x 1 132 III 
=44 =39 =26 =23 

----------------_._--_._-
Own Labour 23x4 15x 3 14x 2 8x 1 173 I 

=92 =45 =28 =8 
._----_-

Knowledge & Adoption 18x.4 22x 3 9x2 11 X 1 167 II 
of new Agr:cultural =72 =66 =18 =11 
techniques. 

Help from Government 9x4 9x 3 24x 2 18x 1 129 IV 
=36 =27 =48 =18 

Weightage of Scores I Preference 4 Scere 
II 3 
I1I 2 
IV 

(c) Business _(Table VIII.9) 
The factors as viewed by the business elites which are responsible for 

good harvest, first preference goes to own labour followed by knowledge 
and adoption of new agricultural techniques (ii), help from government 
(iii) and supernatural power (iv). 

(d) Students Elites (Table VIlLI 0) . 

According to jhe students, most important f~ctor is the own labour" 
(i) followed by supernatural power (li), knowledge and adoption of new 
agricuJ'ural techniques (iii) and help from government (iv). 
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From the above analysis it has become clear that :-

(a). though the political elites and the administrative elites are the 
part and parcel of the government and its policies, still according 
to them, help from the government is the fourth and last factor 
which is responsible for good harvest; 

(b) another similarity in the attitude of all kinds of elites is this that 
all of them think 'own labour' as the most important factor for 
good harvest; 

(c) except the business elites, all others have given more or less 
some importance to the supernatural power. But the business 
elites think this factor as less important. 

Table VIII. 9 

lactors Determining Good Harvest (Business Elites) 

4 3 2 1 Row Rank 
Total 

I II III IV 

Supernatural Power 2x4 5x 3 2x2 9x 1 36 IV 
=8 =15 =4 =9 

Own Labour IOx4 5x 3 2x2 Ix 1 60 I 
=40 =15 =4 =1 

Knowledge & Adop- 3x4 6x 3 8x 2 1 xl 47 II 
tion of new agricul- =12 =18 =16 =1 
tural techniques. 

Help from Government 3x4 2>< 3 6x2 7x 1 37 III 
=12 =6 =12 =7 

Weightage of Scores I Preference 4 Score 
II 3 

III 
" 2 

IV 
---_ .. _-
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Table VIII. 10 

Factors Determining Good Harvest (Students) 

4 3 2 Row Rank 
Total 

I II HI IV 

Supernatural Power 24x4 24x 3 11x 2 28x I 218 II 
=96 =72 =22 =28 

Own labour 23x4 31 x 3 23x 2 lOx I 241 I 
=92 =93 =46 =10 

Knowledge & Adop- 27x4 17x 3 28x 2 15x 1 210 III 
tion of New Agr:cul- =108 =51 =56 =15 
tural technique. ._-_--

Help from Government 13 x4 15x 3 25x 2 34>~ I 161 IV 
=52 =45 =50 =34 

Weightage of Scores : I Preference 4 Score 
II 3 
III 2 
IV 1 

8. Attitude of all kinds of elites towards good harves~ (Table VIII-] 1). 

The figures of the table VIII.l1 indicate the attitude of all kinds of 
elites jointly towards the factors that are responsible in determining good. 
harvest. The first and most important factor that determines good harvest 
is the own labour (i) followed by knowledge and adoption of new agricul
tural technique (ii), supernatural power (iii) and help from the govern
ment (iv) which mean supernatural power is more important than 
government help and government help is the lowest important factor. 

9. Attitude Towards Change of Occupation (Table VIII.12). 
The figures of the table VII1.12, indicate the attitude of the respon

dents whether they want to change their present occupation; whether they 
are willing to take jobs out of their villages and region. From the figures 
of the table following conclusions can be drawn : 
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CHAPTER IX 

CHANGING AUTHORITY AND POLITICAL ATTITUDE OF 
ELITES. 

I 
We have discussed in previous page~', that the traditional social organi
sation in Arunachal Pradesh was primitive and tribal. Till recently, the 
different areas were almost isolated from each other. Even to-day, to 
reach certain administrati:ve centres and border areas, ten to twenty days 
tracking is required. Naturally, in such a condition, life was organi~ed 
around small and isolated village communities, where the members had 
a strong sense of group solidarity. The viUage communities, were 
<:ontrolled by customs and sanctions, enforced by family, clan and the 
village councils. In this' connection, it is better to understand the 
theoretical nature of authority and political system as found in the 
primiti:ve and tribal communities. As pointed out by Nadel,-

"Primitive political organisation is essentially an organisation for 
War and Peace - War without and peace within. Attacks on 
human life outside the political units are conceived as legitimate 
Warfare and entail no sanction - save the diffuse, voluntary 
sanctions of the revenge which chances of War might offer. Within 
the political unit such attacks are branded as crime: the society 
imposes penalities upon the perpetrator; or lays down compulsory 
acts of retali:ation (in the form of blood feud) or expiatory rites~ 
which will restore the peace that had been broken.1 

In the primitive organisation of the tribes of Arunachal Pradesh the 
above stated elements of political system used to exist. The main bases 
of organisation were kinship and the village. Inter-viHage and inter-clan 
feuds were rampant and sanctioned by customs. But one point should be 
noted that there were political institutions and authority in the form of 
Village Councils" Village Headman, Chiefs and Youth Dormitories. There 
were c1earcut customs which used to regulate the working of these 
authorities. Recently, some political sociologists have tried to make a 
distinction between the primiti:ve, traditional and modern political 
systems.2 According to them, primitive political system may be 
characterised by little structural differentiation and cultural secularisation. 
In this system, culture remains diffuse and parochial. No clear boundaries 
are found between political, economic and cultural activities. Primitive 
society is governed by customary rules of behaviour. The recruitment 
processes are minimum, of course, since there is relatively little role
differentiation. One can say of primitive political systems that though 
they have all the capabilities which are to be found in the more elaborate 
and comPlicated type of political systems, they have relatively little ability 
to adopt to new and difficult situations. 

S. F. Nadel, "The Hill Tribes of Kadero", Sudan Notes and Records, Vol. XXVI, 
1942, PI'. 1-44. For details see D. N. Majumdar and T. N. Madan. 'Sociat 
Anthropolovgy', Asia Publishing House, Bombay, Melville J. Hei'skovits 'Cultural 
Anthropology', ndian Edition, New Delhi, 1969. 

2 See G. A. Almand and G. B. Powell Jr., 'Comparative Politics:- A Develop
mental Approach', Indian Edition, New Delhi, Pl'. 213-254. 
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From Traditional Authority to Modem Authority 
The political authority in traditional structure of Arunachal was mainly 
exercised by the Village Councils. Almost all tribes had their councils 
which used to exist generally in each village. The village head-man, head 
of the family and clan used to be the members of these Councils. Even 
to-day, these Councils are effective bodies for judicial, economic and 
social functions withrn the village and their working has been legally re
cognised by the modern political authority. Among the Monpas of 
Tawang valley, the elected representatives from each settlement are called 
TSORGENS. A tsorgen is elected for three years and may be removed 
by TSO-TSANGZON for inefficiency or misdeeds. Vacancy is filled up 
by: re-election. Their main functions are admmistration of the village, 
advice to the households, supervision and settlement of Civil and criminal 
disputes. The Sherdukpens of Kamong have also their Village Council 
known as JUNG consisting of Thick AKHAO (The village headman) 
and the JUNGME (The ordinary members). The Thick Akhao is selected 
in an open meeting. The head of every family is, expected to participate 
in the meetings of the JUNG.3 The Village Council of Apatanis is 
known as Buliang consisting of clan representatives. There are three 
types of Buliang i.e., Akha Buliang, Yappa Buliang and Ajang Buliang. 
Akha Buliang consists of the Principal leaden,' of the viUages. Yappa 
Buliang consists of middle aged men who carryon the day to day conduct 
of the' village affairs and settle disputes. Ajan Buliang consists of 
youngmen who act as messengers and assist in the working of the Akha 
Buliang.-1 The Hill MiTis have Gams (village headmen) and their Council 
which settles disputes and criminal cases. The best form of tribal village 
Councils exist in Siang district particularly among the different Adi 
groups. The Village Council is' known as Kebang which exists in each 
village. Each male adult is the member of the Kebang. Fully democratic 
principles lie in the structure and functioning of Kebang. Generally, the 
meetings of Kebang are held in Moshup or Dere (dormitory). All matters 
of common interest such as disputes, elopment, civil and crimmal cases 
are decided by the Kebang in which every member has got equal right 
to speak. Among the Adis to settle the inter-village disputes, there are 
Bango-Kebangs consisting of the Gams (village headman) of a definite 
area. Inter Bango drsputes are settled by Bogum-Bokang (the highest 
Kebang) which has been introduced by the administration. These 
Kebangs are the sole authorities regarding customary law, marriage, 
divorce, theft etc. The Village Council among the Idu Mismis of the 
Lohit district is called ABBALA which consists of vilIage elders. Its 
jurisdiction is restricted only to judicial matters and does not include 
administration. 5 

As a whole, Mismis lack a strong political organisation. There are no· 
chiefs or village Councils except the Abbala of Idu Mismis. There are 
Village Chiefs among the Khamtis. The Chiefs are hereditary. The 
Chief is the political head and he rs assisted by a Council known a~ 
Mokchup. The Khamti customs prescribe such punishments as death, 
fines, deportation and whipping. 

3 For details see-Verrier Elwin, 'Democracy in NEFA' Shillong, 1955. 
4 See C. Von Furer Haimendorf, 'The Apa-Tanis and Their Neighbours', Rout-. 

ledge and Kegan Paul, London, 1962. 
5 See Sachin Roy, 'Padam Miniyong Culture, Shillong, pp. 218-222. 
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Among the Noktes of Tirap district, there are Chiefs as' well as the 
Village Councils called as NGOTHUN. The maintenance of order, 
1>ettlement of disputes within village and implementation of other activities 
of mutual interests are the functions of the Village Council. Tne couRcil 
consists of Chief, NGONGRA (assistant of Chief who performs religious 
<:eremonies). Ramba (the publicity man) and Tanba (the messenger) and 
administration has introduced the office of Gao-Bura who is also a member 
of tbe council. 

Among the Wanchos of Tirap, there are Chiefs who act as head and arc 
assisted by a Council also, which consists of village priest and some 
elders. I) Among the Tangsas of Tirap, the council is called Khaphua and 
the head of the council IS chosen on the basis of his wealth.' 

It may be concluded that in the traditional structure of Arunachal Pradesh, 
the authority use to vest among the following persons or institutions: 

(a) Head of the family; 
(b) elders of the village; 
(c) clan; 
(d) tribal priest; 
(e) village headman; 
(f) chosen representatives of the clan and the village; 
(g) village councIls; 
(h) chief of the tribe or of the village (either elected or hereditory). 

It may be mentioned in this connection that among the Nisis of Subansiri 
district and Misrmis of Lohit district, social organisation was not so 
cohesive. Among the Khamti, Syngphos, Nokte, Wancho and Tangsa, 
the political system was more authoritarian and Chiefs used to wield 
considerable political and economic power. Among the Adis of Siang 
and Apatani:s of Subansiri, the political system was more democratic. 
Among the Budhist tribes of Kameng and Siang the political system was 
theoratic cum democrat definitely, there was role differentiation which 
was primarily based on age, sex as well as functions. 

With the process of political development and administrative growth 
now there is more role differentiation. The place of customs is still 
very priminent but modern laws are also gradually being enforced. New 
process of recruitment of the administrative and political elite~' has started. 
The most spectacular aspect of transition in Arunachal Pradesh is the 
adaptive capacity of the traditional institutions like Village Councils and 
Youth Dormitories which are serving as a modern forum. 

In Arunachal, there was a participatory political system, _at least, among 
the tribes of the Siang district. With the introduction of the Grath 
Panchayat, Anchal Samiti, Zila Parishad and Pradesh Council (which will 
be now called Assembly) a modern participatory democratic political 
'System has emerged. The degree of modernisation may be measured by 
the ability of people 'to have opinion' and by their capacity to participate 
In the political processes. In this connection, we have tried to know the 
attitudes' and views of the elites, so that we could understand-

(a) therr interest in and awareness of the political participation; 
(b) their acceptance of new legal authority; 

'6 J. N. Choudhury. 'Arunachal Panorama', p. 251. 
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( c) and the nature of contact between the emerging elites and 
administration as well as effectiveness of administration. 

II 
With the advent of Panchayat Raj, a new type of political culture is in 
the process of growth in Arunachal Pradesh. The people have been given 
the right of franchise to elect their representatives' in the village 
Panchayats. In most of the cases, at the time of the last election, there 
was no contest and the representatives were chosen by consensu_§. In 
Arunachal, four way processes of change have been going on : 

(i) First of all, traditional authorities and common people have 
accepted the rule of law and the natronal authority. 

(ii) Secondly, wide spread administrative net-works have been 
developed. 

(iii) for the effective process of nation-building, many political 
sociologists have stressed on "creating coherent political forces 
that can make meaningful - a peoples feeling of association 
with its polity".1 In Arunachal also, new political structure 
has been developed which is based on Panchayati Raj and 
now which will be enforced by assembly and council of 
ministers. 

(iv) With the experiments and beginning of modern participatory 
democracy, a new political culture is in the prOCess of emergence 
which is rooted in the 'set of attitudes, beliefs and sentiments 
that grve order and meaning to a political process and that 
provide the underlying assumptions and rules tliat govern 
behaviour in the political system.'8 

In the following pages, the attitude and knowledge of elites on franchise 
rights, participation in elections, knowledge of national political parties 
and leaders, attitude towards administrative agencies, attitu~ towards 
government and bureaucracy. and attitude towards participation of 
students in politics, have been analysed. -

1. AWIIftIless of and Participation in Elections (Table IX-I). 

TableIX.l 

Respondents Attitutde Towards Casting Votes and Preva/ance of 
Panchayats in their Village. 

Is there any Panchayat in your 
village? 

Did you participate in 
Panchayat Election? 

Yes No Do not Total Yes No Row 
know total 

1. Political Elites 31 0 0 31 25 6 31 
100..00 0.00 0.00 100.00 80.64 18.36 100 
16.85 0.00 0.00 15.81 46.26 4.22 IS 

2. Administrative Elites 59 0 1 60 21 39 60 
98.33 0.00 1.67 100.00 35.00 65.00 100 
32.06 0.00 25.00 30.62 38.39 27.47 30 

7 Lucian W. Pye, 'Aspects of Political Development', Indian Edition, 1972, p. 16. 
8 Lucian W. Pye-Ibid. 
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Table IX.I-Concld. 
--"------~"-"---

Is there any Panchayat in your 
village? 

--- - - - - - - - - - _"--
Yes No Do not Total 

k'1~W --------""_._------
3. Business Elites 18 0 0 18 

100.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 
9.79 0.00 0.00 9.18 

4. Students . 76 8 3 87 
87.33 9.20 3.15 100.00 
41.30 100.00 75.00 44.39 

Column total 184 8 4 196 
93.88 4.08 2.04 100.00 

100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

J'he elites were asked the following questions: 
(a) Is there any Panchayat in your village? 

Did you participate in 
Pan;;1.ayat Election? 
-----------_ 

Yes NJ Row 
total --------

6 12 18 
33.34 66.66 100 
11.11 8.45 

""-----
2 85 87 
2.30 97.70 100 

2.74 59.86 62.60 

54 142 196 
27.56 72.44 100 

100.00 100.00 100.00 

(b) Did you participate in the Panchayat Election? 

!t is revealed by the replies that:-
(a) In the case of 93.88% elites, there' are Panchayats in their 

villages. 
(b) Cent percent political, administrative" and Business elites have 

replied that there is a Panchayat in their village. 
(c) In the case of 9.20% students, there are no Panchayats in their 

villages. It meaOSI they hailsfrom very small villages which 
have been merged with bigger localities to constitute Panchayats. 

(d) Of all the elites, 27.56% participated in the Panchayat elections; 
(e) 88.64% political elites, 35% administrative elites, 33.34%' 

business elites and 2.30% students participated in the Panchayat 
elections. 

(f) Low percentage of participation should not be regarded as 
'apathy' of the elites in elections, but several factors are 
responsible for it. 

(i) First of all, hardly in a few villages, there were any contests;' 
In most cases, candidates were elected by consensus;' 

(ii) Our enquiry has revealed that 78.16% students were non. 
vQters at the time of elections; -

(iii) At the t~e of elections, adm~str~tive elites, ~ere po~!.€?~ 
. and workmg far away from theIr VIllages. _ 

2. Settlement of Disputes (Table IX-2) 
The elites were asked 'how disputes are settled in your village'? and they 
had to reply in order of preference, out of the following: "," 

(a) by. tribal panchayat; (b) by village panchayat; (c) by mutual 
negotiations; (d) by court. It has been found that- . 
(a) the first preference (score 424) has been given to the tribal Panchayat; . . - - - . " . - .. - .. 

c - -- - ~.. \. '. 
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Table IX.2 

Preference for Settlement of Disp:lle 
--._--__ ..•... __ 

4 3 2 Total Rank ----_.-..1-----,----------- Score 
I 11 !If IV 

Tribal Panchayat 90x4 20x 3 2x2 424 I 
=360 =60 =4 

-_ .. ---.' 
Village Panchayat 47x4 12x 3 10x2 244 II 

=188 =36 =20 

'Mutual Negotiation 38x4 6x3 6x2 182 III 

'Coutt 

=152 =18 =12 

1x4 32x 3 14x2 13x 1 141 IV 
=4 =96 =28 =13 

(b) second place is occupied by the village panchayat (SC9£e 
244); 

(c) third preference has gone to mutual \ negotiation (score ~82). 
(d) the last preference has. been given to the court (score ~4U. 

It means that the efficacy of the customary methods and institutions i.e; 
"Still recognised. Even to-day, tribal Panchayats are stronger thatl the 
statutory panchayats. This is the attitude of the elitesl• In the case of 
>common masses, the identities with the tribal institutions may be stronget. 

3. Knowledge of National Political Parties and Leaders. (lX-3). 
Till now, no direct elections of assembly and parliament have been held 
in Arunachal Pradesh. Political parties' have not startec! . functioning 
there. We wanted to know that to what extent major national political 
parties and their leaders are known to the elites under study. 

(a) Congress, Socialist, Communist, Jansangha and Swatanfra parties 
are known to 98.46% elites. They are known to (!ent percent 
administrative elites and students, to 96.77% political elites and 
and students, to 96.77% political elites and to 81L88% business 
elites; . 

(b) Mahatma Gandhi, Shri Jawaharlal Nehru, Smt. Indira Gandbi. 
and Shri V. V. Giri: are known to all elites 

(c) Shri Jaya Prakash Narain was known (at the time of field work) 
to 76.02% elites. He was known to 87.87% political' eliteS', 
91.67% administrative elites, 16.57% business 'elites and to 
65.52% students; 

(d) The name of Shri Madhu Limaye is known to 54.84% politicM 
elites, 65% administrative elites, 16.67% business elites, and 
33.33% students; Of all respondents, 43.40% known his name; 

(e) Shri S. Pl. Dange's name is known to 41.94%" political elites to 
65% administrative elites, to 16.67% business elites and to 
33.33% students; Of the total respondents, his name is known 
to ~2.86%; . . . ~ 
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(0 Shri Piloo Modi's name is known to 38.71 % political elites, to 
36.67% administrative elites, to 11.12% business elites and to 
32.18% students; 38.78% of the total respondents know his 
name; 

(g) Shri Atal Bihari Bajpai's name is' known to 54.84% political 
elites, to 68.33% administrative elites, to 11.12% business elites, 
and to 40.23% students; 48.47% of the total respondents know 
his name. 

4. Attitude of the Elites Towards Administrative Agencies (Table IX.4) 

During the last twenty five years in Arunachal Pradesh, Village 
Panchayats, Community Development, District Administration, Pradesh 
Council and the different development agencies of the Central Government 
have been introduced. What is the attitude of the elites towards them. 
We wanted to know "Are you satisfied with the working of the following"? 
and the elites had to reply in 'yes' or 'no'. 

(a) 77.41% political elites, 61.66% administrative elites, 50% 
business elites, 38.62% students are satisfied with the working 
of the village Panchayat. 61. 73 % of the total respondents are 
satisfied with their working. 4.60% of them are neutral; 

(b) 67.74% political elites, 50% administrative elites, 50% business 
elites and 58.62% students have expressed positive opinion on 
the working of the Community Development. Of the total elites, 
50.31% are satisfied, 43.88% are unsatisfied and 1.01% of 
them are neutral; 

(c) 58.04% political elites, 55% admini:strative elites, 33.34% 
business elites and 22.99% students are satisfied with the 
working of the district administration. 39.29% of the total elites 
are satisfied, 56.63 % unsatisfied and 4.08 % are neutral; 

Cd) 64.50% political elites. 51.66% administrative elites, 55.56% 
business elites and 47.12% students have expressed satisfaction 
with the working of the Pradesh Council. 52.04% of the total 
respondents are satisfied with its workin~. 42.85% unsatisfied 
and 5.11 % are neutral; 

(e) 96.77% political elites, 86.67% administrative elites, 83.34% 
business elites' and 78.16% students are satisfied with the work
ing of the Central Government. 82.20% of the total elites have 
expressed positive opinion, 15.33% negative and 0.07% are 
neutral. 

5. Attitude Towards Government and Bureaucracy (Table IX.5) 

The eli:tes under study were asked two questions: 
(a) Government is making all efforts for the development of 

Arunachal Pradesh ? 

(b) On the whole officials are efficient and helpful to the people ? 
(a) As regards the first statement, it has been found that 

80.64% political elites, 70% administrative elites. 77.77% 
business elites and 73.56% students agree with it. Of the 
total elites, 73.98% agree, 8.68% disagree and 17.34%, 
are neutral. 

10-276 R. G. India/ND/81 
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Table IX. 5 

Attitude towards Government and Bureaucracy 
-------~ -_--- - - _- -

Elite groups with Govt. is m'lkin?; all efforts for On the whole Offbals are 
Number Cl-:! devdopment of Arunachal efficient and helpful to the 

Pradesh people 
----~--~----- --------------
Agree Disagree Neutral Agree Disagree Neutral 

1. Pol itical EliteS (31) 25 2 4 14 12 5 
80.64 6.46 12.90 45.16 38.71 16.13 
17.24 11. 76 11.76 25.45 14.12 8.92 

2. Administrative Elites 42 7 11 17 25 18 
(60) 70.00' 11.67 18.33 28.33 41.67 30.00 

28.97 41.18 32.35 30.90 29.41 32.16 

3. Business Elites (8). 14 3 5 8 5 
77.77 5.55 16.68 27.77 44.44 27.78 
12.66 5.88 8.83 9.11 9.42 8.92 

4. Students (87) 64 7 16 19 40 28 
73.56 8.04 18.40 21.84 45.97 32.19 
44.13 41.18 47.06 34.54 47.05 50.00 

Column Total 145 17 34 55 85 ;6 
73.98 8.68 17.34 28.06 43.36 28.58 

100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

(b) As regards the second statement, 45.16% political elites, 
28.33% administrative elite~', 27.78% business elites and 
21.84% students agree with it. Of the total elites, 28.06% 
agree with it that on the whole officials are efficient and 
helpful to the people, 43.36% do not agree and 28.58% 
are neutral. 

6. Participation of Students in Politics (Table IX.6) 
Regarding the participation of students in politics, there were three 
statements: 

(i) Students should actively participate; 
eii) Students should know only the political events; 

(iii) Students' are being misused by the political parties. 
(a) As regards the first statement, only 6.46% political elites, 

25% administrative elites, 16.66% business elites, 29.88% 
students agree that the students should actively participate 
in politics; - . ... - -

(b) 87.10% political elites', 87.66% administrative elites 
61.62% business elites, 67.81 % students agree with thi~ 
statement that students should only know the political 
events; 
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(c) It is interesting to note that in reply to both statements, a 
considerable percentage of elite~ have preferred to remain 
neutral. Of the total respondents, only 23.46% have 
responded positively that the students should actively 
participate in politics, 48.98% do not agree with this 
statement and 27.56% have been found to be neutral. 

(d) In reply to this statements that student~ should only know 
the political events, of the total respondents, 72.95 % ;:!.,gree 
with it, 16.83% do not agree whereas, 10.22% are neutral. 

(e) As regards the third statement, that the students are being 
misused by the political parties, 51.62% political elites, 
70% administrative elites, 38.90% business elites. 48.27% 
students agree with this statement; 

(f) Of the total respondents, 54.70% agree with it, 25.61 % 
do not agree and 19.89% are found to be neutral. 
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CHAPTER X 

COMMUNICATION AND OTHER MODERNISING AGENTS 

I 
In the modernisation of Arunachal Pradesh, the roles of communication, 
modernismg agents and catalysts are very significant. Comp:lUnication 
channels have played very significant role in the process of development, 
all over world. As pointed out by Millikan,-

"Of all the technological changes which have been sweeping through 
the traditional societies of the underdeveloped world in the last 
decade-changes in the production of energy, in the process of 
agriculture, in the techniques of industry, in the nature of weaponry, 
the most fundamental and pervasive in their effects on hu~au society 
have been the changes in communication."! 

The tribal groups in Arunachal Pradesh were having their own traditional 
channels of communication in the forms of the village councils, 
celebrations and festivals, tribal forms of entertainment and local change 
agent such as Gam Gaobura (village headman) and others. During the 
post-independence period, community listening radio-sets, film units and 
projectors, libraries, books newspapers, demonstrations for new and 
improved agricultural techniques etc., have been introduced for new 
Arunachal Pradesh and they are accelerating the pace of exposure to the 
out side world. Mass-media and other methods of communication create 
necessary climate for modernisation and they serve as multipliers of the 
resources of knowledge. Two forms of modem mass-media radio and 
newspapers have gradually become popular among the elites of Arunachal 
Pradesh. As usual, they have started performing the following functions: 

(a) First of all, they impart information; 
(b) Secondly, they help in the process of decision making and 

chosing alternatives; 
(c) Thirdly, they help in the process of learning and innovating. 

Mass-media produce three deeper effects on their users
(a) First of all, they widen horizons; 
(b) Secondly, raise aspirations; 
(c) Finally, focus attention on major issues. 

As pointed out by Dube,2 the following are the difficulties in the effective 
use of communication; 

1. Communication policies are time bound and unsystematic; 
2. Communication net-works are inadequates; 
3. Wide gapS' exist between the small modernising elites and the 

large mass of the tradition bound people; 
4. Mass-media are limited, chiefly to the elite; 

1 Max F. I Millikan, 'The Most Foundamental Technological Change' in D2. Lerner 
a~d Wilbur Schram(ed) 'Communication and Change in the Developing Coun
tnes', East West Centre Press, Honolulu, 1967, P. 3. 

2 S. C. Dube, 'A Note on Communication in Economic Development', Ibid., PP. 
92-97. 
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5. Traditional communication net-works are little used; 
6. There is little scientific knowledge of the situation in which 

communication is expected to function; 
7. Mass-communication is little tried and its working not entirely 

understood in developing societies; 
8. The developing countries do not have a very clear image of the 

modernisation they are working toward. 
Earlier we have discussed briefly regarding the traditional media of 
comm~nication in Arunachal Pradesh. In the post-independence period, 
a number of institutions and organisations have been developed for the 
effective communication of policies and development programmes to the 
masses and they are working as linkage between the policy formulators 
at the highest level and the common masses. They may be described as 
follows: ' 

(a) Administrative net-works; 
(b) Vertical institutions-such as Pradesh Council, Zila Parish ad, 

Anchal Samiti and Gram Panchayat; 
(c) Community Development; 
(d) Co-operative Societies; 
(e) Cultural Bodies and Organisations; 
(If) Voluntary organisations. 

There are certain difficulties in effective communication in Arunachal 
Pradesh. 

1. On the one hand, Arunachal is isolated from the other parts of 
the country/community, and on the other hand, even within 
Arunachal Pradesh, one area is isolated from the other. 

2. There are numerous tribes speaking their own ftialects. It is 
difficult to use a common language for the purpose of 
communication. 

3. There is lack of facilities of transportation which creates a 
hurdle between face to face and inter-personal communication. 

4. Degree of literacy is very low. 
5. Degree of urbanisation is also low. No big urban centre has 

developed. Small district and sub-divisional headquarters serve 
the purpose of the meeting of elites of the local level. 

6. Existence of political parties help in the process of political 
communication in the forms of public contact for the 
propagation of idea and day to day programmes of the political 
parties. Till now, no political party is operating in Arunachal 
Pradesh. 

Modernisation Agent, Catalyst and Pace Maker 
Arunachal is the best example of planned modernisation and development. 
In bringing about planned development, different elites, institutions and 
complex organisations have played their roles. They may be regarded as 
agents, catalysts or pace-makers of modernisation.3 Modernisation agent 

3 Se~ Garth N. Jones, 'Planned Organisational Change-A Study in Change Dyna
mics'. Routledge and Kegan Paul Limited, London, 1969, Evere,t M. Rogers', 
i'vlodernisation Among Peasants-The Impact of Communicatio'"l, Holt Rimhart 
and Winston Ire .• New York, 1969. ' 
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may be a person, a group or an organisation. In the process of planned 
change, interaction takes place between the agents and the masses. 
Modernisation agents may be exogenous' or endogenous. 

Roles of Modernisation Agents 

(a) To develop a need for change and modernisation: 
(b) To establish a change relationship; 
(c) To diagnose the problem; 
(d) To examine goal and alternative course of action; 
(e) To translate intent into action; 
(f) To stabilise change and modernisation and to attempt to prevent 

discountinuance 
(g) To achieve a terminal relationship. 

Afi regards the case of Arunachal, these agents play role of the 
communication linkage between the people and the primary sources of 
innovations and modernisation. 

Catalyst and Pace Marker 

A change catalyst has only the property to cause, speed up or slow down 
the process of change, His role in modernisation is as a facilitator. A 
pace-maker is required at the time of organisational sickness. His 
usefulness depends in energising an organisational system with an external 
supply of power. 

II 

For the purpose of empirical analysis, the chapter is divided into the 
following parts : 

1. MASS-MEDIA AND COMMUNICATION: 

(a) Reading of newspapers; 
(b) Languages of newspapers read by the elites; 
(c) Listening of radio; 
(d) Preference for programmes. 

2. MODERNISING AGENTS (ELITES) AND THEIR ROLES: 

(a) Political Elites; 
(b) Administrative elites; 
(c) Irtnovators or busin~ss elites; 
(d) Students. 

3. AGENCIES OF MODERNISATION 

(a) Education; 
(b) Educational Institutions; 

(i) Primary school; 
(ii) Middle school; 

(iii) High/Higher secondary schools. 



(c) Road; 
(d) Post office; 
(e) Radio/Transistor; 
(f) Electricity; 
(g) Medical Unit/Hospital; 
(h) Cooperative soCiety; 
(i) Vehicle; 
(j) Brick houses; 
(k) Power 100m; 
(1) Family planning unit. 

4. INDICTORS OF MODERNISATION 
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In addition to above mentioned agencies which are important indicatori 
also, the following indicators may be added: 

(a) Adoption of modern education; 
(b) Adoption of new tools of cultivation; 
( c) Adoption of new techniques of cultivation; 
(d) Adoption of improved seeds; 
(e) New methods of entertainment; 
(f) Abolition of slavery; 
(g) New dress; 
(h) New food habit. 

1. I~xposure to Mass-Media. (Reading of Newspapers. Table X-1). 

Table X.I 

- --
R lr!i;1g Ne Nspaper Language-wise Distribution of News 

papers Reading _ ---------- -----_ ------------_ 
Yes N.') Tellal As- Ey~lish Hindi Bengali No res-

sam~se oonse 

1. Political Elites' 22 9 31 14 19 3 2 I 
70.97 29.03 100.00 45.16 61.30 9.67 6.45 3.23 
13.10 32.14 IS.81 18.42 11.73 12.)0 25.00 50.00 

2. Administrative 3 7 60 26 53 8 6 0 
Elites. 88.33 11.67 100.00 43.33 88.33 13.33 10.00 0.00 

31.55 25.00 30.62 34.21 32.72 33.33 57.00 0.00 

3. Business Elites 9 9 18 7 8 2 0 I 
50.00 50.00 100.00 33.89 44.44 11. 11 0.00 5.56 
5.35 32.14 9.18 9.21 4.83 8.3l 00) 5;).06 

------

4. Students 84 3 87 29 82 11 0 0 
96.56 3.44 10) 0') 33.33 9L02 12.6+ O.OJ 0.00 
50.00 10.72 44.3 } 3~ 16 50 :;2 45.83 ). J) 0.00 

Column Total 188 28 196 76 162 24 8 2 
85.72 14.28 100.00 38.77 82.S5 14. ! ~ \ 1~ 
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(a) Out of total elites, 85.72% read newspapers and 14.28% do not 
read. 

(b) 70.97% political elites, 88.33% administrative eliis, 50% busI
ness elnes and 96.56% students read newspapers. 

(c) Among the business elites, the percentage of newspaper readers IS 
lower than the other elites, because, several of the business elites 
are illiterate. . 

(d) As regards the language of the newspapers, of the total elites 
understudy, 38.77% read Assamese newspapers', 82.65% read 
English newspapers, 14.28% Hindi newspaper~ and 4.08% J:ead 
Bengali newspapers. 1.02% of them have not responded. 

(e) It may be concluded that a high percentage of elites is not only 
exposed to the reading of newspapers but exposed to the many 
languages also. 

(f) From among the political elites, 45.16% read Assamese, 61.30% 
English 9.67% Hindi and 6.45% Bengali newspapers. 

(g) Among the administrative elites, 43.33% read Assamese, 
88.33% English, 13.33% Hindi and 10% Bengali newspapers. 

(h) In the group of business elites, 38.89% read Assamese, 44.44% 
English, 11.11 % Hindi and 5.56% have not responded. 

(i) From among the students, 33.33% read Assamese, 94.02% 
English and 12.64% Hindi newspapers. 

Cj) From among the total readers of the Assamese newspapers, the 
highest percentage belongs to students (38.16%). The same is 
the case with English (50.62%) and Hindi (45.83%) readers of 
newspapers. 

(k) English newspapers are more read, followed by Assamese, Hindi 
and Bengali. 

2. Exposnre to Mass-Media. (Listening of Radio, Table X.2). 
(a) From the figures of the table X.2, it is clear that radio listening IS 

more popular than the reading of newspapers. In a society, 
where even among the elites, some of them are illiterate, it is 
quite natural. Of all the elites, 98.98% listen radio and only 
1.02 % do not listen. 

(b) All political, administrative and business elites listen radio, 
whereas from among the students, 2.29% do not listeri. 

(c) Regarding the preference for radio programmes, first preference 
has gone to news (462 scores) second to music (303 scores) third 
to talks' (136 scores) and fourth to drama (128 scores). 

3. Effects of Education and Present Position on the Roles of Moderni~ing 
Agents. (Table X.3). 

To understand the influence of modern education or of the present position 
occupied by the elites, they had to reply in 'Yes' or 'No' in response to the 
following statements : 

(a) Now 1 feel more equipped to and interested in my family 
occupations. 

(b) I can now ~uggest new techniques of cultivatIon to my family 
members. 
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Table-X. 3 

Elites Views Reg:lrding the Effects of E::1lc.1tion an.i Present Position 

"Categories of Elites Statements Yes No No res- Total 
"with Number 

Political Elites 
(31) 

2 . Administrative 
elites (60) 

ponse 

(a) Now I feel more equipped 30 1 31 
to an i lt~rested in C1rrying out 96.77 3.23 
my family occupation. 

-------._.,-----------
(D) I can now suggest new tech- 30 31 

niques of cultivation to my 
family members. 96.77 3.23 

------------------------------
(c) My o"Jinion is now mJre res- 31 

pected by my family members 100.00 
o 
0.00 

---------! _ _...,--------------- -
(d) P~o;Jle from my village/tribe 31 

consult me. 100.00 
------------------

o 
0.00 

(e) I feel !solated from my family 
traditions and customs, 

3 28 
9.68 90.32 

-----------------
(f) I :llV;,: dev~loped better un- 28 

d;:rstanding and knowledge to 90.32 
solve problems. 

3 
9.68 

31 

31 

31 

31 

-------------------------------
(g) I feel that w:latever I have 9 2 

learnt ins:"lCJols/colJege is not 29.03 70.97 
much use in my surround-
ing. 

el) Now I f;:;:l m He a'ta;'l~d t'le 29 
na:iona1 events and problems. 39.55 

(a) Now I feel more equipped 55 
to and interested In carrying 91. 66 
out my family occupation. 

(b) I can suggest new techniques 56 
of cultivation to my family 93.33 
members. 

(c) My opinion is m )re res pec- 59 
ted by my family m;:mbers. 93.33 

(d) P'wple from my village/ tribe 59 
consult me. 98.33 

2 
6.45 

5 
8,34 

4 
6.67 

1 
1.67 

1 
1.67 

(c) I feel isolated from my family, 35 25 
traditions and customs. 58.34 41. 66 

(0 I have developed better un- 56 
derstanding and knowledge to 93.33 
solve probl{ms. 

4 
6.67 

31 

31 

60 

60 

60 

60 

60 

60 
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Table X. 33-Contd. 

2 3 4 

(g) I feel that whatever I have 25 35 
learnt in school/college is not 41.66 58.34 
much use in. 

(h) Now I feel more attached to 57 3 
the national events and pro-
blems. 95.00 5.00 

3. Business Elites (a) People from my village/tribe 17 1 
(18) consult me. 94.44 5.56 

(b) Now I feel more equipped 16 2 
to and interested in carrying 88.88 11.12 
out my family occupations. 

(c) I can suggest new techniques 18 
of cultivation to my family 100.00 
members. 

(d) My opinion is more respec- 17 
ted by my family members. 94.44 

1 
5.56 

(e) I feel isolated from my family, 2 16 
traditions and customs. 11.12 88.88 

(f) I have developed better under- 16 2 
standing and knowledge to sol- 88.88 11.12 
ve problems. 

(g) I feel that whatever I have lea- 11 7 
rnt in schools! college is not 61.11 38.89 
much use in my surrounding. 

----------
(h) Now I feel more attached 14 4 

to the national events and 
problem. 77.77 22.23 

4. Students (87)· (a) Now I feel more equipped to 69 18 
and interested in carrying out 79.31 20.69 
my family occupations. 

5 6 

60 

60 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

87 

--------------------------------

(b) T can suggest new techniques 
of cultivation to my family 
members. 

(c) My opinion is more respected 
by my family members. 

80 
91 }6 

82 
94.25 

7 
8.04 

5 
).75 

87 

87 
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Table X.3-Concld. 

2 3 4 5 

(d) People from my vilJageltribe 75 12 
consult me. '86.20 13.80 

87 

(e) I feel isolated from my family, 24 59 
tradition, customs. 24.59 67.81 

4 87 
7.60 

(f) I have developed better un- 77 9 
derstanding and knowledge 88.50 64.37 
to solve problems. 

1 87 
1.16 

(g) I feel that whatever I have 31 56 
learnt in school/college is not 35.63 64.37 
much use in may surrounding. 

87 

(h) Now I feel more attached to 82 3 
the national events and pro- 94.25 3.44 

2 87 
2.31 

blems. 

(c) My opinion is now more respected by my family members. 
(d) People from my village/tribe consult me. 
(e) I feel isolated from my family traditions and customs. 

6 

(f) I have developed better understanding and knowledge to solve 
problems. 

(g) I feel that whatever I have learnt in school/college is not ot much 
in my surrounding. 

(h) Now, I feel more attached to the national events and problems. 

3.1. Political Elites: 
Only two ~tatements out of the total ('e' and 'g') are negative. Over
whelming majority of the political elites feel that because of their present 
position they are more equipped for modern agriculture,. their opinion is 
respected, people consult them, they have developed better understanding 
and knowledge and are more attached with the national events. Only 
9.68% of them feel isolated from their family traditions and customs and 
29.03% of them are of the view that whatever has been learnt by them is 
not of much use in their surroundings'. 

3.2. Administrative Elites: 
In the case of administrative elites also, overwhelming majority of 
them feel that their educational attainment and present positions have given 
many dimensions to their roles. Now they are more equipped to carry out 
their family occupations (91.66%) their opinion is more respected 
(98.33%), they are consulted (98.33%), have developed better understand
ing and knowledge (93.33%) and are more attached to national events 
and problems (95%). As regards the negative responses, 58.34% of them 
feel that whatever they have learnt in schools/colleges is not o!much use 
in their surroundings, ., ~ 
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3.3. Business Elites or Innovator~: 
In the case of business elites', 88.88% feel that now they are more 
equipped to and interested in family occupations, cent percent of them are 
in a positron to suggest new agricultural techniques, 94.44% think that 
their opinion is more respected, 94.44% of them are consulted by their 
village and tribe people, 88.88% of them have developed better under
standing and knowledge and 77.77 % of them feel more atfaC}!ea with 
national events and problems. Only 11.12% of them feel isolated from 
their family traditions and customs and 61.11 % are of the opinion that 
whatever they have learnt in schools and colleges is of not llluch use in 
their surroundings. 

3.4. Students: 
79.31 % students feel that they are more equipped, 91.96% of them 
suggest new agricultural techniques, 94.25% consider that their opinion 
is more respected, 86.20% are consulted by their village tribe people, 
88.50% of them have developed better understanding and knowledge to 
solve problems, and 94.25% view that they are attached to the national 
problems and events. 

Out of the above discussion, the following conclusions can be derived
(a) The leadership of the elites is widely accepted according to their 

own rating and they are in a position to exert influence over the 
family, village and the tribe; 

(b) With their education and positron, they are in a position to intro
duce innovations; 

(c) Their new roles and status have not led to much isolation and 
alienation from their family, village, tribe, customs and traditions. 

4. Educational Attainment of the Three Generations. (Table X.4). 
On the one hand, education is not of the pre-conditions of ~ffective 
communication and on the other hand, it is one of the agencies of com
munication and modernisation. The table X-4 throws light on the process 
of educational mobility between· the three generations and how educational 
attainment has increased from the generation of grandfather to father and 
from father to the elites under study. 

(a) Cent percent grandfathers of political elites were illiterate. 9.68% 
fathers read upto primary school and 3.13% of them were 
matriculate. From among the political elites, 12.91 % are 
graduates, 16.12% have read either upto Intermediate or Pre
University level, 16.12% are matriculates, 6.46% are below 
matric, 45.16% of them have read upto primary school level 
and only 3.23 % are illiterate, 

(b) 91.66% grandfathers of administrative elites were illiterate and 
R.34% read upto primary school level. 78.33% of their fathers 
were illiterate, 10% read upto Primary standard, 8.33% were be
low Matric and 3.34% were Matriculate. From among the 
administrative elites, 13.33% are profession degree holders, 
6.59% are post graduate, 21.66% at;,e graduate, 23.32% have 
read upto Intermediate or Pre-University standard, 13.33% are 
Matriculate, 10% are below Matrie and 11.66% are literate. 
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(c) All grandfathers of business elites were illiterate. 88.88% of 
their fathers were illiterate, and 11.12 % literate, 33.34 % of the 
business elites are illiterate, 27.78% below matric, 5.55% matri
culate, and 5.55% have read upto IntermediatejPre-UniveiSity; 

(d) 96.55% grandfathers of students were illiterate~ and 3.45% 
below matric. 77.01 % of their fathers were illiferate, 10.34% 
were literate, 9.20% below matrre and 3.45% matric. From 
among the students, 27.60% are mat ric, 33.65% Intermediate 
or Pre-University, 23% graduates, 3.45% post-graduate and 
9.20% are professional students; 

(e) Out of total 196 elites, 16 are professional degre holders, 7 are 
post-graduate and 37 are graduates. In all 60 elites have attain
ed education upto graduate level or above. 

On the basis of the above discussion, the following conclusions can be 
derived: 

(i) From the stage of almost total illiteracy in the generation of 
grandfather, much has been achieved in the field of education in 
the generation under study. 

'ii) Education has proved to. be a very significant modernising agency 
and an important factor for social mobility. 

S. Prevalence of Modernising Agencies in the Village Urban Centres 
of Elites. (Table X-5). 

We wanted to know regarding the following modernising agencies whether 
they are prevalent in the villages or urban centres of elites. 

It is revealed by the figures that there are primary schools in the villages! 
urban centres of 85.20% elites, middle ~chools in 25.51 % places, high/ 
higher secondary schools in 10.72% places, Road in 57.65% places, Post 
offices in 20.40% places, Radio transistors in 58.67% places, Electricity in 
17.86% places, Medi:cal units/hospitals' in 27.55% places, Cooperative 
Societies in 17.86% places, Vehicles in 22.96% places, Brickhouses in 
18,36% places, power loom in 3.06% places and family planning unit in 
3.57% places. 

The other part of the table throws light on the year of the establishment 
of these modernising agencies which have been given by the elites. Some 
times, their memory may not work well and, therefore, the year of establish
ment given here should be considered only a rough estimate. 

(a) According to this estimate, between 1930-40, there were only 
three primary schools and no other agencies were available in 
Arunachal Pradesh. 

On the basis of these figures', maximum expansion of modernising agencies 
has occurred between 1961-70. 

6. Prevalence of the Indicators of Modernisation in the Family/Tribe 
District of Political Elites.· (Table X-6). 
Ca) In the case of political elites, it has been found that the cent 

percent famili:es have adopted modern dress, 83.87% of them 
have adopted modern food habits, modern education has been 
adopted by all families, modern houses by 41.94%, new tools of 
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cultivation by 74.20%, new techniques of cultivation by 77.72%, 
modem entertainment and recreation 74.20% and abolition of 
slavery in the case of 96.77% families. . 

The other two columns indicate towards the existence of the indicators of 
modernisation among the. tribes and districts of the elites. In this connec
tion, these points !>hould be kept in view: 

(a) The respondents of this study are elites and as compared to the 
other members of the tribe or the inhabitants of thy district, they 
are not advanced and hence indicators of modernisation, in many 
cases are in their families but not in their tribes or .di!'i~ri:cts ; 

(b) One interesting fact is visible regarding the abolition of shivery. 
On the basis of the figures of the Table X-6, it can be indicated 
that in some form or the other, slavery is still prevailing. In the 
case of one of the members of the Prade~h Council, there were 
48 slaves in his family who were released without demanding any 
compensation. 

7. Administrative Elites. (Table X-I7). 

The elites were asked since your childhood has any change occurred in 
your family, tribe, district as regards the following-dress, food, habit, 
education, types of houses, new tools of cultivation, new techniques of 
cultivation, use of improved seeds, means of recreation, and abolition of 
slavery . 

.(a) As regards dress', change has occurred in 81.67% families, 
68.33% tribes and 88.33% districts of the elites; 

(b) New food habits have been adopted by 66.67 families, 56.67% 
tribes and 78.33 % districts of the administrative elites; 

(c) Modem education is common in 93.33% families, 91.67% tribes 
and 78.33% districts of administrative elites 

(d) Change in the construction of houses has occurred in 43.33 % 
families, 46.67% tribes and 80% districts of the administrative 
elites; 

(e) New tools of cultivation has been adopted in 60% families, 
66.67% tribes, 85% districts of the administrative elites; 

(f) New techniques of cultivation (from Jhum to Wet rice cultiva
tion) have been adopted in 75% families, 70% trioes and 
88.33 % districts of the administrative elites; 

(g) Improved seeds have ben adopted in 65% families, 65% tribes 
and 90% districts of administrative elites'; 

(h) Modern recreation (such as listening to radio/transistor and visit
ing to Cinema) has been adopted in 78.33% families, 68.33% 
tribes, 93.33% districts of administrative elites under study; 

(i) In 86.67% families', 85% tribes, and 81.67% districts of the 
administrative elites, there is no existence of slavery. 
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On an enquiry, it has been found that in many families, slaves preferred to 
stay and they have almost been accepted as the members of the family. 

8. Business Elites (X-8). 
(a) Modem dress has been adopted in 88.88% fami1i~, 83.33% 

tribes and cent percent drstricts of the business elites; 
(b) There is a change in the food habits in 44.44% families, 61.11 % 

tribes and 88.88% districts of the business elites; 
(c) Modem education has found place in 94.44% families', 921-.44% 

tribes and cent percent drstricts of the business elites; 
(d) There is a change in the house pattern in 22.23 % families, 

27.78% tribes and 83.33% districts of the business eliteS'; 
(e) New tools of cultivation have been adopted in n.77% families, 

66.66% tribes and in cent percent districts of the business elites; 
(f) New techniques of cultivation have found place in 66.66% 

families, 72.00% tribes and 88.88% districts of the business 
elites; 

(g) 50% families, 55.56% tribes and 94.44% districts of busines; 
elites have adopted improved seeds; 

(h) Modern means of recreation are popular in 55.56% families, 
61.11 % tribes and in all districts of the business elites; 

(r) In all families and tribes and in 88.88% districts of the business 
elites, slavery has been abolished. It means that two respondents 
have found that slavery in some form or the other still exists in 
the districts. 

9. Students (Table X-9). 

Table X.9 

Prevalence of the Indicators of MJderanisation in F:zmily, Tribe and Districts of Students 
elites 

Family Tribe District ------- ----_---- -------_. 
Yes No Yes No Yes No 

Modern Dress 72 15 68 19 73 14 
82.76 17.24 78.16 21.84 83.91 16.0 

Modern Food Habits' 53 34 50 37 59 28 
60.91 39.09 57.47 42.53 61.81 38.19 

Modern Education 75 12 70 17 72 15 
86.21 13.79 80.45 19.55 82.76 17.42 

New types of House . 22 65 33 54 36 51 
25.59 74.71 37.93 62.07 41.38 58.62 

New tools of cult. 38 59 38 49 56 31 
38.19 61.81 43.68 56.32 64.37 35.63 
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Table X. 9- Contd. 

Column Family Tribe District 
--------- - ---------

Yes No Yes No Yes No 

New techniques of culti- 43 44 47 40 52 35 
vation (Jhum to settle) 49.43 50.57 54.02 45.98 59.77 40.23 

Improved Seeds 41 46 37 50 47 40 
47.13 52.87 42.53 57.47 54.02 45.98 

Modern Recreation 46 41 47 40 49 38 
52.87 47.13 54.02 45.98 56.32 43.68 

Abolition of Slavery . 83 4 78 9 74 13 
95.40 4.60 89.65 10.35 85.06 14.94 

(a) In 82.76% families, 78.16% tribes, and 83.91 % districts of tbe
students, modern dress has been adopted; 

(b) Modern food habits have become popular in 60.91 % families~ 
57.47% tribes and 61.81 % districts of the f>tudents; 

(c) Modern education has found place in 86.21 % families, 80.45% 
tribes and 82.76% districts of the students; 

(d) New types of houses have ben constructed in 25.29% families,. 
37.93% tribes and 41.38% districtS' of the students; 

(e) New tools of cultivation have been adopted in 38.19% families,. 
43.68% tribes and 64.37% districts of the students; 

(f) New techniques of cultivation have been accepted in 49.43% 
families, 54.02% tribes, and 59.77% districts of the students; 

(g) Improved seeds' have found place in 47.13% famHie~, 42.53% 
tribes and 54.02% districts of the students; 

(h) Modern means of recreation are popular in 52.87% fami1ie~,. 
54.02% tribes and 56.32% districts of the students; • 

(i) There are no slaves in 95.40% families. 89.65% and 85.06% 
districts' of the students. 



CHAPTER XI 

t:ONCLUDING REMARKS 
I 

In Arunachal Pradesh, the real process of change, development and Moder
nisation started only in the post-independence period. Independent India 
since 1947 in the frontier region of Arunachal Pradesh has been interested 
in stabilising administrative machinery, in accelerating the pace 
of development and modernisation, in maintaining the vital aspects of the 
tribal ways' of life and in meeting the security needs of the' nation at her 
frontiers. At the first phase, whatever change was brought about, was the 
result of either the 'contact' or of the 'induced' methods. The change was 
not 'immanent' since it did not originate from within. In Arunachal 
Pradesh, the change was introduced by outside agencies; first of all by the' 
British administration and later on by the process' of planned development 
started in post-independence period. The tradHional system in Arunachal 
Pradesh had its own organisation and elites, where village was the largest 
unit which used to comprise a number of clans and house-holds. There 
was probably the faint idea of sub-tribe also i.e. Padam, Gallong etc. III 
each village, there used to be a Village Council and a Youth Dormitory 
which were called with different names among the different tribes. Aniong 
the tribal villages of the districts of Kameng, Subansiri and S'iang, the 
socio-political organisation was centred around Village councils, :family 
and youth dormitory. Among the Khamtis of Lohit, Tangsas, Noktes and' 
Wanchus of Tirap, Village Chiefs were assisted by the Village Councils. 
The village councils were well organised among the Adis of the Siang' 
district where the author had an opportunity of field visit. Traditionally" 
the village was divided in two groups - (a) elders and (b) youth (yame). 
The elders (married male) constitute the village council which is known as 
Kebang, Keba, Dere and Bango. In the traditional system, village council 
was responsible for the general administrati:on of the village. In this 
system, leadership used to vest in the hands of more articulate persons who 
were in a position to speak intelligently, and to interpret village customs 
oroperlv. The head of the family used to enjoy full authority within the' 
jurrsdiction of the family concerned. 

. As regards the problems of inter village cont~ts and disputes, they were 
settled in the light of the tribal customs by the elders' of !he different 
villages. The persons who used to take keen interest in the activities of 
the 'Kebang' by their regular presence, articulation and interpretatron, 
automatically occupied more respect and autRority and were known as 
'Kebang Abus' (council fathers). Practically, the village council consisted 
of representatives from each clan. These representatives were known as 
Gams. The seniormost person of all the clan Gams was normally regarded 
the Gam of the village. Slaves and Women were not allowed to participate 
in the meetine;s of the Kebang. The Ahom rule in the Assam Valley did 
not interfere in the internal affairs of the tribes of the north and its J")licy 
was to keep them at a distance. 

, The aims of the British administration in the nineteenth century towards the 
tribal territory of the north were limited. The first aim was that even with
out extending the administrative machinery in the interior tribal areas, the 
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:tribes should not be allowed to challange the British authority. Secondly, 
they should not be allowed to plunder in the plains. They should come in 
contact with the outside world through annual faiTs and periodical markets 
held in the plains. For the first time in 1882, the Government of India 
sanctioned the appointment of a Special Officer at Sadiya in the Lakhimpur 
,di~trict to look after the tribes in that sector. Since 1972, as mentioned in 
.earlier, and new administrative units were constituted. The British adminis
'tration accepted the authority of the Village Council, Gamship was made 
the part of the administrative system and the new post oJ Political Inter
preters was introduced. In the traditional system, the, elije ,position and 
.leadership Wel'e in the hands, of the Chiefs, elders, head of the fami:ly, 
articulate persons, tribal priests and traditional Gams or Gao-Buras. With 
:the advent of the British administration, a new type of elites emerged in 
which the Gams or Gao-Buras recognised by the administration and Inter
preters, because of their contact with the administration, wielded much 
power and prestige. The position of Gams and Gao-Buras hliS_ been des
cribed in the report of the 'Committee for the Development of Local Self 
Government in N.E.F.A.'l The comments of the committee are as 
:follows: 

"The Gao-Bura or village headman is elected by all the villagers in 
a general meeting. His name is then put up to the local authorities 
for approval. The office of Gao-Bura is not hereditary; the son or 
younger brother of a Gao-Bura, however stand good chance of 
obtaining the post after his father or elder brother. As a rule, once 
elected, the Gao-Bura holds office for life or until he becomes infirm. 
If the Gao-Bura, however, displeases or loss the confidence of the 
villagers, he can be removed from his office at any time, and new Gao
Bura be elected in his place. The Gao-Bura who, as the representa
tive of the administration, is responsible for the maintenance of law 
and order in the village, is assisted by the village council. He usuany 
presides over the meeting of the village council which settles aU !'.etty 
cases, such as local quarrels, decides cases by majority. The final 
decision however rests with the Gao-Bura who invariably respects the 
consensus of public opinion. There may be more Than one Gao-Bura 
in a village. It is normally the senior Gao-Bura on whom the ultimate 
responsibility for organising the village council comes." 

The report of the committee throws sufficient light on the role and position 
'of the Political Interpreters and Political Jamadars. . 

"Polrtical Interpreters' and Political J amadars. also called locally 
kakatis appear to have been in existence from even before 1890. Two 
political J amadars were attached to the office of the Deputy Commis
sioner-Lakhimpur from a period prior to 1904. They !were subse
quently transferred to the office of the Political Officer Sadiya in 1913. 
It appears ,that Political Officers in those days requiTed these J amadars 
and Interpreters for making enquiries into cases', particularly as 
difficulties of communication often made it impossible for the Political 
Officer to go to the village himself. , The Political J amadar was oefin
ed as the political officers' confidential right hand man whom the hill
men would recognise as the Head-man and whom they could approach 

'1 Report of the Committee on the Development of Local Self Govt. in NEFA., 
Jan. 1965, pp. 17-18. 
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with grievances and petitions. These people were also utilised to' 
move about constantly in the interior and to keep in touch with the 
local people, know their headmen, local politics and disputes. He 
was also used for investigating and reporting on grievances, petitions 
and facts of cases, leading to petty feuds which sometimes occurred 
in those days. The Political Interpreters and J amadars have been 
and continue to be one of the mos! important functionaries in the hill 
administration, their nature of duty and functions, their status, the 
course of recruitment and their role in general varies from division to 
division. In Subansiri, Lohit and Tirap divisions, Political J amadars 
are employed at administrative centres as the head of the local bound 
of Political Interpreters. In Siang, the Political J amadars are station
ed in various villages incharge of a group of villages. The administra
tion reVIewed the role of Political Jamadars and Interpreters in 1955, 
to keep in line with the expanding administrative and intem~ified 
development programme and standardised their role and functions. A 
uniform code of conduct was also laid down."2 

During the British period, these Gams, Interpreters and J amadars 011 the 
one hand were the part of the administration and on the other acted as 
the representatives of the people. They were 'links' during -the fifties and 
early sixties, the leadership which emerged i:n Arunachal Pradesh was 
dominated by this group of people. Shri Kutik Miyong (Pa&ighat) and 
Boken Ete (Along) are good examples of this type of leaders1i.ip. They do 
not have formal education but because of their contact and close touch 
with the administratron, they wield considerable power and prestige among 
the people. 

In the post independence period, the institutions of (jams and Interpreters 
were further strengthened. New cadres and hierarchies were created &uch 
as Junior Gam, second Gam, Head Gam, Jamadar, Head Political Inter
preters etc. In the post independence period, four factors have led to the 
emergence of new leaders and elites. They are as follows: 

(a) Spread of administration and emphasis on the recruitment of local 
people in the services; 

(b) Expansion of modern education and the emergence of educated 
groups; 

(c) Introduction of Panchayati Raj and emphasis on the selection or 
election of the representatives of the people; 

(d) Growth of administrative urban centres and new economic acti
vities which are responsible for the emergence of entrepreneurs 
and innovators. 

In this connection, if we try to analyse the process of change in leadership 
and elite formation in Arunachal Pradesh, three distinct phases are visible: 

1. In the traditional structure, excepting the areas where chiefs were 
there, the leadership was in the hands of the elders of the village, 
elders of the clan, head of the family, articulate persons and the 
tribal priests. They may be regarded as the elites in the tradi
tional structure; 

'2 Report "f the Committee on the Development of Local Self Govt. in NEFA, 
Jan. 1965, pp. 18-19. 
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2. The British administration did not alter the position of traditional 
elites but officially recognised the institution of Gamship and 
Chieftenship and introduced the post of Political Interpreters. It 
may be regarded as' the emergence of formal leadership and elite 
posHion in the tribal structure. 

3. In the post-independence period, there is still the intluence of the 
traditional elites, but due to the expansion of modern education, 
growth of administration and democratic decentralisation, the 
base of the recruitment of elites has been widened. Now, starting 
from the village level worker to the secretary of the department, 
there are officials belonging to the different tribal groups, who 
have been described as administrative clites. Strating from the 
membership of the Village Panchayat to the position of Coun
sellors, a new group of politIcal elites have emerged. Traditional
ly, youths were organised through their village dormitories but 
now the group of educated youths have also emerged. Students 
from Arunachal Pradesh are studying in the educational ins_titu
tions spread all over India. In a social structure, where the 
percentage of literacy is less than 10%, educated youths occupy 
an important position. They have formed an All Arunachal 
students Association and their voice carries due weight. They 
are sometimes critical of old institutions, leadership and tbe 
official machmery. 

Two forces have helped in the emergence of economic innovators. First Is 
the large scale development programmes in the forms of road construction, 
building construction, civil and military requirements which have encourag
ed the emergence of the group of local contractors. The other is the 
growth of administrative urban centres where local people have opened 
shops and hotels etc. In the agricultural sector also, there are progressive 
farmers and innovators who are adopting modern tools and techniques of 
cultivation. 

On the basis of the preceding analysis, some important analysis, some 
important conclusions can be derived regarding the elite formation in 
Arunachal Pradesh. 

(a) There is now multiplicity of elite groups; 
(b) At the grass-root level, there are informal as well as formal elites. 

They may be called as traditional and modern elites. At the 
village level. head of the family, elders of tbe clan. elde.rs of the 
village and the tribal priests may be included in the group of the 
informal or traditional elites. Gam or Gao-Bura, Interpreters, 
J amadars, Village level workers, Members of the J>anchayat may 
be included in the group of formal or modern elites ; 

(c) In the place of the village youths, new educated youths command 
more respect. In the earlier pages, we have given the case 
studies of educated youths. It is difficult to mentrclll all names of 
studied students separately. But it may safely be commented 
that in Talom Gao, Michi Tatum. Pura Tado. Tahum Taipodla, 
Gocham Tolar, Makbul Pertin, Tatb Whui. Tarin Malo Robin 
Bori, Sangsa Nansung, Taying Nije, Taka Rrba and Lumdak 
Tago, to mention only a few students, a new educated personality. 
a sensitive and questioning mind is under making. They are 
expected to play important roles in the future course of moder
nisation in Arunachal Pradesh; 
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(d) At the village level, traditional or informal elites are even to-day 
more powerful than the formal and modern elites; 

(e) At the village or Anchallevels, elites are elderly people, generally 
illiterate or with little formal education. Whereas at the district 
and Pradesh levels, elites are generally educated and young, Shri 
Tamo Riba (Siang) Tadar Tang (Subansiri) Sobeng Taying 
(Lohit) Wangpha Lowang (Tirap) and Premkant Thungon 
(Tam eng) who are Counsellors in Arunachal administration 
impressed us at the time of our study by their youthful energy, 
articulation and concern for the people. The late Shri D. Ering 
who was a Deputy Minister in the Central Go~ernment, is even 
to-day remembered for his forsightedness and wisdom. Shri 
Chowkhamoon Gohain former Member of Parliament, though 
belonging to a family of Chief, is widely known for his democra
tic and progresive ideas. Shri Tadak Basar ~mber of the Rajya 
Sabha is also a young, well educated, llrticulate public man who 
thinks about the nation and the people of Arunachal; 

(f) Power now tends to be more decentralised and differentiated with 
the introduction of the Panchayati Raj. In the coming months. 
when there will be Assembly and Council of Ministers, power 
will be more diffused; 

(g) The first generation of formal elites (political Interpreters) be
cause of their experience and age, are still respected but now a 
more youthful leadership has emerged; 

(h) Impact of educated youths, officials and political elites, operating 
at the district and the Pradesh levels, has encouraged more con
tact among the different tribal groups and broader identities 
have emerged. 

Till now, the process of social, political and economic development has 
been 'elitist' in nature. New elites have come up with forces of change 
and development and now they are mainly responsible for the course of 
change. What are the social consequences of the emergence of new eHtes ? 
The tribal society was egalitarian and the economic disparity between the 
people was insignificant. With the introduction of modem activities, such 
as higher education, and formation of political elites, the gap in enjoying 
power and economic disparity between the people have increased. A class 
of 'newrich' has emerged, leading to the vertical organisation of society. 
The age old pattern of social stratification has been weakened and gradual
ly a new pattern of stratification is emerging. How the 'new eHtes' will 
utilise their power and position for the development and prosperity of the 
masses of Arunachal Pradesh? At the time of my field work, I was 
impressed by the sincerity of the members of the Pradesh Council and 
Counsellors. In many sociological studies, the question of relationship 
between elites and masses has been raised. Keeping in view the prevailing 
position in India, Myrdal has pointed out-

"Any Government action, whether a law or administrative decision, 
to be effective must be enforced at lower levels of the political struc
ture in the states, districts and localities. But because of the poverty, 
ignorance, apathy of the masses and their habitual dependence on and 
submisiveness to people of wealth and status, real power at levels 
below the centre is mostly wielded by peasant landlor:d, merchants 
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and money lenders. These small upper strata see to it that policies 
avet-se to their interests are not put into effect or are turned to the 
benefit of themselves of their dependable 'client8' alone."3 

With the increasing impact of money economy political power and educa
tion, will the same ~ituation be repeated in Arunachal as stated abswe? 
Regarding the roles of the local elites, a well known Indian Sociologists, 
M. N. Srinivas writes.4-

"The rural elites have emerged as a class keenly cons.cious of the 
political and economic opportunities lying before it. It does not have 
any inhabitions about exploiting these opportunities to .its own advan
tage. A basic contradiction needs to be mentioned here. In imple
menting programmes for the benefit of rural areas, government offi
cials tend to be guided by the rural leaders who are part of the rural 
elite. But it is forgotten that there is a fundamental conflict between 
the interests of the rural elite and the rural poor. The rural elite are 
as a group aggressive, acquisitive and not burdened by feelings of guilt 
towards the people they exploit. Hierarchy and exploitation are so 
rleep seated in rural India that they are accepted without questioning. 
Neither the urban politician nor the administrator can do without the 
rural elite and the better know it." 

II 

Before discussing the roles of elite!'.', it is proper to understand the three 
way process of change undergoing in Arunachal Pradesh. 

1. In the post independence era, the exogenous change agents -
mainly the administrators and civil servants were posted who are 
mainly responsible for the execution of the different development 
programmes - such as roads, schools, hospitals. cooperative 
societies. community development etc. 

2. At the second stage, because of the efforts of the early adminis
trators and their development programmes, we find the emergence 
of the endogenous elites and change agents. 

3. Now, the process of modernisation and development is more and 
more being managed by the endogenous elites and change agents. 

This study is not concerned with the roles of the exogenows agents. Only 
the endogenous tribal elites have been studied. But the intrgduction of the 
early exogenous agents and their roles are not only important but fascina~ 
tiug also for any future study. Arunachal is the ideal example of planned 
development and modemi!'.ation.5 The modern elites are the product of 
the process of development. Now, the process of development and moder
nisation is being shaped by the emerging elites. Even to-day, villages are 
isolated, bulk of the masses are satisfied with their primitive technology and 
ways of life, ignorant, illiterate, poor confined to their simple and limited 
'World view'. But any way, this' credit must be given to the, process of 
development and administrative set-up that considerable progress has been 

3 Gun~er Myrdal, 'Asian Drama; An Enquiry into the Poverty of Nations', Vol. I, 
PegUlne Books,1968,p.292. 

4 M. N. Srinivas, 'Changing Attitude in India Today', Yojana, October 1, 1961, 
p.26. 

5 For details see D. Ering, 'The North East Frontier Agency' in 'Tribal Situation 
in India, Indian Institute of Advanced Study. Simla, 1972, pp. 51-71. 
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achieved in the field of communication, education, agriculture, expansion of 
administration and creation of new political administrative in:;ti:tutions. In 
the previous pages, we have arleady mentioned the roles of Five year Plans, 
Community development, Panchayati Raj and Cooperatives and how the 
indices of modernrsation - such as literacy, urbanisation, mobilisation of 
th:! population. consumption of power, hospitals and medical facilities, com
munication net-works, banking, etc. have spread. In the last chapters, the 
views uf elites on the different issues of change and modernisati:on have 
been analysed. The last chapters throw light on the roles and perspectives 
vf elites in the process of modernisation. 

What is the impact of elites on the structure of family and pattern of 
marriage? In the case of the large majority of elites under study, the 
nature of family is still joint.· Majority of them still prefer joil).t family 
system. But with their education, employment and increa!.ing urban back
ground, a gradual trend is found to emerge in favour of small and nuclear 
fa!lltlies." Within the families of elites, has any change occurred in the role!> 
nt male and female? An overall analysis shows that 61.22% of the total 
elites have found change in the roles of male and 49.48% have found 
change in the roles of female in their families.7 In this' case also, there h 
significant contribution of elites, because of their position, contact with out
side world, urban way of life and adoption of non-agricultural occupations, 
now a change is visible in the pattern of division of labour among the mal,,, 
and female members of the families of elites. 

Traditionally, the status of women has been much inferior among the 
different tribes' of Arunachal Pradesh. But the analysis of the respom:e~ 
of elites shows that 46.43 % of them consider the position of women as 
equal and 6.13% of them consider it even superior. Only 47.44% of 
them consider it inferior.s Are new elites in a position to develop a rationnl 
outlook towards the different problems? We tried to look into this pro
blem in a number of ways. One of them was to know their views on the 
number of children desired by them and the factors causing the birth of a 
child. In the traditional system, the birth of a son was always regarded ;JS 

an asset. It has been found that, even to-day, a considerable percentage of 
elites desire to have more than four children (22.46%) but the largest per
centage of them (36.22%) desire only three children.- Only 3.06% of 
them feel that birth of a child may be affected by magic.9 On what consi
derations, they would like to select their mates'? Family status and hard 
work are the traditional considerations. Education and occupation are the 
modern considerations, whereas beauty and character are common consi
derations. It is interesting to note that first preference has been given 
either to character or hard work. But among the students, education occu
pies the second preference. In this' way, though, traditional considerations 
are still more significant, yet gradually, there is emphasis on the modern 
considerations also. ill 

There are several sociological implications of out-migration. The migrants, 
going out of their places .of birth, are Bound to undergo psychological 

6 Table VII-I, VII-2. pp. 82, 84. 
7 Table VII-3, p_ 85. 
8 Table VII-4, p. 86. 
9 Tahle VII-5, p. 88. 

10 TallIe VII-6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, pp. 90, 95. 

14-276 R. G. India/ND/81 
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~hanges. They carry back along with them new ideas, habits, dress and 
dietary patterns, languages and style of life. In response to this question, 
has anyone migrated from your family? It has been found that from 
among 27.55% families of elites under study, some one has migratedY 
Majority of them have migrated within Arunachal Pradesh. The largest 
percentage of migrants is from the families of political elites. These 
migrants are also an agent of modernisation. 

What is the impact of elites on the modernisatIOn of economy and occupa
tions? A comparison of traditional and present occupations will reveal 
that, with very insignificant exceptions, the traditional occupation invariably 
was cultivation. Even to-day, elites are mainly en&agd in cultivation but 
there is diversification of occupational pattern. Only half of the total elites 
under study are found to be engaged only in cultivation. Other half, along 
with cultivation, are engaged in their own business, or government ser
vices.]:! In the traditional barter economy now money economy has been 
introduced. At the time of my field visit in all urban centres, I met several 
persons who were in a position to handle contact work involving consider
able amount of money. Many of these entrepreneurs are equally interested 
in public life and politics. In this connection, the name of Shri Kabang 
Borang (Pasighat) may be mentioned. Within a short period out of his 
hard work and enterprize, he has made a good fortune and is a Member 
of thl! Pradesh Council. At Pasighat, there ate some other important 
contractors and businessmen who have earned money by their enterprize. 
The names of Shri Obyak Ering, Tarmg Nanung, Opang Miyong and Bote 
Moyong may be mentioned in this connection. At Along also, at the time 
of our field visit we were impressed by the enterprize of Shri Boken-Ete, 
Boya Karbek, Tamik Jirdo, Taye Loya, Yomin Gamlin, Malo-Lona and 
<1 number of others. The result of enterprize and innovation, was visible 
at the sub-divisional headquarters of Daporijo where we happened to meet 
and talk with persons like Nimor Tai, Tapang Gyama, Maksa Taga, 
Hankar Tape, Taye Nima, Tanya Yikar, Tadiu Dulom and T. Lida. This 
is not a comprehensive list. It is a happy experience that the people who 
were accustomed to the barter economy for generations have picked up 
modern money-economy and enterprize. So easily and it is a clear testr
mony to their capacity to adjust with the changing world. 

The same pace of change is visible in the field of the adoption of new 
methods of cultivation. Jhum or Shifting cultivation was the common 
practice among the tribes of Arunachal Pradesh. But hardly within two 
decades, the elites have brought about a considerable innovation in the 
field of agriculture, Jhum is not yet fully abandoned but now wet rice 
cultivation, and terraced cultivation are also being practiseo in the families 
of the elites. Only 24% families of elite were exclusively engaged in Jhum 
cultivation.: Other 24.5% have adopted wet rice cultivation and some 
others are engaged along with Jhum either in wet rice or terraced cultiva
tron.13 Further a large majority of elites have adopted new techniques of 
agriculture (77.03%) and improved seeds (72.95%).14 

11 Table VJI-12, p. 97. 

12 Table VJII-2, p. 100. 

13 Table VIII-5. p. 106. 

14 Table VUH, p. 107. 
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We have discussed earlier that rationality is an important element ot 
modernisation. To understand the degree of scientific at.titude and ratio
nality among the elites, some particular questions were put to them. Their 
responses regarding the birth of children, have been discussed earlier. In 
the same way, they were asked regarding the factors causIng good crops 
and harvest. Supernatural power is the traditional factor, knowledge and 
adoption of new techniques of agriculture and help from the government 
are the modern factors whereas own hard labour is a common factor. Analy
sts of responses reveals that all groups of elites have given first preference 
10 own hard labour. Political eHtes and students have given second pre
ference to supernatural power. Administrative and business elites have 
marked knowledge and adoption of new techniques of agriculture as their 
second preference. Help from the Government is the fourth preference for 
political, administrative elites and students. Business elites have given third 
preference to the help from the Government,15 Out of the analysis of these 
responses, it is difficult to draw any positive conclusion. Still, majority of 
the elites have deep faith in the supernatural power. With the advent of the 
development programmes, there is awareness of and faith in the innovation 
and Government help also. 

As .regards the question of authority and power structure, there is a 
definite shift from the traditional to modern power structure. We have 
analysed in previous pages' that from the level of Gam, Chief and Village 
Council how there was the gradual expansion of administration, politicai 
development and the emergence of new elites. The different levels of 
identities have been gradually emerging in Arunachal Pradesh which may 
be described as family, clan, village, sub-tribe, tribe and district. Only 
during the last one decade the former agency has taken the shape of a 
Union territory or Pradesh and is moving towards the statehood. Till 
1971, lhe highest consultative body was known as Agency Council where 
member~ were indirectly elected. With the formation of the Union Terri
tory the same body is called as Pradesh Council which is going to be 
replaced by a directly elected Assembly within a short time. 

Though a modern administrative legal framework has been developed in 
Arunachal Pradesh, even then on the mind of elites, there is deep inipact 
of the traditional institutions and customs. It becomes obvious by their 
responses regarding the settlement of disputes. The first preference has 
been given to the tribal Panchayat, second to the statutory village Pancha~ 
yat, third to the mutual negotiations' and fourth to the court.16 

What is the degree of their awareness and involvement in the national 
political affairs. The national political parties are known to a great 
majority of the elites (98.46%). National Political leaders such as 
Mahatma Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru, Smt. Indira Gandhi and Shri V. V. 
Giri (then President of India) are known to all elites understudy. They 
have fair knowledge regarding Jaya Prakash Narain, Madhu Limaye, 
S. A. Dange, Piloo Modi and Atal Bihari Bajpai,17 With the beginning 
of the direct election of Assembly, there is every possibility of high degree 
of poHtical participation. 

15 Tables VJII-7, 8, 9, 10, pp. 108-111. 
16 Table IX-2, p. 119. 
17 Table IX-3, p. 120. 
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What is the credibility of new administrative system and institutional 
framework, developed during the post-independence period, in the eyes 
of the elites. A large majority of them (84.20%) have expressed appre
ciation of the policies of the Central Government. Majority of them are 
satisfied with the working of the Village Panchayat (61.73%), Pradesh 
Council (52.04%) and Community Development Programmes (50.51 %). 
But only 39.29% of them have expressed satisfaction regarding the work
ing of the district administration. A large majority of them are convinced 
(73.98%) that the 'Government is making all attempt for the.' development 
of Arunachal Prade!>h' but only 28.06% of them have agreed with this 
statement that 'on the whole officials are efficient and helpful to the people'. 
To look into the details of the working of administrative machinery, is out 
of the scope of this study. My personal experience is that the fint 
generation of administrators in Arunachal worked in very difficult situa
tiom.'. Hardly, within two decades, Arunachal has moved on the path of 
development and for all this achievement credit goes to the administration. 
But it has been observed-

"The success of total programme would depend on the efficiency of 
the administrative machinery, the present single line system of ad
ministration has become out-dated. Under this system, the district 
administrative head is vested with enormous power which he can
not efficiently use. It also leads to wasteful practices of delays. The 
system ignores' the good work done by the development staff and 
whatever credit there is goes to administrative officers. IS 

III 

The process of modernisation and elite formation is bound to produce a 
number of temporary and durable effects. In this connection, a number 
of questions have been put forward by experts as well as laymen. Is 
detribalisation taking place in Arunachal Pradesh? Is modernisation 
producing social tensions? Is development process moving towards the 
right direction? Is it not leading to income dbparity and social inequality 
in a structure which was primarily egalitarian in nature? Are new 
elites not emerging as a new class? Is this 'new-class' not taking away 
the major share of development investment. All these questions may 
lead to separate and detailed 5tudies, which keeping in our na1lonal goals, 
must be conducted. On the basis of my personal experience and observa
!ions, I can say that major emphasis of the planned development in Aruna
chal Pradesh has been on the preservation of the vital aspects of the tribal 
traditions. I met several persons who were deeply interested· in reviving 
and reinterpreting their traditions. In this context, the name of Shri 
Cohong Erin_~ (Circle Officer) may specially be mentioned who writes 
reguarly (;m the different aspects of Adis. Old festivals are being organised 
now-a-days, with greater enthusiasm and· more participation. In the small 
administrative centres', their forms have been urbanised. But this is a 
fact that ,Younger educated generation is psychologically not prepared to 
follow the dictates of customs and traditions blindly. But at the same 
~ime, I found them sensitive if there was any attempt either religious or 
~n ~ny other form to interfere with their own ways of me. Recently, as 
mdlcated by the press-reports, and I also could smell at the time of my 
field visit, that even the minor attempts by the Christians missions to 

18 Techno-Economic Survey of NEFA National Council of Applied Economic Re-
search, New Delhi, December 1967, P. 152. 
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conveI1 people have led to social tension in parts of Siang and Subansiri 
district a_nd in 1974, the Pradesh Council had to adopt a resolution against 
the moves of the missions. 

Any significltlJ.! dash between the traditional and modern elites or !radi .. 
tional and modern institutions in Arunachal Pradesh is not visible. The 
old man and the traditional elites still enjoy respect in their village and 
tribal affairs but as regards administration and dev~opment, thes~ roles 
have been taken over by the modern elites. 

With the process of modernisation, 'structural duality' has emerged i~ 
Arunachal Pradesh. On the one hand, there are tribal beliefs, customs, 
!raditio!:!~, ~!itutions, structure a!}d elites. On the o!her hand, moder!! 
administration, urban centres, money economy, techniques, organisation 
and institutions have been introduced. Naturally, the tribal structure is 
passing through a phase of transition, and much of the future course of 
action depends on the ~ill of the nation and determination of the people 
of Arunach Pradesh to transform this transitional phase into a democra
tic, egalitarian and prosperous modern structure. 
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1958. 

• Indias North East Frontier in the Nineteenth Century, 
Calcutta, 1958. 

A philosophy for NEFA, Shillong, 1970. 

The North East Frontier Agency, in Tribal Situation 
in India, Indian Institute of Advances Study Simla, 
1972. 

• Equality, Modernity and Democracy in the New 
States: The Quest for Modernity in Asian andAfrica 
(Ed) Clifford Geert,zz, New Delhi, 1971. 

• A History of Assam, Reprint, 1905. 

• The Tai Khamties (Ed.), 1971. 

• • Assam Under the' Ahoms, Jorhat, 1942. 

Haimondrof, 
Von Furer. 

Christopher The Apetanis and Their Neighbours • A Primitive 
Socitey of the Easterp Himalayas, Rontelege & 
Kegan Paul, 1962. 

37 Herskorits, Melville J. • Cultural Anthropolpgy, New Delhi, 1969. 

38 Hyman, Herbert 

39 Jones, Garth N. 

40 Kakati, B. K .• 

41 Kuthiala, S. K. 

42 Lasswell, H. D. 

43 Lerner, D. 

44 l_evy, M. J. 

45 Luthra, P. N .• 

• 

• Political Organisation, The Free Press, New York, 
1958. 

Planned Organisational Change-A study of changed 
Dynamics, Ponteledge and Kegan Paul, London, 
1969. 

• Mother Goddess Kama,ldlyya, Gauhati, 1948. 

• From Tradition to Modernity, Ablmar Publicationn, 
New Delhi, 1973. 

Comparative Study of Elites, Stanford Univerisity 
Press, 1952. 

• The Passing of the Traditional SocietY-Modernising 
the Middle East, Free Press, 1958. 

• Modernisation and Structure of Societies, Princeton 
1966. 

• Constitutlonal and Administrative Groute of NEFA. 
lShiIJong, 1971. 



SI. Author 
No. 

46 Nackenzie, A .• 

47 Majumdar, D. N. 
Madan, T.N. 

48 Marx, Karl 

49 Marx, Kad 

50 Marvick, Dwaire (Ed) 

51 Mills, C. Wright 

52 Millikan, Max. F. . 

53 Moska, Gastano 

54 Myrdal, G. 

5S Pareto, Vilfred 

56 Perry, Giannt • 

57 Prasad, N. 

58 Ray Burman, B. K .• 

S9 Pye, Lucinan, W. (Ed.) 

60 Roy, Sachin 

61 Rodoiph. L. I .• 

62 Rostov, W. W. 

63 Rostomji, N. K. 

I 

64 Rogers, Everett M .• 
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Name of Books, Publishing Authority & Year 

History of the Relation of the Government with 
Hill Tribes of the N.E. Frontier of Bengal, Cal
cutta, 1884. 

Social Anthropolgy, Asia Publishing House, Bom-
bay, 1966. . 

• The Eighteenth Brumairo of Luis Napoleon 
Selected Works, N. D. New York. 

The British Rule in India, Selected Works II. 

Political Decision Makers, Recruitment and Per
formance : Amerind Publishing Co., New Delhi. 
1972. 

The Power Elites, Oxford Univerity Press, 1966. 

The Most FundamentaT Technological Change in 
D. Lerner and Wilber Schramn (Ed.) 'Commu

nication and Change in Developing Countries, East 
West Centre Press, Honolulu 1967. 

• The Ruling Class, Megraw Hill, New York 1939. 

• Asian Drama, An Enquiry into the Poverty of Nations. 
Vol. I, Penguine Books; 1968. 

• The Mind and Society, New York, 1935. 

• Political Elites, George Allen' and Unwin·, London> 

• Change Strategy in a Developing Societ y in India. 
Meenakshi Prakashan, Meerut, 1970. 

• Demographic and _ Socio-economic profiles of the 
hills of North East India, Census of India, New 
Delhi, 1970. 

• Communication and Political Development, Prince
ton, 1961. 

• Aspects of Padan. Miniyong Culture, Shillong, 1960. 

• The Modernity of Trlldition-Political Develop
ment in India, University of Chicago Press, 1967. 

• Stages of Economic 'Growth-A Neo-Communist 
Manifesto, Cambridge University Press, 1960. 

• Enchanted Frontier : North-East India Agency, Ox
ford Press, Calcutta, 1973. 

• Modernisation Among Peasants-The Impact of 
Communication, New York, 1969. 

65 Sharma, R. R. P. • The Shardukpans, Shillong, 1951. 

66 Sinha, R. • . The Akas, Shillong, 1962. 

67 Shah, A. B. Rao, C. R. M. Tradition and Modernity in India, Manktals, Bom-
(Ed.) bay, 1905. 



81. Author 
No. 

68 Singh, Yogendra 

69 Shils, Edward • 

70 Srivastava, L. R. N .• 

71 Smith, Vincent. 

72 Sukla, B. K. 

73 Sinha, N. 

74 Weber, Max 

75 Weber, Max 
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Nam':: of BO::lks, Publishing Authoritt & year 

Modernisation of Indian Tradition, Thomas Press 
Delhi, 1973. ' 

The Intellectuals Between Tradition and Modernity, 
The Indian Situation, Monton & Co. 1961. 

• The Gallongs, Shillong, 1959. 

The Oxford History of India, Third Edition, London, 
1967. 

The Dallas of the Suban.siri, Shillong, 1959. 

Persistance in Shifting Cultivation in Assam Hills 
A Few Institutional Impediments of Socio-Eco. 
nomic Research in Tribal Areas, (ED) P. C. Goswami. 
Jorhat, 1971.' • 

The Theory of Social and Economic Organisation, 
Oxford, 1947. 

The Social Philosophy of World. Religion. 



Sl. 
No. 

Author 

1 Borthakur, J. K. 

2 Borthakur I. K. 

3 Bordoloi, B. N. 

4 Chatia, Joya • 

S Chakravarty, L. N •• 

6 Conell, James, O. 

7 Dube, S. C. 

8 Dube, S. C. 

9 Dubey, S. M. • 

10 Duvey, S. M .• 

PERIODICALS/REPORTS ETC. 

Articles! Journals 

• Census of India, 1971, Series, 24, Arunachal Pradesb, 
Part II, General Population Tables. 

• Statistical Handbook of Arunachal Pradesh, 1972-73, 
Provisional. 

• Social Structure of a MinYong Village, Deptt. of 
Sociology, Dibrugarh University, 1971 (M. A. 
Dissertation). 

• Social Structure of a Padam Village, Deptt. of So
ciology, Dibrugarh University, 1970 (M. A. Dis
sertation). 

• Malinithan: In Arunachal News, Vol. I, No.4, May. 
1972. 

The Concept of ModernisatioB, South Atlantic 
Quarterly, Autumn, 1965. 

Human Problems and Economic Deveiopmen t 
in Economic Development and Cultural Change, 
1965. 

• Modernisation and Education, Seminar on 'Tradition 
and Modernity', I. I. T., Delhi. 

• Comparative' Study of Modernisation Among The 
Khasis and the Mikirs, Dibrugarh University. 

• Modernisation of Tribal Structure and Emergence 
of Elites in Arunachal Pradesh, Seminar Deptt. of 
Sociology, 1974. 

11 Dutta, Choudhury Surirmal The Historical Bynos. of Arunachal, January-March. 
1973, North Eastern Affairs, Shillong. 

12 Duvey, S. M .• • Modernisation Among the Tribes of N. E. India Se
minar paper r. r. T., Delhi 1969. 

13 Dutta. Choudhury Surirmal Arunachal Tribes and the Ahoms- A History of Fun
tion and Friendship, in North Eastern Affairs. 
Arunachal, 1973, Shillong. 

14 Eisenstadt, S. N. 

15 Eisenstadt, S. N. 

16 Gusfield, Joseph R .• 

• Transformation of Social, Political and Cultural 
Orders in Modernisation, American Sociological 
Review, Vol. 30, Oct., 1965. 

• Social Change, Differentiation and Evolution in the 
American Sociological Review, June, 1964. 

• Tradition and Modernity : Misplaced Polarities in 
the Study of Social Change, American Journal of 
Sociology Vol. 72, 1967. 
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SI. Author 
No. 

17 Hazarika, N. P. 

18 Krick N. M. • 

19 Khan Rasheeduddin 

20 Levine, Robert A. 

21 Lisset, S. M. 

22 Norrison, T. 

23 Mukherjee, Ranjeet 

24 Nadel, S. F. 

25 Pandeya, A. N. 

26 Parsons, T. 

27 Pandeya, A. N. 

28 Pembelteo, R. B. 

29 Raja, k. A. A. 

30 Rao, V. K. R. V. . 

31 Roy Burman, B. K. 

32 Roy Bl1rman, B. K!. 

33 Rostoroji, N. R. 

34 Sen, Biswajit . 

35 Shils, Edward 

36 Shastri, B. 
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Articles/Journals 

From Kebang to Panchayat : An Experiment in Dc
mocratic Decentralisation North Eastern Affairs, 
Vo1. 2, No.4, 1974.' , 

Accounts of an Expeditian Among the Abors in 
1953 Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. 
IX, 1913. 

National Integration, Semir.ar, April, 1970. 

The Internation of Political Values in Stateless So
cieties, Human Organisation, Vol. 19. 

Political Sociology in :Current Sociology, Vol. 3. 
UNESCO, 1957. 

Twenty-Five Years of Progress, Agriculture in Aru
nachal News, August, 1972. 

Multiple Cropping; Pasight an Assessment in Aruna
chal News, October, 1971. 

The Hill Tribes ofKadero in Sudan Notes and Records' 
Vol. XXVI, 1942. 

Modernisation of a Complex Society-Some Theo
retical and Methodological Issues, Seminar Paper, 
I.LT., Delhi February, 1969. 

Evolutinary Invilsion in Society, American Journal 
of Sociology. 

Role of Religion, Seminar, Delhi, April, 1910. 

Reports of the Elstern Frontier of British india, Cal. 
cutta, 1835. 

Prospect of Economic Growth of Arunachal Pra. 
desh in Fifth Year Plan, in North-Eastern Affairs, 
Vol. 2, No.4, Janm,ry-March, 1964. 

So:ne Problems Confronting Traditional Societies in 
the Process:of Development, Seninar paper, 
UNESCO, Paris, 1961. 

Modernisation Process in the Hills of the North
East India, Journal of the Institute of Defence 
Strategy, Delhi, January, 1970. 

D!mJgraphic and Socio-Economic Profiles of the 
H\]j Areas of North-East India, Census of India 
New Delh:, 19iO. 

Meghalaya-Arunchal Pradesh Illustrated Weekly 
of India, 1973. 

The T<hamtis : An Outline of their C;llture in Man ill 
India, July-Sept., 1965. 

Primodial, Personal, Sacred and Civil Ties Britisb 
Journal of Sociology, June, 1957. 

Growth of Adroinistrtion in Arunachal, Nort-Easter n 
Affairs, Vol. 2, No.4 Jan.-March, 1974. 



SI. 
No. 

Author 

37 Singh, Yogendra 

38 Srinivas, M. N. 

39 Srinivas, M. N. 

40 Tangri, S. 
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Articles/Journals 

Political Aspects of Modernisation, Seminar, April. 
1970. 

• The Problems, Seminar, 1970. 

C!tanging Attitudes in India To-day, Yojana Oct. 1 
1961. 

Intellectuals and Society in 19th Century India in 
Comparative Studies in Society and History III, 
July, 1961. 

41 Reprint, Publications of Board of Assam, Gauhati, 1971. 

42 Arunachal News, Vol. 3, No.4, June, 1974. 

43 Arunachal News, July, 1972. 

44 The Assam Tribune, 21st April, Gauhati, 1974. 

45 Amrita Bazar Patrica, Calcutta, April, 14, 1974. 

46 Statistical Hand Book of ,North-East Frontier Agency, 1970-71. 

47 Techno-Economic Survey of NEFA. National Counell of Applied Economic Research' 
New Delhi, 1967. 

48 Amrita Bazar Patrica, 11th June, 1974, Calcutta. ' 

49 Cooperative Movement in NEFA, NEFA Information, Oct., 1966. 

50 Reports of the Committee on the Development of Local Government in NEFA~ 
January, 1965. 



ELITES AND MODERNISATION IN ARUNACHAL PRADESH 

(Research Project Sponsored by the Census Organisation of India 
and Directorate of Census, Arunachal Pradesh) 

Interview Schedule 

Research Assistant : 

Shri Chandra Kanta Gogoi, 
Research Scholar, 
Deptt. of Sociology, 
Dibrugarh University, 
Dibrugarh, Assam. 

(A) Respondents' Background 
l. Name 
2. Age 
3. Sex 
4. Tribe 
5. Clan 
6. District 
7. Educational Institution 

Students). 
8. Class (for Students) . 
9. Marital Status 

(For 

Project Director 

S. M. Dubey, M.A., Ph. D., 
Prof. & Head of the Department, 
Department of Sociology, 
Dibrugarh University, 
Dibrugarh, Assam. 

:-
:-
:-
:-
:-
:-

:-
:-
:-Unmarried/MarriedJWidow / 

Divorced 
10. Present Office/Post/Designation :-
(B) Family and Marriage: 

1. Nature of Family !-

2. Particulars Regarding Members 
of the family.. :-

Sl. 
No. Relationship with 

respondents 
Age Sex Muital O:cu- Edu- Income 

1 
2 
3 
4 
S 
6 
7 
8 

TOTAl. 

Status pation cation 
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3. What is your attitude towards 
family:-

JOINT Favou- Unfa- Neutral 
able vourable 

NUCLEAR Favour- Unfa- Neutral 
able vourable 

4. Has any change taken place in the 
sphere of division of labo"\" in _____________ _ 
your family? Yes No 

MALE 
---------
FEMALB 

5 Has any member of your family YesfNo 
migrated to towns? 

6. If yes, please mention the place of 
Migration. 

7. Do the imigrant members of· 
your family maintains contact 
with your family? 

Within Arunachal/Out of Arunachal 
PradeshjWithin India/Foreign. ' 
Yes/No. 

8. What do you thinkl about the One/Two/Three/Four/More. 
limit of issues for a couple? 

9. Do you think that the birth of a Magic/Devine will/Will of the CoupI~ 
child depends on or may be 
affected by-

10. What type of treatment is offer- Inferior/Equal/Superior. 
ed to women in your family as 
compared to men? 

11. How marriage is settled? 

12. On what consideration would you 
like to marry a boy or a girl (On 
the basis of preference). 

Girls 

1. Family Status 
2. Beauty 
3. Character 
4. Education 
S. Hard work 
6. Occupation 
7. Any other 

Preference 

By parents/By marrying couples/By 
elopments/By any other method. 

Boys Preference 

1. Family Status 
2. Physique 
3. Property 
4. Education 
5. Character 
6. Payment of Bride price 
7. Any other 
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(C) Economy and Occupation : 

1. What is the traditional Occu
pation of your family? 

2. What is your/or of your family's -
present occupation? 

3. If the occupation is agriculture, 
what is the method of cultivation? 

4. Do you know about the improved 
methods of agriculture. 

Jhuming/Terraced cultivation/Settled 
cultivation. 

Yes/No 

5. During the last 1 S years, has any 
change taken place in the field of --
agriculture in your area as regards 
the following. 

Yes No 

6. Do you think that the good 
harvest depends on (to be marked 
in order of preference). 

(a) Nature of Ow
nership of land 

(b) Forest land 
(c) Agricultural 

land 
(d) Seeds • 
(e) Irrigation sys

tem. 

Supernatural power/Your own 
labour/knowledge and adoption of 
new agricultural techniques/Help 
from ~he gove~nment/Any other. 

7. Would you like to change your Yes/No 
occupation ? 

8. Would you like to go out of your Yes/No 
village for new jobs? 

9. Would you like to adopt? . 

10. What is your opinion about the 
people employed in towns? 

11. Please mention the principal and 
subsidiary occupations ofthe fol
lowing generations. 

(Principal and subsidiary should 

New tools/Improved seeds/Fertilisers! 
New methods of agriculture/Double 
or triple crops. 

Favourable/Unfavourable/Neutral. 

be written in the columns). 

Working Cultiva- Domesti- Govt. Any 
as slaves tion cation Service other 

Grand Father 
Fatber 
Self· 

of animals 
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12. Mention your choice for tbe occu
pation of your children (Upto three 
occupations in order ofpreference). 

(D) Education : 

1. ~tate the position of the educational standard of the following genera
tIons. (If anyone has obtained professional or technical training that 
should be mentioned). 

Illiterate Literate Matriculate Inter- Degree Post 
or below m~diate or below graduate 

or b~low or below 

Grand Father 
Father 
Self' 

2. P,lrticulars r~ga.rding the educational attainment of the respondents: 

Examination Passed 

Matric/H.S.L.C. 

Class/ 
Di,yision 

P. U./Irttermediate/Higher Secondary/Bache
lors Degree. 

Master Degree • 
Any other 

Year of 
Passing 

Loss of 
year if 
any 

Holding 
any Office 
(Union 

or Associa
tion) 

3. Due to education plesent any change has occured in your personal life 
as regards the following: 

(a) Now I feel more equipped to and interested in Yes No 
carrying out my family occupation. 

(b) I can suggest new techniques of cultivation to Yes No 
my family members. 

(c) My opinion is now more respected by my family Yes No 
members. 

(d) People from my village/tribe consult me Yes No 

(e) I feel isolated from my family, traditions and 
customs. 

(f) I have developed better understanding and know
ledge to solve problems. 

(g) I feel that whether I have learnt in school/ college 
is not of much use in my surroundings. 

(h) Now I feel more attached to the national events 
one problems. 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 
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4. Do you read news papers • Yes/No 

5. If yes please mention the name 1. 
and the language of the news· 
papers. 

6. Do you listen to Radio 7 • 

2. 

3. 

• YesfNo 

7. In what programme you are more News/Music songjTalks/DramajAny, 
Interested? other. 

(E) Political Participation : 

1. Are you a voter? Yes/No/Do not know 

2. Is there any Panchayat in your vil- Yes/No/Do not know 
lage? 

3. Did you participate in the Pan
chayat election. 

4. How disputes are settled in your 
village? 

S. Have you heard about the follow
ing. 

6. Have you ever heard something 
of the following : 

YesfNo 

By tribal Panchayat/By village Pan~ 
c:ha,Yat/By Court/By Mutual nego" 
ttatlOn. 

Congress 
Socialist 
Jan Sangh • 
Communist 
Swatantra . 

Yes 

Mahatma Gandhi 
JawaharIal Nehru 
Smt. Indira Gandhi 
V. V. Giri 
Jaya Prakash 
Narayan. 

Madbu Limaye 
S. A. Dange 
Pilo" Modi 
Atal·Behari Bajpai 

Yes No 

No 
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7. Are you satisfied witb the wor~ing of the following 

(a) Your village Pancbayat Yes No 
(b) Your Block Development Yes No 
(c) Your District Administration Yes No 
(d) Advisory Council • Yes No 
(e) Central Government . Yes No 

8. What is ~cur opinion about the following statements? 

(a) Govt. is making all attempts for the Agree 
development of the Arunachal Pra-
desh. 

(b) On the whole officials are efficient Agree 
and helpful to the people. 

9. Participation of students in Politics i-

(a) Students sbould actively participate. Agree 
(b) Shauid know only the political events Agree 
(c) Students ale being misused b, politi- Agree 

cal patties. 

(F) Social Change and Modernisation : 

Disagree Neutral 

Disagree Neu tral 

Disagree Neutral 
Disagree Neutral 
Disagree Neutral 

1. The following facilities a.re available in your village OJ not ? 

1. School 
(i) Primary 

(ii) Middle 
(iii) High School 

2. Road 
9. Post Office 
4. Transistor/Radio sets 
5. Electricity 
6. Medical Unit (Hospital Dis

pensary). 
7. Co-operative Society 
8. Vehic16 • 

9. Brick HOuSes C.l. Sheet 
10. Power Loom . 
11. Family Planning Nnit • 

Yes The year Number 
of begins 
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2. Since your childhood-D~ you mark any change in your family/tribe! 
district as regards the folloWIng : 

Family Tribe Distr c t 
Yes No Yes No Yes No 

(a) Dress. 
(b) Food habit 
(c) Education 
(d) Types of Houses 
(e) New tools/Techniques of 

cultivation 
(f) New techniques in cultivation 

(from Jhume to Settled etc.) 
(g) Improved Seeds • 
,(b) Entertainment (Transistorl 

radio etc.) 
(i) Is there still in custom of 

slavery 

G) General: 
1. How many languages can you-U'ndel'stand/SpeakjRead/Write out 

of the following. 

Language Understand SpeaJ(j Read 

Mother tongue • 
Assamese • 
Hindi 
English 
Any other. 

2. Do you know the following 

(a) All colours and emblem of the Na
tional Flag. 

(b) Do you remember all lines of the Na
tional Anthem 

(c) Name ofthe Prime Minister ofIndia • 
(d) Number of Districts in Arunachal 

Pradesh ,-
(e) Proposal Capital of Arunachal Pradesh 
(f) Name of the Chief Commissioner of 

Arunachal Pradesh • • • 

Yes; No 

Write 

Name/ 
Number 
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(H) Attitude and Aspiration : 

1. At the time of disease would you OjbaflndigenousfMethods/Doctor
like to take the help of 

2. Do your visit the place of worship Regularly/Frequently/Occasionally 
Never. 

3. Would you like to send your children Yes/No 
for higher education to the town? 

4. What type of education would you Liberal/Medical/Engineering / 
like for your sons and daughters. Legal/ Any other. 

S. Do you think that you can improve By hard labour f By education/ 
your status By some contact with outside 

people. 
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